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Summary
Longitudinal shock is a familiar but little understood 
railway problem. A theoretical understanding and practical 
investigation are described.
(Dheoretical considerations contains seven sections. 
Fundamentals of impact and design of hydraulic buffers are 
described first. Effect of wagon configuration on impact, 
performance is then calculated. Fundamentals of train 
shocks describes linear spring theory, and its extension to 
non-linear shock absorbers for trains coupled without and 
with free slack. Effect of wagon configuration on train 
shocks is shown. [Dhe in-train performance of hydraulic 
buffers is analysed.f Design of an American cushion unit 
is given.
Experimental work is divided into two sections, titled 
impact and train shocks. Ehe first, section contains three 
subjections, consisting of impact tests with hydraulic 
buffers on block wagons, and on actual wagons, and impact,
test of American cushion unit. The second section comprises
- ' 1 
five sub-sections. Run-in tests employed, rake impacts as a
simulation for train run-in. Results from these tests are
analysed. Run-out tests used controlled shocks in a short,
train to study run-out with various drawgears. Results of 
the run-out tests are analysed in the next sub-section. fflae 
final sub-section describes tests with-70 wagon trains. One 
train was fitted with hydraulic buffers and drawgear. The 
other train was fitted with hydraulic buffers and ring spring 
drawgear.
Performance simulation for a hydraulic cushion unit; is 
described. QJhis mathematical model reproduces test results, 
and enables characteristics for a cushion unit under any 
condition of impact or train running to be calculated.
Uhe influence of brake performance on train shocks is 
discussed. Buffer performance during braking of fully 
fitted trains is analysed.
' t
The requirements for optimum design of shock absorbing 
systems, together with the requirements for smooth train 
operation and the influence of brake performance on train 
shocks are given in the conclusion. ,
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1. Introduction
The low frictional characteristic of the steel wheel 
rolling on the steel rail makes it possible for one powered 
vehicle1 to pull many unpowered vehicles. Thus the train is 
by far the most, efficient mover of material in terms of fuel 
consumption and labour cost. However the connecting together 
of a large number of vehicles to form a train, creates 
problems both with the assembling of the train and its 
operation.
A train is formed by collecting together a group of 
wagons which, are all consigned to the same destination on- 
one track in a marshalling yard. The wagons may be set in 
motion by a locomotive, or by gravity over a hump. The end 
result is the same - impact between, a moving wagon or wagons 
and the stationary wagons already in the track.. Since these 
impacts can be at speeds up to 10 m.p.h., and occasionally 
even faster, (Ref. 1.), some means of protecting b.oth the 
wagon and its contents 'are essential.
The train is a practical example of a multiple
*
spring/mass system. Shocks during train operation are 
experienced when the characteristics of the connections
• i
/
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between the wagons are such that relative movement between 
wagons results in an intensifying shock wave through the 
train. It is vital that the connections between the wagons 
reduce the intensity of a shock as it travels, so that it 
becomes’ attenuated as it progresses through the train.
In the earliest days of railways the problem of 
longitudinal shock during starting and stopping of' trains 
became immediately apparent, according to accounts of tests 
run at that period, Ref. 2 . Spring buffers were found 
necessary to reduce the run-in shocks experienced' during 
braking, which was achieved then by the application of the 
locomotive brake alone. It was appreciated* at that time 
that slack was the principal cause of run-out shocks on 
starting, and therefore the screw coupling was invented 
over a century and a quarter ago so that wagons could be 
coupled and the slack taken up. Ihis arrangement, of side 
buffers and central screw coupling, with a draw spring, is 
in universal use in Continental Europe for both passenger 
and freight rolling stock today. The automatic knuckle 
action centre coupler, connected to-the wagon through a 
draftgear, is used universally in North America and for 
passenger coaches in Britain. Side buffers with central 
link or screw couplings are used; for British freight wagons.
9
It is current practice in Britain to fit hydraulic buffers 
to provide protection for the wagon and its contents ait 
impact speeds far greater than can be tolerated, by simple 
spring buffers#
The design and testing of these buffers was carried; 
out by the author and will be described in this thesis. 
Hydraulic cushion units have been used in the U.S.A. for 
the same purpose. These hydraulic cushion units are of 
two basic types, sliding sill and end-of-car. Details of 
several cushion units are given in Refs. 3 to 7» The 
design and testing of the author’s hydraulic.cushion unit 
will be described in the thesis also, v
Anyone who has travelled at the rear of a freight 
train will be familiar with the violent accelerations or 
decelerations experienced sometimes on ;starting, ate 
changes of gradient: and during braking. The severity of 
these shocks for the guard can be greatly reduced by, 
fitting hydraulic buffers and drawgear to the brakevan,
i
which is described in the A.S.M.E. Paper, Ref. 8 . The 
casual observer will have noticed that when.! a long freight; 
train starts from rest, while the locomotive moves off 
gently, the wagons behind are jerked into motion in turn,
generally with increasing intensity, the brakevan at the 
rear being suddenly and violently snatched forwards.
Longitudinal shock in freight train operation is 
undesirable for the following reasons
(1) Fragile merchandise in transit may be damaged.
(2) Loads may shift longitudinally, thus 
necessitating re-loading.
,(3) The wagon itself is subjected to severe 
acceleration.
. (4)' There is a risk of a broken coupling during 
violent run-out.
(5) Train crew may be injured. ,
C’6); Derailment may result on curves due tov 
exceptionally violent longitudinal shock.
The primary cause of train running shocks is the 
existence of relative movement between wagons. If the 
train were equivalent to a solid bar, no relative 
movement between wagons would occur. Therefore no shocks
i
could occur either. However such a train; could not be 
started by a locomotive of sufficient size to maintain 
the train in motion. Therefore a train of wagons rigidly 
coupled together is impractical.
; ’ ' , j
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Due to the existence of both free and controlled 
relative movement between wagons, sudden accelerations 
are liable to occur on; starting, when passing through a 
change of gradient and during braking. In fact the severe 
shocks experienced with seventy wagon test, trains run to 
develop power brakes brought attention to the problem of. 
shocks in long trains both in Britain and Continental 
Europe.
A detailed investigation was carried out by the 
author, when with British Railways Research Department, 
to determine the cause of these shocks. In this thesis, 
the fundamental cause of shocks is shown theoretically, 
and the solution to the problem proposed. The performance 
of hydraulic buffers during train running is analysed 
and a modification to their design recommended'. Confirm­
ing the theoretical predictions, development tests using 
analogues for a long train are described. The work 
culminates in running tests carried out with two seventy 
wagon test trains fitted with experimental drawgear, the 
results being compared with the perfbrmance of the train 
as originally equipped. It is concluded that the smooth 
operation, of - a long freight train is now possible.
12.
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2. Theoretical Considerations
The theoretical considerations are divided into seven 
sections, titled Fundamentals of Impact, Effect, of Wagon.' • 
Configuration on Impact. Performance, Fundamentals of Train 
Running Shocks, Effect of Wagon Configuration on Tr a ini 
Shocks, Hydraulic Buffers in Train Running, Design of 
American Cushion Unit, and Effective Mass for Cushion 
Unit Design.
The first section concerns the dynamics of impact and 
design of hydraulic buffers. The importance of a r,compromiser 
design is stressed. The second section deals with the 
effect, of an elevated wagon centroid. The configuration 
of the wagon can give an apparent reduction of the wagon 
mass during impact as far as the buffers are concerned.
The third section discusses possible solutions to the 
problem of train shocks. A linear shock wave theory is 
described, together with the extension of the theory to 
non-linear shock absorbing units. The fourth section 
describes how the elevated centroid effect absorbs shock 
energy which would otherwise appear in the shock absorbing 
units when a shock progresses through a train. The fifth, 
section shows how the mass condition* for hydraulic buffers 
during train shocks is different from impact, and how simple:
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modification is required, Ihe last, two sections describe 
the design of the orifice control for an American cushion 
unit, and the calculation of the effective mass to be used* 
in the design.
Fractions are used to a considerable extent in the 
sections which follow. In the interests of clarity, and; 
in order to avoid misunderstandings, the symbols to be 
used will be defined now. Ihe symbol */' means * divide1, 
as in computer programming. When there is more than one 
algebraic term in the denominator, the terms in the 
denominator are included in brackets, e.g. P/(RS). Fractions 
of a half and a quarter are shown as 1/2 and 1/4# One 
typing space has been left after these terms, which are 
used extensively. Ihus the expression 1/2 M, means one half, 
of M. Other fractional values are shown similarly, except 
that a multiplication sign is included for clarity. Thus 
1/64 x F means one sixty fourth of F. When bulky equations 
are included, the conventional numerator over denominator 
system is used, a horizontal black line separating one from
the other, e.g. ^"''^ pEF* •
. 1
ii
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2.1 Fundamentals of Impact
The fundamentals of impact are divided into six 
sub-sections, titled Introduction, Performance of Spring 
Buffers, Performance of Ideal Buffers, Hydraulic Buffers 
as Ideal Buffers, and Design of Hydraulic Buffersi
The first sub-section introduces the subject. In the 
second sub-section, the performance of spring buffers is 
analysed. In the third sub-section, the performance of 
ideal buffers is analysed and compared with the performance 
of spring buffers. How the hydraulic buffer functions as 
an ideal buffer is described in the fourth sub-section.
The general performance of hydraulic buffers fitted on 
wagons of several masses is given in the fifth sub-section, 
it being shown that the hydraulic buffer is only an ideal 
buffer for-impact between wagons of one particular mass. In 
the last sub-section, the design of hydraulic buffers is 
described. The *compromise11 type of design is shown to be 
preferable, in that it is more suitable for wagons of 
various masses, than the buffer designed for just one 
wagon mass.
15
2.1.1 Introduction
Buffers incorporating steel or rubber springs were 
used in the past in Britain. Ihese buffers had a travel of.
4i 1/2% with a spring rate of about 3,000 lb./in. that was 
linear approximately. Because of their low energy capacity, 
2,500 ft.lb., these buffers closed solid at low impact speeds, 
such as 3 to 4 m.p.h., resulting in a solid blow being given 
to the wagon structure. Stiffer buffer springs with increased 
energy capacity could not be used because of the.necessity 
of negotiating curves of short radius. On such a curve ihe 
buffers on the inner side of the curve must close to permit, 
the wagon to run through the curve. In the U.S.A., short 
travel (3”) draftgears were used universally, kinetic energy 
at impact being dissipated by the friction of wedges sliding 
over a cylinder or absorbed by rubber springs in compression. 
Ihese draftgears had an energy capacity of 22,00.0 ft.lb., 
and also closed solid at low impact speeds. QJoday-, wagons
carrying fragile merchandise are usually fitted with long
*
travel hydraulic cushion units. Ihese cushion units have a 
travel of between. 911 to 30% and are described in several 
A.S.M.E. papers, Refs. 3 to Tu
Shock absorption by hydraulic means is essential for 
controlling the inevitable impacts which*occur between wagons 
during shunting, operations* Since simple spring buffers are
16
no longer adequate, only the design of hydraulic buffers 
and cushion units will be described in detail in this thesis.
Although the majority of impacts involve a wagon hitting 
a stationary group of wagons, this impact is little different 
from impact between two single similar wagons. When one 
wagon impacts more than one other wagon the wagons backing 
up the first: stationary wagon have little effect on the 
impact in practice. Ehis feature can be observed from the 
test results given later in Section 3*1*3# 2Jhus the desigm 
and testing of'impact absorbing systems is based on impact, 
between single: wagons.
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2.1.2 Performance of Spring Buffers
Por any particular impact condition, conservation of 
momentum may be applied under certain conditions and making 
certain assumptions to determine the minimum velocity change 
experienced by each wagon. The characteristics of the shock 
absorber, buffer or cushion unit, determine the maximum 
force transmitted to the wagon, which in turn controls the 
peak acceleration felt by the load being carried by the wagon.
Consider initially a wagon of mass M impacting another 
similar wagon at a speed of tl. Each wagon is fitted withi 
linear spring buffers, whose spring rate is R.per buffer. 
Consider the kinetic energy and momentum equations just 
before and just after impact.
o
Before impact, kinetic.energy of moving wagon a 1/2 Mil
and momentum of moving wagon » MU
After impact, assuming conservation of momentum, if V is
common velocity of the two wagons, 2MV, « MU
or ¥ « 1/2 U
p
After impact, kinetic energy = 1/2 (2M)V
„2
substituting for V» U/2, k.e.« 1/2 C2M ~ ),
= 1/4 MU2
Therefore decrease of kinetic energy during, impact
\ = 1/2 MU2 - 1/4 MU2
= 1/4 MU2 i
18 /
Thus half the original kinetic energy is converted to 
strain energy in the buffer springs.
The force exerted on the wagons is dependent on the spring' 
rate of the buffers, assuming that the buffers are not 
closed solid during the impact.
p
Energy E absorbed per buffer (4 total) ~ 1/4; x 1/4 MHr
3 » 1/16 x MU2
The final force F of each buffer at the conclusion of impact 
can be calculated, knowing the spring rate, R, of each buffer. 
If the travel of the buffer is S, then the energy absorbed;
E = 1/2 FS 
Row. R « F/S, 
or S = F/R 
Substituting for S, E * F2/(2R>
Thus 32/(2R), » 1/16, x MU2
or 3 = U J  RM/8
a* U x constant
It has1 been shown that the maximum force for a linear spring 
buffer is proportional to the initial impact speed.
The' maximum force F, for a stroke of S will be seen, to be 
equal to 2E/S; .
Consider briefly an impact at half the previous impact speed, 
U/2, other conditions being identical. *
Energy per buffer *, 1/4 x 1/41 M. 2*
= 1/64 x MO2
'' \
let final force for impact speed U/2 be %  ’ :
Then energy also = IW 2/(2R)
Therefore RH2/(2R) - 1/64 x MU.2
or PH = 1/2 U /RiI/8 
= 1/2 F
Corresponding buffer stroke Sg, = P„/R
= 1/2,F/R.
Thus buffer force and stroke at half impact speed are halved. 
?or a particular buffer of spring rate R, the maximum force 
Fa for any impact at a speed not greater than that which 
closes the buffer solid is proportional to the impact speed, 
U^. Since the maximum force F^ * E x S^, where S^ is the 
stroke required to absorb the impact energy, then the stroke 
is also proportional to the impact speed U^.
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2.1.3 Performance of Ideal Buffers
Ideally, a buffer is required that will produce the 
minimum reaction on the wagon for any particular impact 
condition of mass and' speed•
Consider an ideal buffer, also of travel S, which is 
able to use all the available travel for each impact. . The 
ideal buffer must also be self adjusting such that a uniform 
reaction is produced in proportion to the kinetic energy . 
which must "be absorbed.
2Por impact speed II, energy absorbed per buffer E *= 1/1& x MU. 
as before.
Let the uniform force for impact speed U be P.
Then energy absorbed! by each buffer E = P x S,
or P » E/S.
Thus the ideal buffer gives a reaction half that of the
spring buffer for the same impact conditions, provided
buffer travel is the same.
Substituting for E, P = 1/16 x MU^/S
2*» II x constant,
2Hence for. a given buffer travel P H .
Therefore the uniforai force exerted by the ideal buffer is 
proportional to the square of the initial impact speed and 
inversely proportional to the buffer travel.
Consider finally the ideal buffer during impact at half 
speed, U/2, other conditions being unchanged.
Energy per buffer = I/64 x Mil? \
=1/4 E.
Since an ideal buffer uses full travel S.‘,
Then new force Pg = E/C4S)
Thus buffer force at the impact speed of U/2 is reduced by 
three quarters, compared with the buffer force at the impact: 
speed of U.
Compare the performance of the spring buffer and the 
ideal buffer. When the buffer travels are the same, S for 
impact speed U) in the above analysis, the ideal buffer gives 
a reaction half the reaction for the spring buffer. At half 
this impact speed, U/2, the force for the ideal buffer iis 
only 1/8 that of the spring buffer. Values of maximum force 
for a spring buffer and an ideal buffer for fractional values 
of U have been calculated and are plotted againstb impact speed 
in Pig. 1. Por impact speeds greater than the design impact 
speed, U1, the spring buffer jus closed! solid with kinetic 
energy still to he absorbed. Therefore a solid blow is given
to the wagon frame. 4he remaining energy is absorbed by
deformation, of the wagon frame. The ideal buffer is able to 
produce a greatei* force corresponding to ‘the square of this
impact speed and can absorb the additional kinetic energy 
without a solid blow occuring. Thus wagon frame damage is 
avoided.
It. will be seen that the ideal buffer does nbt produce 
a -force 3? until an impact speed of J 2 U is reached.
1.0
BUFFER
K i d e a l
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2.1.4 Hydraulic Buffers as Ideal Buffers
The hydraulic shock absorbing unit can. be the ideal 
buffer just described because the resistance to flow through 
ah orifice is proportional to the square of flow velocity. 
The orifice area must be reduced as the buffer closes and 
as the closure velocity reduces, as explained below.
Consider a hydraulic buffer, consisting of a hollow, 
plunger and cylinder assembly of internal area A. The 
hollow space in the plunger and the cylinder chamber are 
inter-connected by an orifice of area a. Pigs. 1 &  2 in 
Section 3.1.1 are typical.
Begin with the equation for flow through an orifice,
Q = c a y 2gH, where Q is the flow rate, c is the 
co-efficient of discharge, a is the orifice area, and HI is 
the pressure head.
If the initial closure rate of the buffer is V, then Q = AV, 
Also the pressure head H = p/D, where p is,the internal 
pressure in the buffer, 'and D is the fluid density.
If P is the force produced by the buffer, p « P/A.
Thus substituting in the equation above,,.
AT » c a /  2gP/(AD)
Rearranging this expression,
a’« |  J  V2A3D/(2gP)
25
Xt, was shown previously that for an ideal buffer, force P
- 1/16 x KU2/S.
Since it is assumed that both the wagons impacting are 
fitted with hydraulic buffers, the initial buffer closure 
velocity is half the initial impact speed,
So V = U/2, 
or U = 2V.
Shus P = 1/16 x M(2V)2/S
= 1/4 (m v2/s )
Substituting for P,
a = i y V 2A3D/(2g MV2)/(4S)
Telocity T cancels out, to give
, a - i J [ 2A3D/(Mg)] x S
= v/s x | J  2A3D/(JJg)
= >J S x K, where IL is a constant #
Consider the orifice area required after the buffers 
have closed distance s,t at a uniform force P.
Let the instantaneous closure velocity be at this point 
Kinetic energy absorbed at this point « Ps 
Total kinetic energy to be absorbed = PS 
Thus k.e. remaining to be absorbed « P (S -s)
* p
Remaining kinetic energy also « 1/4 MV^
Substituting for P, (= 1/4 (MV^/S)
26 /
Then 1/4 (MV2/S).(S - s) = 1/4 MV^2 
Simplifying, V-L = V /  (.1 - e/S)
Ehe orifice area required for velocity to maintain a 
uniform force P, a^ = J A D/(2gP);
Substituting for P, (.= 1/4 MV^/S),,
a1 = \  J 2V12A3D/(MgV2),/S
Substituting, for V^, (= V yj (1 - s/S) )
a1 « i- /  2V2(1 - s/S)A3DS/MgV2 
Velocity cancels out, to give
a-^  = ^ S d  - s/S) x j 2$?D/Mg 
= /(S - s) x K.
l!hus the orifice area is only dependent upon the stroke. 
of the buffer, apart from the fixed design parameters. A 
hydraulic buffer is able to function as an ideal buffer in 
that for any impact speed, the same: orifice is able to 
produce the correct force level corresponding to that impact 
speed. '
in order,to maintain the force level constant as thei
buffer closes, the orifice area must be successively reduced 
in proportion to the square root of the remaining stroke, 
because the closure velocity of the buffer is reducing as 
the kinetic energy of impact is absorbed.
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2.1.5? General Performance of Hydraulic Buffers
The mass of any individual wagon will vary, depending 
on the type of wagon and the load being carried. It Is 
important therefore to consider the performance of a 
hydraulic buffer fitted on a wagon of different mass from 
the mass for'which the buffer was designed! to give a uniform 
cushioning action.
Consider initially the performance of a hydraulic buffer 
designed for a wagon of mass M installed on a wagon of mass 
1/2 M impacting’ another wagon of mass 1/2 M at impact speed 
II as before. The kinetic energy to be absorbed by the 
buffers is only half that for the wagons of: mass M, for- the 
same impact speed.
Re-arranging the expression previously given,
a = -  J v;2A3D/(2gP)
in order to separate: P., it will be seen that 
, P = V2 x A3D/(2g. a2c2)
This shows that the buffer force depends on the closure 
velocity squared and on the inverse.square, of the orifice 
area. Thus the initial buffer force as, .the hydraulic buffers 
start to close is independent of the mass of the impacting 
wagons•
28
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Consider now. the performance of a hydraulic buffer 
designed for a wagon of mass E, installed on a wagoni of 
mass 2M: impacting another wagon of mass 2E., also at impact- 
speed II. The kinetic .energy which must be absorbed by the 
buffers is twice that for the wagons of mass M. for the same 
impact speed. The initial force as the buffers start to 
close is the same as for the wagons .of mass E. Thus the 
kinetic energy is absorbed initially at only half the ideal 
rate for wagons of mass 2E.
The'force/travel characteristic of the buffers for impact 
between wagons of mass M. is rectangular by definition, since 
a uniform cushioning force is provided by the buffers. The 
force/travel characteristic of the buffers for impact between 
wagons of mass, other than M- can be calculated on an iterative 
step-by-step basis. Initial buffer force corresponding with 
the impact, speed and the initial orifice area is calculated, 
and assumed to hold constant for a small increment of the 
stroke,1 e.g. 1% of the total stroke. Thisforce level 
multiplied by the stroke increment gives the kinetic energy 
absorbed for that increment. The total kinetic energy which 
must he absorbed by the buffers can be calculated, knowing 
the wagon mass and impact speed. By subtracting the 
incremental energy from the total kinetic energy, the kinetic 
energy remaining at the beginning of the next stroke j
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increment is obtained. Prom this figure, the new closure 
velocity of the buffers is calculated. Knowing the closure 
velocity and the orifice area for the next increment, the 
buffer force can be calculated. This procedure is repeated 
to the end of the stroke of the buffers. This multiple 
calculation can be undertaken by a digital computer, as 
described in Section 4.2. .
Porce/travel characteristics calculated for impact at 
the same, speed between wagons of mass 1/2 M, and for impact 
between wagons of mass 2M, fitted with buffers designed to 
give a uniform condition for mass M are shown in Pig. 1 •
The rectangular characteristic for mass M. is shown for 
comparison. All three characteristics start at the same 
force level, P. Por the wagons of mass 1/2 M, the force 
decreases steadily to zero by the end of the travel. However 
for the wagons of mass 2M, the force rises increasingly to 
a level of 4P by the end of the travel.
The rectangular force/travel characteristic for impact 
between wagons, of mass M represents the most efficient
. 1 i .
performance possible, and so this performance is described
as having an efficiency of 100%. In other words, the ratio*
of the ideal force, P, required to cushions the impact to the
i
actual force, P, is unity. 1
For the impacts between wagons of mass 1/2 M* the ideal, 
or minimum possible force would be 1/2 F. The actual maximum 
force is F, and so the ratio of ideal to actual is 1 to 2.. 
The efficiency for wagons of mass 1/2 M is therefore 50%.
i
For the impact between wagons of mass 2M, the ideal 
force would be 2F, whereas the actual maximum force is 4F. 1
Thus the efficiency for wagons of mass 2M, is also 50%.
Consider finally impact between two wagons of differing
masses, and Mg. This impact can be regarded as equivalent
to impact between two equal wagons each of mass M . The©
value M , known as the equivalent mass, can be calculated 
from considerations of momentum and kinetic energy.
Assume inelastic impact between two masses, M^ and Mg, with 
mass impacting mass Mg with velocity V.
Momentum of mass M^ before impact
Let v be common velocity of the two masses after impact, 
amen momentum of masses after impact =• 0^' + .M2)y 
Since momentum is unchanged,
then MXW  - (M1 + Mg)v 
' from .which i v » M^ V// (M^ + Mg)
Kinetic energy of mass M^ before impact =1/2.
Q
Kinetic energy Of masses after impact =1/2 (M-, + Mg)v
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Substituting for v, (= + Mg);)'
Kinetic energy of masses after impact,
-1/2 (M1 -t M2)M12V2/(M1 + Mg)2
= 1/2 M . ^ 2/ ^  + Mg) ■
Decrease of k.ey during impact
- 1/2 MXV2 - 1/2 M12\P2/CM1 + Mg)
= 1/2 M-^ V2Cl - M1)/(M1 + Mg)
- ■ ' = 1/2 M1MgV2/(M1 + Mg)
Let Me be the mass of each of two equal masses which give 
same decrease of k.e. during, impact for velocity V. 
Decrease of k.e. during impact for mass
= 1/4 MeV2
0!hen 1/4: MeV2 = 1/2 M1MgV2/(M1 + Mg)
Simplifying, M.0 * 2 + Mg)/
■'\ ■■■'. ■ or 2ALq s l/M^ + 1/Mg*
32
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2.1*6 Design of Hydraulic Buffers
When designing the orifice control for the hydraulic 
buffers of a vehicle of constant mass, such as a locomotive 
v or passenger coach, the result, desired is a uniform cushion 
’ -ing action during impact. In other words, a rectangular 
force/travel characteristic is required when the vehicle is 
impacted by another similar vehicle.’ Thus the expression
is used to calculate the orifice area required as the buffer 
closes.
Since the mass of typical four wheeled wagons varies 
, from 10 to 40 tons, any particular impact betweeniwagons 
can involve wagons of either extreme or some intermediate 
mass. It is desirable that equal protection be given to the 
light as well as the heavy wagon, and thus a rcompromiser 
performance is to be preferred for hydraulic impact absorbers.
1 v .
The ’compromisef? performance is obtained! by designing 
the orifice control in stages. The first part of the travel 
is suitable for the light wagon, thus reducing the high.
initial force that would otherwise be obtained for the light 
wagon*. The last part of the travel is made to suit the heavy
1 2A D/(Mg) x (S - s>
i
wagon impact condition. The orifice control over the mid
34
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stroke region is arranged to blend in between the light 
mass and heavy mass regions. Thus the orifice at mid 
travel is correct; for an intermediate mass.
If the ’compromise’ orifice control is designed 
correctly, equal maximum acceleration will be experienced 
during impact between a pair of wagons, light or heavy. A 
slightly lower acceleration will result during impact, between 
wagons of intermediate mass. Comparable peak acceleration 
and force/stroke characteristics for the ’'simple’ 40 ton 
orifice design and for a rcompromise• orifice design for 
wagons from 10 to 40 tons mass are shown in Pig. 1 • The 
■' characteristics are calculated on a step-by-step basis, 
as described previously in Section 2.1.5.
A hydraulic buffer incorporates a return spring to 
extend the buffer after impact. The return spring frequently 
consists of nitrogen under pressure within the buffer, the 
nitrogen being further compressed as the buffer is closed.
The spring force is small compared with the hydraulic force 
produced during typical impacts, and so the effect of the
. .* 1 ■ ; . ; . . . ^  j
spring is.ignored when designing the orifice control•
b
It is conventional to design the orifice control for 
hydraulic buffers with the assumption that both wagons j
involved in an impact are fitted witht hydraulic buff era.
In practices, however, a wagon fitted with hydraulic buffers 
may impact, a wagon fittediwith spring buffers on occasion.
In this latter case the spring buffers will close, rapidly, 
because; of their low, resistance to closure, leaving the 
majpr share of the energy absorption to the two hydraulic
buffers on the one wagon. Except for impact at low speed*
the spring buffers are of negligible value and their 
influence .may be ignored, for all .pratical purposes.
Consider? the special case: of. a wagon fitted with 
hydraulic buffers impacting a wagpn with spring buffers.
The wagon, mass is M and the impact speed II, as before. 
Disregarding, the limited energy absorption of the spring 
buffers, the hydraulic buffer closure velocity
.« ID (not U/2 as before) 
Kinetic energy absorption per buffer « 1/2 x 1/4.- MU
, = 1/4+ (1/2 M) tt2
Thus this case is similar dynamically to impact between
wagons of mass 1/2 M. both fitted with hydraulic buffers at
a speed of 2U;, or twice the actual impact speed.i
Thus the importance of the, ’compromise1 type of orifice
* i * ' • i ; |
design is emphasised because impact between loaded wagons,
where only one wagon is fitted with hydraulic buffers, is 
similar to impact between wagons 50% lighter at twice the 
actual speed.
\ ‘
. The force/travel characteristics given in the lower 
halves of Digs. 2 and 5 of Section 3*1*2 demonstrate that 
the spring buffers, referred to as spindle buffers, have 
little; effect during impact between a wagon fitted with, 
hydraulic buffers and a wagon fitted with spring buffers.
The first- half, of the combined buffer stroke consists 
mainly of the travel of the spring, buff err, which closes 
solid at: a force level of about 5: tons. After the spring 
.buffer closes solid, the hydraulic buffer absorbs the major* 
part of the kinetic energy, rising to a high force, then 
falling away rapidly, as would be expected for the light 
mass condition. The characteristic for the hydraulic portion 
of the combined stroke is similar to the light; mass condition 
with both wagons fitted with hydraulic buffers, shown in
i i
Digs. 1 and 41- of Section 3*1*2. Roughly similar forces 
levels are given by light wagons both fitted with hydraulic 
buffers at twice the impact speed, compared with the loaded
i
wagons where one wagon is fitted, with hydraulic buffers and 
the other wagon is fitted with spring, buffers.
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2.2 Effect of Wagon Configuration on Impact Performance
The effect of wagon configuration on impact; performance 
described as the elevated centroid effect,, is divided into • 
three sub-sections, headed Introduction, Wagons Having a 
Low Centre of Gravity, and Wagons Having a High Centra of 
Gravity,
The subject is introduced in the first, sub-section.
The performance of wagons having a centre of gravity on 
the coupling centre line is described briefly in the second 
sub-section for comparison. The performance of wagons 
having a centre of gravity above the coupling centre line 
is analysed in the third sub-section. It is shown that the 
wagon mass is apparently reduced during impact as far as 
the buffers are concerned when the centre of gravity is 
above the coupling centre line.
2.2.1L Introduction
The performance and characteristics of hydraulic 
impact absorbers just mentioned and the conclusions drawn 
are only directly applicable to wagons whose centre of 
gravity is on the coupling centre line.' When the wagon 
centre of gravity is above the coupling centre line, during 
shock conditions the wagon rotates about its horizontal 
transverse axis. Energy is absorbed in the suspension 
system that would otherwise appear in the buffers or 
cushion .units.
Calculations of moment of momentum show that the mass 
of the wagon during impact is apparently reduced as far as 
the buffers or cushion units are concerned when the wagon 
centre of gravity is above the coupling centre line.
2.2.2 Wagons Having: a Low Centre of Gravity
Consider impact, between similar wagons of mass M: 
having their centre of gravity on the coupling line, as 
shown in the upper diagram in Pig. 1. Let V be the initial 
velocity of the wagon, the other wagon being stationary.
As shown'in the previous Section, 2.1, the velocity of the 
two wagons immediately after impact ’Is half of the original 
velocity of impact.
Kinetic energy of the moving wagon before impact « 1/2 MV/ •
' 2 Kinetic energy of the two wagons after impact «• 1/4^  MV ♦
Thus the energy absorbed by the buffers (i.e. decrease of
kinetic energy) \ » 1/4 MV ,
If the buffers recoil after impact, the wagon that was 
initially at rest will be accelerated further, and the 
impacting wagon retarded, causing the wagons tc separate.
■ ’* \ - ’ ‘I .; '
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2*2,3 Wagons Having: a High Centre of Gravity
Consider impact between similar wagons of mass E  
having their centres of gravity; at a height: h above tha 
coupling centre line* In addition to linear acceleration; 
or deceleration during impact, the wagons rotate in the . 
directions shown in the lower diagram, Fig,* 1, Section 2,2.2. 
Assume for calculation that the wagons are supported by 
low rate springs whichu give negligible resistance against 
this rotation.
Let V/ » .initial speed of impacting wagons
u *s horizontal velocity of buffers after impact 
v = vertical velocity of buffers after impact 
&  * angular velocity, of wagons at end of impact 
k ss radius of -gyration 
23he horizontal momentum of the. wagon centres of gravity 
is unchanged,
QJherefore EW bs. M(,u - h ^  + u + &#*)
Y Y = M.(2u) , . Y  'Y
From which u =
It. should be noted that the mass centres are moving with 
different horizontal .velocities an instant after the impact. 
!Hhe impacting wagon centre is moving with a horizontal 
velocity of u + h#*. Ihe impacted wagon centre is moving 
withi a horizontal velocity of u - h ^ .  ,
Ihe centre of gravity of the wagons does not. move: in a 
vertical direction because the wagons are: rotating about 
their horizontal transverse axis on their suspension systems* 
{Therefore by geometry v *= (a + d)
or 9  * a + <1
Consider angular momentum about the centre of gravity
2For one wagon, M(u — h &  ).h = Mk
From which (u - h ^  }h - k^ CD* = 0
9- ih2 + k2) = uh
=  hu
(h2 + k2);
hV
2(h2 + k2)
A moment after impact the kinetic energy of the L.*H* 
wagon is
1/2 M(u - her).2 + 1/2 Ilk2®-2 
And the kinetic energy of the R*Hi* wagon is
1/2 MCu + h & ) 2 + 1/2 Mk2& 2 
Total kinetic energy ■ = M(u2 + h2®-2) + Mk2®-
* M: [ + & 2(h2 + k2)J
Substituting fbr* &
k e - E  f" I2 + h2V2(h2 + k2)
, L *  4(h2 + k2)2 ,
2Original kinetic energy of impacting wagon « 1/2 MV
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Thus kinetic energy, lost « 1/4 MV2 £ 1 - h2/(h2 + k2J
It can be seen that the wagon mass during shock 
conditions is reduced as far as the buffers are concerned 
by the centre of gravity being above the coupling centre 
line to a value of Mi £ 1 - h2/(h2 + k2)J • This reduced
mass is known as the effective mass.
2 2 2The reduction factor h /(h + k ), is subsequently called
the energy reduction factor. Thus the energy absorbed by 
the buffers Ci.e. decrease of kinetic energy)
= 1 /4  MV2 [  1 -  h2/ ( h 2 + k2 ) ]  .
It should be noted that the angular velocity iw) of 
the wagons is zero at the beginning of the impact, and 
increases during the impact, to a maximum value at the end 
of the impact. Thus at the conclusion of the impact, the 
wagons are rotating on their suspension systems. The 
rotational energy of the wagons is dissipated in the 
suspension systems, provided the suspensions are not driven 
solid at the impact end of each wagon. . If the suspensions 
become closed fully, with rotational energy remaining to be 
absorbed, the wagon rotates about the suspension point, 
causing the wagon centre of gravity to rise. Additional 
energy is dissipated in this way.
2.3 Pundementals of (Drain Running: Shocks
The complex subject of train running shocks is divided 
into four sub-sections, titled Introduction and Discussion, 
Dynamics of a Train Coupled Without Slack, Dynamics of,a 
Ira in Coupled With Slack Present, and Summary.
In the first sub-section, the general background is 
given, and previous work in this area is discussed and 
criticised. The behaviour of a train coupled without slack 
is analysed in the second sub-section, the performance of' 
the buffers and drawgear being examined in detail. In the 
third sub-section, the effect of slack is shown, a more 
' efficient performance being required for the buffers and 
drawgear than when slack is not present. A summary of the 
conclusions from the theoretical work is given in the last 
sub-section.
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2. J. 1 Introduction and Discussion ;
The train is an example of a multiple spring/mass 
system, which usually vibrates in its primary mode, 
according to records of relative movement between 
wagons taken during test runs. The .spring rates and 
damping co-efficients in the practical case are non­
linear, and thus the differential equations of motion 
are virtually insoluble. The forcing function for the 
run-out shocks experienced when starting the train from 
rest is obviously the drawbar pull of the locomotive.
The run-out shocks experienced during emergency braking 
are also caused by the drawbar pull of the underbraked 
locomotives.' In the I.Mech.E. Paper, Kef. 9. test runs 
are described where diesel locomotives whose emergency 
brakes which applied rapidly and with,more force than the 
train brakes were used instead of the underbraked steam 
locomotives. No run-out shocks were experienced during 
emergency braking when diesel traction was employed, 
confirming that the drawbar pull of the underbraked 
locomotives was the forcing function for: the run-out 
shocks during the stops. The train used for this test 
Was fitted with, hydraulic buffers which precluded the
possibility of any mm-in shocks occurring. The only
• w
deceleration recorded was that due to braking, v/hich
frequently gives an indication' of .2 g  during brake tests, 
as shown in Section, % 2.5y The run-out shocks experienced 
when starting were not affected by the motive power used.*
Attempts have been made to solve the simultaneous 
differential equations of the motion of a train with a 
digital computer. The author is aware of work done by the 
Mathematics Section of British Railways Research Department 
with an English Electric Computer. The computer indicated 
that the transient forces in a long train approach infinite 
values. The author has concluded that the effect; of wagon 
geometry, to be described later, has been neglected in the 
computer work, and therefore unsatisfactory results were 
obtained when compared with practical test results.
In the A.S.M.E. paper, Ref. 10, by J.T. Wilson and 
J.\Thievierge, a simulation of the longitudinal dynamics
of the train using a digital computer is described. The
' ' '
hydraulic cushion unit characteristic recommended for 
satisfactory train operation in this paper would be unsuit­
able for cushioning impacts., Excessively high forces would
i
be given over the first part of the travel of the hydraulic 
cushion unit and so this paper cannot be regarded as a final 
solution to the problem.
One possible solution to a problem of this kind is 
an electrical analogue. 'Theoretically, an electric network 
can be used to simulate a mechanical system. A train can 
be compared with a transmission line, at least on paper. 
Voltage/velocity and voltage/force analogues are quoted in 
the text books. The voltage/force analogue for example, 
consists of a series of inductances, representing wagon mass 
shunted by a capacitor.in series with a resistor between each 
inductance to represent buffer and drawgear spring character 
istics and linear velocity damping respectively. In this 
network, force at any; poiht corresponds with voltage and 
velocity is indicated by the current- flowing. A constant 
voltage source represents a locomotive exerting a constant 
tractive or braking effort. 1
Unfortunately the passive network Just described fails 
because inductances cannot be obtained free of series 
resistance. It is true that slight series.resistance could 
be regarded as wagon rolling resistance for the simulation. 
In practice the actual values of the series resistance for 
even the finest inductances are out of proportion, being, 
much too large. The spring and damping characteristics of 
an actual train are generally non-linear. Slack is present,
. • • , v
springs are often of increasing rate type, and damping is\
either of the friction or hydraulic (i.e. velocity squared) 
variety. These features could have been overcome by the 
use of non-linear capacitors and resistors which are 
commercially available, or by the use of diode circuits 
but there is no way to get around the inductance problem.
An active network using operational amplifiers and an 
analogue computer is impractical because too many amplifiers 
are required.
An alternative treatment is a model technique. A 
small scale, 1/48 full size, or Gauge *0* for example, is 
not entirely satisfactory because hydraulic units cannot
t
be included easily. A shock build-up on starting was 
demonstrated by the author with British Railways 12 years 
ago with a train of model wagons fitteel with spring 
drawgear, whose spring rate, travel and coupling slack were 
scaled proportionately. A uniform drawbar pull was
maintained by a model locomotive* The effect of increased* -1 '
coupling slack was shown clearly by an intensification of 
the shock.
Theoretical studies of the dynamics of an elastic bar, 
e.g. Ref. 12, show that a steady shock wave is transmitted
along the length of the bar when one end of the bar is 
disturbed suddenly. The elastic bar is assumed to act as 
a linear spring. The train may be considered in simple 
form without slack as an elastic bar, though it will be 
analysed as a series of lumped masses and springs.
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2.3*2 Dynamic a of. a Train Coupled Without Slack
In the general case, the train consists of a series of 
masses connected by non-linear shock absorbing units. Such 
a system cannot be analysed satisfactorily. In the I.Mech.B. 
paper, Ref. 11, by R.E.D. Bishop, linear theory for riding 
instability is used to predict the behaviour of the non-linear 
system. The same technique will be used for the problem of 
longitudinal shock in the train. The behaviour of a train 
connected by linear characteristic shock absorbers will be 
analysed. The effect of non-linear shock absorbers will be 
deduced. The analysis is based on the aerodynamic theory 
for shock waves in air.
Dynamically,.the starting of a train by a locomotive is 
similar, except for a change of sign, to the stopping of a 
train by application of the locomotive brake alone, which 
is frequently the case in practice. Consider initially, 
therefore, a locomotive pulling a train of wagons each of: 
mass M and interconnected by linear spring buffers travelling 
at steady speed without coupling slack.' Suddenly the loco­
motive brake is applied and a uniform retarding force P is
' i
applied to the train behind. The resulting deceleration 
causes the first wagon to buff against the locomotive, the
* ' t 1
, second against the first, and so on till finally the brakevan 
runs into the decelerating train. The sudden application of
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the locomotive brake has produced a buffer compression wave 
through the train.
Let the reader imagine he is an observer travelling by 
the side of the train at a speed which keeps him level with 
the compression wave as it travels along the train. Alterna­
tively if the initial speed of the train were to coincide 
with the speed of the wave relative to the rear of the train, 
then the observer would be stationary and would see the wave 
apparently stationary also as the train passed. If R wagons 
pass each second, and the length of each wagon is L, then the 
velocity of the approaching wagons, , equals EL. If each 
buffer compresses S while passing through the wave due to 
the locomotive braking force, then each wagon will recede at; 
a velocity where Vgs 'B£L — 2S X. Thus each wagon will 
reduce in velocity by an amount 2SH as it passes through 
the wave•
\ .
v ,
The mass flow passing each second is EM. The total
p
change in momentum each second will be SI(^ - ^2  ^® 2ErMS, 
and this must equal the retarding force of; the locomotive P.
. P = 21TMS or H » J2„„ „  „ / P2MiT
From the above, two conclusions may* be drawn« Firstly, 
as the buffers have a linear force/stroke characteristic and
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rear of the train, known as the propagation speed, is equal 
to ML and depends on the length and mass of the wagons and 
buffer spring rate. QJherefore, the longer and lighter the . 
wagons, the stiffer the buffer springs, the greater will be 
the speed of propagation of the compression wave.'
If the initial train speed ID = ML
or U = L y  P/(2MS), 
then the initial speed of the train would coincide with 
the speed of the wave relative to the rear of the train, 
and the observer would be stationary and would see the wave 
apparently stationary also as the train passed.
Consider the transfer of energy as the wagons pass 
through the compression wave. Each second Mi wagons are . 
reduced in velocity from ML to N(L —. 2S), representing a 
rate of decrease of kinetic energy. Part; of .this energy is 
absorbed by the buffers and the remainder Is absorbed by 
the locomotive brake. Each second the locomotive travels 
a distance Vg ® N(L - 2S) against a reaction P from the
train, so that the energy absorbed! by the locomotive brake
' 2 s PM(L - 2S). Prom the momentum equation, P « 2M MS, then ■
■ , 2 
the energy absorbed by the brake is 2M< M.( SL - 2S ) •
If B is the work absorbed by the buffers for each unit
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. -■■ ■■ - /■
of wagon mass passing through the compression wave, then 
for the energy equation:-
Loss of kinetic energy = Brake work + buffer work
m  - ,,2S)2 J = 2H?m(SL: - 2S2) + HMBi
. ‘ . A -  1 l A "  . A +  „4.SA,.-„„.4is2) j.= 2H3M(SL. -  2S2 ). + HMBi 
. * .  HMB = A .  (2SL -  2S2 ) -  A . (2 S L  -  4»2
=■ 2. As2 , ; ' :
How P = 2H.2MS 
B = PS/M.
Energy absorbed per buffer « BM/4;
- P S /4
Consider now the effect on the wave propagation if 
non-linear spring buffers are used. Let the wave embrace 
K. wagons at any given instant. If D is the wavelength, 
then D = K(L — 2S). The time taken by each wagon as it. 
traverses the wave is wavelength/flow » K/E.
The change in velocity is EL - E(L.- 2S) = 2ES in time K/E
■ ■ w
Therefore the mean rate of deceleration e 2ES rr
' = 2H2/S
m P/MK. . '
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Prom this result, the following deduction can be made 
The deceleration of each wagon is proportional to the 
locomotive retarding force and inversely? proportional to 
the wavelength or number of wagons embraced in the wave.
It has been shown that the speed of compression wave 
propagation is dependent on the buffer spring rate, and 
that linear spring buffers will propagate a constant wave 
characteristic throughout the train. If the buffers have 
non-linear characteristics, then the commencing rate 
controls the speed of the lower part of the front wave and 
the finishing rate determines the speed of the top of the 
wave. Two important deductions can be made.
•Jf
Por buffers with a rate increasing with closure, 
rubber springs for example, the lower part: of the wave 
front will propagate at a slower speed than the top, so 
that the wavelength, or number of wagons embraced in the 
wave, will diminish while:: the intensity of the shock will 
increase and become more violent as the wave travels down 
the train.
+
Por buffers having a rate decreasing with closure,
*
Initially soft, then stiffening with closure.
+Initially stiff, then softening with closure. i
the first part of the wave front, will propagate at a faster 
speed than the last part., so that the wavelength, or number 
of wagons embraced in the wave, will increase, while the 
intensity of the deceleration will diminish as the wave 
travels down the train* Ihe compression wave will be 
attenuated as it; progresses* In practical terms, the train 
will 'buffer-up1 quickly, and then the buffers will all 
close together, rather than each wagon running-in one after 
the other. ,
The same principles apply to the drawgear if instead 
of the locomotive brake being applied the throttle is opened 
and full tractive effort exerted suddenly. Ihen an expansion 
wave will be propagated through the train. In each case, 
the wave propagation results from the application of a 
sudden decelerating of accelerating force from the locomotive 
and after the initial change of velocity which initiates the 
wave, the velocity will remain constant Until the wave 
reaches the end of the train, after which the whole train 
will decelerate or accelerate at a steady rate.
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2*3*3 Dynamics of ,a Train Coupled With Slack Present
An expansion wave is generally more violent than a 
compression v/ave as it usually follows or is reflected from 
a compression wave, so that each wagon often enters the 
expansion wave with its buffers initially partly or fully 
closed. Thus the buffers must first extend before the 
drawgear comes into operation. The drawgear, therefore, 
must absorb not only the energy of the expansion wave but 
also the recoil energy of the buffers. Por this reason, 
the recoil energy of the buffers should be as low as 
practical. If it is assumed that the buffers are so heavily 
damped that they do not give out energy on recoil,
' calculation* of the steady shock wave condition can proceed.
Reverting to the simple case previously described where 
the driver suddenly applied the locomotive brake to produce 
a compression wave through the train, consider now that at 
the1 moment the compression wave reaches the last, wagon the 
driver suddenly releases the brake and instead applies 
tractive effort P. At this instant, the’buffers are each 
compressed a distance S and the couplings are slack by the 
same amount. At once the locomotive will accelerate to 
take up the slack in the coupling and snatch the first: 
wagon, followed by the next wagon, and so on. Thus an
expansion wave will be propagated through the train.
A stationary observer at the trackside studying the 
wave in the train can make the following observations.
The approaching wagons will have a velocity 1T(L - 2S) and 
those receding will have a velocity 1T(L + 2E) where E is 
the extension of each.drawgear. Each wagon will increase 
in velocity by 2N(E + S) as it passes through the wave.
The mass flow passing the observer each second is, 11 and
the rate, of change in momentum is
. m £ U('L + 2E) - H(L - 2S)} a 2 A.(E + S) 
and this must equal the tractive effort P of the locomotive
p = 2 A ce + s)
& K ~ ^ / 2M(E + S)-
It may be seen that the speed of propagation is 
IT(CL + 2E) relative to the front of the train and IT Cl - 2S)
relative to the rear, IT being dependent on the sum of the
buffer compression and drawgear extension.
Each second the work done by the locomotive is 
PN(L + 2E).
2ITow from the momentum equation P ~ 21T M(E +- S.)/
.*. Locomotive v/ork « 21T?M(E + S)(L + 2E)
Part of this work will accelerate the wagons and the 
remainder will be absorbed by the drawgear. Every second 
H wagons will have their velocities increased from ET(L — 2S) 
to F(L + 2E) and the gain in kinetic energy will be
■m  f A i  * 2B).2 - A l  - 2S)2
Gain in kinetic energy =
(l2 + 4IE + 4E2 - L2 + 4iS - 4S2)
= , 2H3K(LE + IS +. E2 - S2)
Let Bi be the work absorbed by the drawgear per unit of 
mass passing through the expansion wave, then the energy 
equation is
Locomotive work = .gain in kinetic energy + drawgear work.. 
2E3M(E +- S>(£ +: 2E). = 2E2M(,LE +■ IS + E2 - S2) + BUM 
EMM, = 2A.(1E .+ IS +; 2E2 -tr 2ES - IE.-IS. -E2 * S2)
- 2N3M.(E + S)2 ■
B  « 2H2(E+ S)2
p
Erom the momentum equation, P » 2E M(E +: S}>
.*. B P (E S)./M. •
Q3he work to be absorbed by each drawgear = BM/2.
« ,
= P(E + S)/2
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Efficiency of a shock absorber is defined as energy absorbed 
divided by peak force multiplied by travel* It is. the ratio 
of the actual to the ideal energy absorption*
If C is the drawgear efficiency, then PE i C. .« P(E + S)/2
• *. G »■ ^ 2B ~ " “ 1/2- + 1/2 |r, which is greater than 50%.
, Thus if. the initial buffer compression is equal to 
the drawgear extension, then the drawgear efficiency must: 
be 100%. The above case assumes that the buffers are 
heavily damped ,so that there is no recoil energy, and this 
condition is Identical to that of a train with an initial 
coupling slack of 2S. If S were to be greater than E, even 
under ideal conditions the drawgear could not absorb 
sufficient energy to prevent shock build-up occuring.
In practice, spring buffers have appreciable recoil 
energy, which must also be absorbed by the drawgear if 
violent shocks are to be avoided. ,
• Consider simple linear spring buffers and their effect, 
on the drawgear performance.
Recoil energy of. buffers = PS/2
Y/ork to be absorbed by each drawgear = BM/2 + PS/2
= P(E + S)/2 •{* PS/2i
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Thus, with C, as the, drawgear efficiency as before,
PE x C » P(E + S)/2. + PS/2
from which C. « 1/2 + |r
If the drawgear has an ideal performance, with an
efficiency of 100$* then the drawgear travel E must be
twice the initial buffer compression S if a shock build- 
is to be avoided.
V-
V \ . 
■ v-
V
* i  '
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2.3.4 Summary
Considerations of momentum and kinetic energy before 
and after a shockwave travelling through a train coupled 
without slack on starting, or when braking by the 
locomotive alone, have shown that a linear spring system 
having an efficiency of 50%, or better, is necessary for 
the drawgear or buffers, as the case may be, to prevent a 
shock build-up occurring. It is assumed that the shock 
wave is initiated from the locomotive by a sudden 
application of tractive or braking effort, which is then 
held constant. When the buffer or drawgear force/travel 
characteristic is linear and thus 50%> efficient, a steady 
shock wave will be propagated through the train. The same 
conclusion can be drawn from the elastic bar theory, which 
is decribed by O.R. Wikander in his paper, Ref. 12. Half 
of the locomotive input work on starting is absorbed by the
drawgear and half by the change in kinetic energy of each
wagon as the starting wave travels through the train.
A drawgear whose characteristic efficiency is greater 
than 50% will attenuate the starting shock wave as it,
i
progresses .because it will spread the wave over an 
increasing'number of wagons. If the drawgear has an
r" 7 • ; >' : '*7> ' k
increasing rate characteristic, (spring stiffness increasing
with travel) the efficiency will be less than 50%, causing 
the shock wave to increase in intensity as it travels.
When the free slack exists the locomotive work is 
increased because the locomotive is doing work over a 
distance equal to the sum of the free slack and the buffer 
or drawgear travels. The energy that must be absorbedt if 
the shock build-up is to be avoided is half of the increased 
work. Thus an efficiency greater than 50% is required, the 
minimum efficiency being 50%j divided by the travel and 
multiplied by the sum of the travel plus half of the free 
slack.
A sudden change from the bunched to the stretched 
condition occurs frequently in train operation. A train
starting on a falling gradient will have the wagons bunched
>
onto the locomotive and the buffers fully or partly 
compressed before the couplings tighten. A train running on 
a rising gradient will be stretched out, and if the 
locomotive brake is applied to stop the*train, the drawgear 
will be extended before the wagons run onto the locomotive. 
Similarly when traversing changes of gradient, the relative 
positions of the wagons will be adjusted^ and there is a 
possibility of shock occurring during this adjustment.
In practice, a violent run-out is usually preceeded 
by a run-in (or vice versa)* In this case the buffers are 
already compressed and must return to their neutral position 
before the drawgear can exert control- in the opposite 
direction. If the buffer recoil is heavily damped, then the 
travel during recoil may be regarded as additional free 
slack, when calculating the minimum .efficiency* When the 
buffers possess substantial recoil energy, this energy 
must be re-absorbed after the wagon passes through the 
neutral position* If a shock build-up is td.be avoided 
when the buffers release recoil energy, the efficiency of 
the drawgear must be higher than required for free slack 
only* Por this reason buffer and drawgear recoil energy 
should always be kept as small as possible. Damped buffer 
recoil Is also beneficial during impact to reduce the 
velocity change experienced by the wagons to the minimum 
possible. Por this reason quick-retum valves should not 
'be fitted to hydraulic buffers*
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2.4 Effect of Wagon Configuration on (Train Shocks 1
The significance of the energy reduction factor and 
its influence on train shocks is shown diagrammatically 
in Pig. 1. Both diagrams represent the locomotive work 
input during starting by the rectangle ABCD. When the 
energy reduction factor is zero, the energy distribution 
that will produce a steady shock wave is shown in the 
upper diagram by the two equal triangles ABO and ACD.
When the geometry of the wagon is such that the energy 
reduction factor is 20%* for example, the gain of kinetic 
energy is still represented by the triangle ABC, but 
that absorbed by the drawgear is only equivalent to the 
triangle CDP. The triangle ACE represents the rotational 
energy of the wagon that would otherwise be included in 
kinetic energy gained i.e. , x the actual gain.
The triangle CEP represents the rotational energy that 
would otherwise be found in the drawgear i.e. 
x the actual gain. ,Thus although the actual force/travel 
characteristic shown in the diagram, as APCD has a.rv 
efficiency of 30%, the effective characteristic is 
represented by the triangle ACD. Since the triangle ACF 
represents 20% of the rectangle ABCD, it will be seen 
that the effective efficiency is equal to the actual 
efficiency plus the energy reduction factor. !
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A similar reasoning can be applied when a train is 
braked by the locomotive brake alone, to give the same 
result for the buffers. The effective efficiency of the 
buffers is equal to the actual efficiency plus the energy 
reduction factor.
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2.5 Hydraulic Buffers in Train Running
The force/travel characteristic of spring or friction, 
buffers is not influenced by the mass of the wagon to which 
they are fitted. Therefore the performance during train; 
running is not affected either. Only the buffer character­
istic efficiency and wagon energy reduction factor are 
relevant.. The force/travel characteristic of a hydraulic 
buffer depends on the mass of the wagon, to which It; is fitted 
and also the mass of the other wagon involved during impact.
A hydraulic buffer therefore is influenced by mass condition 
as well as being speed sensitive in its response to impact, 
as described in Section 2.1,
During train running the impact condition is similar 
to the secondary impacts which occur during, impacts between 
rakes of wagons, which will, now be analysed in detail, A 
rake of wagons means a number of wagons together.
The performance of, hydraulic buffers during impact 
between rakes of wagons can be predicted, as shown in Pig. 1. 
To simplify the analysis, it is assumed that each successive
i
impact between wagons is completed before the next impact 
begins and that there is no buffer recoil. At the impact
point between the rakes the condition is that of impact 
between two equal wagons. Thus the force/stroke character­
istic at position 1 should be of the shape shown in diagram 
1, Pig. 1. After the buffers at position 1 have closed?, the 
two wagons move in contact at half the original impact speed. 
The second impact is a double one. As the two wagons in 
contact impact the second stationary wagon so the second 
wagon of the impacting rake funs in at the other end. 
Therefore the two wagons in contact continue to move at 
half the qrlginal impact speed. Thus the condition is that 
of impact between a wagon and an infinite mass fitted with 
buffers, at half the original impact speed.
If M. is the mass of the wagon, the equivalent, mass M_©
for two equal wagons for this impact condition of a wagon 
and an infinite mass can be found from the formula 
2/Mfe « +*1/^2 w^ere and are the masses of the
two wagons. This formula was established in Section 2.1.5'. 
Substituting in the formula, 2/M, * 1/M + 1/feo , giving 
M^ *= 2M. Therefore the condition is equivalent to two 
similar wagons of twice the mass. The force/stroke 
characteristic for position 2 would be expected to have the 
shape shown in. diagram 2, as explained in Seotion 2.1.5.
, t  •. u
Similarly at positions 3 and 4 the impact is equivalent to
that between a single wagon and an infinite mass fitted 
with buffers. Thus the force/stroke:characteristic should 
be similar to that at position 2.
In practice the buffers between the wagons in each 
rake are" in contact-, and all begin to close at the first 
impact. However this prediction does give an indication 
of what happens during impacts between rakes of wagons.
*
It has been shown that the impact condition in train 
running ’is equivalent, to impact between two wagons of twice 
the design mass originally considered. Thus, to ensure 
satisfactory train running, the buffer efficiency under 
these circumstances must be 50% or better. It was shown 
in Section 2.1.5 that a buffer designed for one particular 
wagon mass will have an efficiency during impact between 
wagons of double this mass of half the efficiency at the 
design mass. Since the highest efficiency normally achieved 
in practice is about 85% at the design mass, the efficiency 
at twice the design mass would be expected to be below 50%»
This situation can be remedied easily by modifying the 
buffer orifice design so that the last part of the stroke.; 
is suitable for.impact between wagons of>twice the design
mass. Ehis alteration Has little effect on the performance 
during impacts between single wagons but gives a major 
improvement, in train running and during rake impacts.
kiote:- similar wagons with c o rr e c t BUFFERS
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2.& Design of American Cushion Unit
The design of a cushion unit is controlled by American 
Association of Railroads Specification # 921, which calls for 
the performance during impact testing with two fully loaded 
70 ton freight cars to be the criterion. The impact condition 
is to be a box car, fitted with the cushion unit, impacted 
by a covered hopper car equipped only with a low capacity 
friction draftgear. Thus the impact condition for designing 
an American cushion unit, is similar to the spring and 
hydraulic buffer impact described at the end of. Section 2.1.
The orifice control for the Hydrolair cushion unit, 
which was designed and patented by the author, was based 
on the formula given in Section 2.1. Previous experience 
had shown that the co-efficient of discharge for a hydraulic 
unit of this type can be taken as 1.0, provided a generous
lead-in to the orifice is given. The weight of the test cars
.... *
was 220,000 lbs. gross. Calculations of the configuration 
of the two cars involved, showed that their effective mass
A * ■
was only 185»000 lbs and so this figure was used in the
. . i•
formula instead of the actual weight•
During the first phase of the impact, the friction• *
draftgear of the impacting car is closing , and so the closure
Detailed calculations are given in Section 2*7
velocity of the cushion unit is lowered, thus reducing the 
hydraulic force produced in the cushion unit* Preliminary 
tests showed that the firsti; three inches of travel were 
affected, and so the orifice was made uniform over this 
travel and equal to the theoretical orifice at the end of 
this phase* CDhis modification results in a satisfactory' 
build-up of force in the unit, as shown by test results*
In order to ensure .satisfactory operation during train 
running,, the final 3/4:.,f of stroke was made suitable for 
extra heavy mass conditions, as explained in Section, 2*5*
The Hydrolair cushion unit was designed several years after 
the author had carried out the development work with the 
British hydraulic buffers. Ihus the features found necessary , 
for the British buffers were included in the design of the 
Hydrolair cushion unit* It does in fact combine the best 
features of the British buffers while avoiding their few
weaker .points*
\ . » * . ’
f
From the, practical aspect, the.orifice control in the 
Hydrolair cushion unit is obtained by a.iapered metering pin 
which gradually reduces the orifice area as the unit closes*
In the interest of simplifying manufacture of the metering 
pin, a straight taper will be used, instead of a varying
. • ' ■ ■ . , • • I,
' ’. • ■ ■: ’' ' • i
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taper. The straight taper selected approximates the rideal1 
theoretical orifice are^s sufficiently well, according to 
the simulations given in Section 4* The principal effect 
of this linear taper is that the orifice is a little smaller 
than the fidealr orifice over the last third of the stroke. 
This might be regarded as beneficial in that it results in 
an improved performance during impacts between cars heavier 
than the design weightt for the cushion unit.
The Hydrolair cushion unit is of the air/oil type, 
spring force being provided by a nitrogen spring. The effect 
of the spring force was not considered when designing the 
orifice control, as is customary.
The mathematileal model described in Section 41 discusses 
the performance of the cushion unit in greater detail, the 
effect of all the parameters being taken into account. This 
performance simulation gives a close co-relation with test 
data and permits the performance to be calculated for any 
condition of impact or train running.
2.7; Effective Blass for Cushion Unit Design :
Calculations of the effective masses for the cushion 
unit design are divided into four sub-sections, headed 
Effective Mass of 70 Eon Biox Car, Effective JVIass of 70.tEon 
Covered Hopper Car, Equivalent Mass During, Impact, and 
Radius of Gyration of a Erapezoid Lamina.
Ehe first two sub-sections consist, of calculations 
of the effective mass, using the formula developed in 
Section 2.2, for a 70 ton box car and a 70 ton covered 
hopper car respectively. Ehe third sub-section consists 
of calculation of the equivalent: mass of the two effective 
masses just calculated. Ehe fourth sub-section consists of 
the generation of an expression for the radius of gyration 
of a symmetrical trapezoidal lamina, which is required for1 
the second sub-section.
/
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2.7*1 Effective Mass of 70. Ton Box Car
The dimensions of a standard 50 ft. box car are 
shown in the top half of Fig.* 1. The: tare weight; of the- . 
box car used for testing was 70,000 lb.
Assume that the load of concrete; blocks, or their equivalent, 
is loaded with 2 ft. clearance from the end wall at each end 
and that 33/S* of the total floor area is not occupied by 
blocks to allow for straps and securing equipment.
.Total floor, area of car « 476 sq. ft.
Occupied floor area * 318 sq. f*fc.
Wt. of concrete blocks *= 220,000 - 70,000 lb.
Vol. of concrete blocks @ 150 lb./cu.ft. » 1,000 cu. ft
* 150,000 lb
Ht. of blocks abr''°'n -pi — i nno/Qicr, •<*+
» 3*5: ft. 
=1/12 (46.52 + 3.152) ft? 
= 181 ft?
= (1.58 + .75)2 ft.2 
=,5.42 ft.2 '
/(h2 + k2) = 1 - 5.42/181
For formula, k2  1/1
\
\ and h2 ,
ISherefore 1 - h2 —
Thus effective mass, of load *= 150,000 x .570 lb/.
Assume that the e.g.1 of the car itself is on the 
coupler centre line.
Then the effective mass of the box car 
■ . ** 145,000 + 70,000 lb. ,■
-■ 215,000 lb.,
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2.7F.2 Effective Mass of 70 Ton Covered Hopper Gar
The dimensions of a covered hopper car of 2,000 cu.ft. 
capacity are shown in the upper half of Eig. 1. The tare
weight of the car used in the impact tests was 50,600 lh.
Wt. of sand required = 220,000 - 50.,600 lb. •
: «. 169,400 lb.
■ r  ' ' : :   t ' i ■
Vtol. of sand reqd. @ 90 lb./cu^ft. » I69t400/90t cu.ft.
' » 1,890 cu.ft.
Let E. =» height of sand in car (ft.),
35hen 1,890 = 9.5 H/(18 + 6H/9), 
from which*. H ® 8.45 ft.
Therefore length of top surface of sand 
= 18 + (2 x 8.45 x 6/9)• ft.
* 29.3 ft.
Referring to the formula established in the last subjection, 
height of e.g. of load above floor,
k ^ (-4: x 5.65 x 8.45); * (3 x 18 x 8:.45)
6.(5.64 + 18)
' = 4.56^ ft.
Thus height of c.g* above coupler centre line 
= 4.56; + .5 ft. ; ' ■
. = 5.06 ft.■ ; ■■■•//■/
Therefore h2 = 5.062 ft.2 ,
■ ■ 25.6 ft.2..........
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64 + 18) \
Also referring to tjie formula established in the last; 
sub-section,
:2 =
36(5. 18
(.6 x 5.64-*) + (3 x 18^ ). + (9 x 5.64 x 182)
+ (12 x 5.64)/2 + (2 x 5.64 x 8.452) + (3 x 18 x S.452) 
+ (36 x 5.64) (2/3 x 8.45 - 4.56)2 +(36 x 18) (4.56! - 
= 55.Q ft.2
Eherefore 1 - h2/(h2 + k2> = 1 - 25.6/(25.6: + 55.0)
= .682
Ihus effective mass of sand = 169,400 x .682 lb.
115,400 lb.
Assume that the e.g. of the car itself is on the coupler 
center line.
(Dhen the effective mass of the covered hopper car 
=50,600 + 115,400- lb.
= 165,000 lb;.
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2.7.3 Equivalent-; Mass During Impact
Substituting in the formula,2/Mfe « 1/M^ + 1/Mg,
Qjhe equivalent mass during, impact, H/L
©
S 3 ’
2 x 165,000 x 215,000 2.h>, 
165,000 + 215,000 
185,000 lb.
2.7*4i Radius of Gyration of a trapezoidal Lamina
The height of the centre of gravity of the lamina is found 
by taking moments about the longitudinal centre line.
Refer to Pig. 1 for dimensions. •
bed = 2: x Tj- ace 
Row d a  h — c/2 and e = ^  - h
be (h - c/2)/ « ac - h),
or bch - 1/2 be2 » 2/3 ac2 - ach
h a Jbc
6 (a + b)
The polar moment of inertia J « i. + I,z x y
Dividing the lamina into a rectangle and two triangles, the 
moments of inertia of these components about their own axes
can be calculated and the results referred by the parallel-
axis theorem to the axes of the whole lamina, as follows:-
. j
1 3R.B. I for a rectangle = jg breadth x height^ and for a
1 3triangle » base x height*;
JJZ «• J^bc^ + be (h - + XjrJj^0 + §ga0^ + a°(§° ^)2
2 r 3 y.b a\2~l +; Jg |_ a c + ao(^ + y), J
2 ’Row.,Jz s area x k , where k » radius of gyration, from which

3. Experimental Work
The experimental work is divided into two sections, 
titled Impact and Irain Shocks respectively. V
The: first section is divided into three sub-sections,
and consists of impact test reports. The second section is
' * ■ ' * . /
divided into five sub-sections, and describes test work and
its analysis on the subject of train shocks.
3.1 Impact
The experimental work on impact with, hydraulic buffers 
was carried out by the author when with British Railways 
Research Department at Derby. The testing of his hydraulic 
cushion unit for American freight cars was carried out in 
the Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, area by the author.
The experimental work will be described in three sub­
sections under the headings of Impact; Test of Hydraulic 
Buffers on Block Wagons, Impact Test of Hydraulic Buffers 
on Actual Wagons, and Impact Test of American Cushion Unit.
The first two sub-sections consist of test reports.
Tests of hydraulic buffers fitted on solid block wagons for 
performance evaluation are described in the first- sub-section. 
The performance of the same buffers on actual wagons is given 
and analysed in the second sub-section. The actual wagons 
used for testing were 16 ton coal wagons, and 33> 1/2 ton 
iron ore wagons. Many buffers have been tested by the author, 
however only tests of two particular buffers will be described 
in this thesis as being typical of all the tests. These two 
buffers are those used in quantity by British Railways.
ii
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• The third sub-section also consists of a test report, 
which describes the testing of the hydraulic cushion unit 
in accordance with Specification M 921 of the Association 
of American Railroads.
3*1.1 Impact Rests with Hydraulic Buffers on Block Wagons
1* Introduction
Buffers are tested when fitted on solid block wagons, 
which were made by incorporating suitable ballast weight , 
into strengthened wagon underframes. The centre of . 
gravity of these wagons is on the buffer centre line.
Thus the test conditions represent the most severe 
practical case.
2. Details of Buffers Tested
2.1 Oleo Pneumatic 'W* Stem Buffer
This buffer is of the air/oil type, with the air 
spring separated by a floating piston, as shown in Pig. 1. 
Orifice control is obtained by a tapered metering pin.
This buffer is designed to be suitable for wagons having 
a gross weight between 10 and 40 tons and to give a 
satisfactory performance during impacts between rakes of 
wagons, which *should provide a good performance when 
wagons bunch or '’run-in* during train running. These 
buffers have been supplied in quantity since April I960 
and can be recognised by an.external identification plate.
\
2.2 Dowty Air/Oil Buffer
This buffer is also of the air/oil type, but is of 
the 'mixed* type, with the air and the oil in contact, as 
shown in Pig. 2. Orifice control is also achieved with 
a metering pin. The buffer is designed for: wagons of.
24 tons gross weight;, and may be recognised by an 
identification plate and welded construction.
3. Method of Test
One buffer under test was mounted at the centre of
i
one block wagon. A load cell was fitted between the j 
buffer and the wagon end. The other, wagon was left ’
90
plain, except that a load spreading block was attached 
to the centre. A linear potentiometer was attached on 
top oft the buffer in order to indicate buffer travel. .
The test arrangements are. shown in Pig. 3 and the; 
instrumentation used is described in Appendix I.
Presentation of Results
The results of tests with the Oleo Pneumatic buffer 
are given in Table 1. The results for the Dowty buffer 
are given in Table 2. The force/stroke characteristics 
for the Oleo Pneumatic buffer are given in Pigs. 4 to 9.. 
The characteristics ’for the Dowty buffer are. given in 
Pigs. 10 to 14.
The performance factor given in the table is a 
measure of the shock absorbing efficiency of the buffer.
It relates the actual peak force recorded, R, to the 
minimum possible force that would be obtained by an ideal 
buffer, MY /90. In the latter expression, Mi is the wagon 
weight; in tons and V is the impact speed in m.p.hi. The 
factor 90 is only applicable to a buffer of 4 1/2" travel.
\Discussion of Results
5.1 Oleo Pneumatic Buffer
The performance factors of the Oleo Pneumatic 
buffer are highest for wagon weights of 12 and 17 tons,
'the average value being about 0.72. The performance 
factors for the typical loaded wagon of 25 tons weight 
are slightly lower at about 0.65. The performance 
factors for the light wagon of, 8 tons and the heavy wagon 
weighing 3.4 ■tons are also roughly equal at about 0.50.
The extra heavy wagon of 5j0 tons gives performance factors
at around 0.40. Thus the compromise design of the Oleo 
Pneumatic buffer is confirmed in practice, equal peak 
accelerations being given to light and heavy wagons fo.r 
the same impact speed.
The force/travel characteristics in Pigs. 4 to 9 
show the velocity sensitive characteristic of a 
hydraulic shock absorber. The effect of increasing 
wagon weight on the characteristics may be seen by 
comparing the characteristics for a lighter wagon with 
those for a heavier wagon. The force peaks early in. 
the travel for a lighter wagon, whereas the force is 
initially low, and increases with travel for a heavy 
wagon. The characteristics for wagons of intermediate 
weight are approximately rectangular.
The recoil force line is only just above the stroke 
axis, showing,that almost no energy is given out. during 
recoil. This demonstrates that additional recoil 
damping is not necessary for hydraulic buffers. The 
orifice designed for impact provides sufficient damping 
to control the recoil of the buffer.
5*'2. Dowt.y Air/Oil Buffer
The performance factors for. the Dowty buffer are 
generally similar to the values for the Oleo Pneumatic 
buffer, except for the lighter wagon weights. The 
performance factors for the lighter wagons are more 
noticeably worse as the wagon weight is reduced below 
the design wagon weight, of 24 tons for which this buffer 
is intended to give optimum performance.
The, gradual force build-up of the Dowty buffer can
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be seen in the.force/travel characteristics in Pigs, 10 
to 15. This is due to the oil and air being mixed in 
this buffer. The air must be compressed during the 
first third of the travel. This buffer gives a somewhat 
erratic behaviour during impact:, the force level rising 
and falling as the buffer closes. Peak forces were 
recorded as the buffer closed solid during/impact with 
the heavier wagons.
The characteristic is relatively rectangular for 
the wagon weights of 17 and 25 tons, which are close 
to the'design wagon'weight of 24 tons. Por lighter 
wagons, the force peaks at about one third travel and 
then falls away. The force rises over the first part 
of the travel, levels out over the middle' portion, and 
finally increases at the end of the stroke for the 
heavier wagons.
The recoil force line is very low, showing that 
almost all the initial kinetic energy is destroyed by 
the buffer.
•\-5»3 Comparison of Buffer Performance
Por heavier wagons, both buffers give similar 
peak forces and performance factors. Por lighter wagons, 
the Oleo Pneumatic buffer gives a superior performance, 
due to its ’compromise1 type design.
When comparing the two buffers it must be remember­
ed, that the Oleo Pneumatic fW f stem buffer was designed 
to absorb impacts between rakes of Wagons, and has only 
an effective 4” working stroke during impacts between 
single wagons. The last l/2!l of the 4 1/2" stroke is 
only used during impacts between rakes of wagons. The
93
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Dowty Air/Oil buffer on the other hand was not designed 
for rake impacts, and has 4 1/211 working stroke during 
' impacts between single wagons# Thus for the same impa.ct 
conditions of mass and speed, the Oleo Pneumatic buffer 
would be expected to give a slightly higher reaction 
than the Dowty buffer, in the ratio of the designed 
working strokes# The Oleo Pneumatic buffer does not 
produce higher reactions, and can also accomodate rake 
impacts satisfactorily#
Both buffers give almost no recoil energy# The 
Oleo Pneumatic buffer is more consistent. The slightly 
erratic behaviour of the Dowty buffer is probably due 
to its mixed air and oil concept#
Conclusions
1*' The Oleo Pneumatic and Dowty buffers give similar 
performances for heavy wagons.
2. The Oleo Pneumatic buffer gives a better performance 
than the Dowty buffer for lighter wagons.
\ ’ ■
\3« The Oleo Pneumatic buffer gives a more consistent 
performance than the Dowty buffer.
,4* Hydraulic buffers destroy virtually all the kinetic 
energy absorbed during impact#
5m The impact orifice provides adequate damping of the 
•recoil of a hydraulic buffer#
TABLE 1
0-gf-jyi SgO! BUFFERS - SOT.Tn BLOCK WAGCN3
TABIE OF RESULTS
Serial 
47/- 
Bun 
NO. ,
Wagon Conditions
Timer 
(secs) 
per 
10 ft.
Actual
Impact
speed
(mph)
Effective
Intact
Speed
(mph)
See Note A
Stroke
(ins)
Uaxiraum
reaction
(tons)
Performance
Factor
MeVe2 
90 B 
See Note 2>
Bcaarka
05 2.086 3.3 6.6 2| 7 ‘ .89 1
06 -■ 25t-1o 8t-i|0 • 1.205 5.7. 11.4 3i 25.5 .71 See Note B
07 Equiv.-mass.12t-8c .787 8.7 . 17.4 3ar 58 .72
09 .730 9.4 18.8 & 70 .71
*10 2.261 3.0 6.0 2 . 9 .37
8t-2c 8t-4o 1.149 . 6.0 ‘ 12.0 ' 2& 28 .47 < .•
12 Equiv. mass 8t-3o .952 7.2 14.4 3 37.5 .51
.13 ■ • V .661 10.3 ’ 20.6 3er 69 .55
02
«
.738 9.3 18.6 3.-V16 • 59 .54* Diagmns not 
plotted
14 1.540 4.4 8.8 3£ ’ 35- •63'
15 25t-1e 25t-7o .954 7.2 14.4 4 89.5 .66
16 Equiv. mass 25t“4** 1.189 5.7 11.4 4.... 59 .63
17 .774 8,8 17.6 ' 4 132 .68
21 . 1.828 3.7 3.7 4 22 •35
22 25t-1o 2 5 W e 1.740 5.5 5.5 4i 43 .40
23 • . Equiv. mass 50t-8o .962 7.1 7.1 4* 69.5 .40
24 .793 8.6 8.6 4* : 98.5 .42
26 1,061 6.4. 12.8 3b 46.5 .69
27 ■ 17t-3o I6t-19a - 4.0 8.0 . . 3? 22. .56 See Note C
28 Equiv. mass 17t-1o .871 7.9 15.8 3* 66 .72
29 .650 10.5 21.0 3f . H8 .72
36 - - 5.5 , 5.5 4 30 • .39 Estimated Speed •
37 17b-3o I6t-19c .872 7.9 7.9 4 49 .49
38 Squiv. mass 34t-2c .690 9.9 9.9 4s 78 • .48
39 ' ; .585 11.7 11.7 . 104 .50
Note A) The effective impact speeds quoted fob the different equivalent masses -would obtain during impacts between 
two wagons both fitted with similar hydraulic buffers, and would give, the same characteristics.
B) Similar characteristics and performance would be obtained during impact between two 25 ton wagons where one
had hydraulic and the other spring buffers, at the actual impact speed given.
c) Similar characteristics and performance would be obtained during impact between two 3 4  ton wagons where one
had hydraulic and tho other spring buffers at the actual impact speed'given.
D) Tho performance factor is a measure of tho overall hydraulic efficiency of tho buffer and should never be 
greater than unity. It facilitates comparison of buffers of different designs. The factor consists of the 
equivalent mass (tons) multiplied by the effective impact speed (mph) squared divided by the peak reaction 
(tons) recorded. A constant term (90) make the factor unity under ideal conditions. The performance factor 
does NOT allow for energy absorbed by the wagon undcrfrones, i.e. underframes are assumed to be infinitely stiff
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• 5?ABLE 2 • '
IX)>.TY AIP/OIL PRODUCTION - SOLID BLOCK Y/AGONS
TABLE OF RESULTS .• ;•.}
Serial
No.
49/-
Run
No.
■ Wagon Conditions
, Tinier, 
(secs) 
per
10 ft.
‘Actual
Impact
Speed
(mph)
Effective
Impact
Sjjeed
(mph)
Stroke
(ins)
Maximum
reaction
(tons)
Performance 
Factor ,
MeVe2 v
90 R -. ., .
Remarks
01 , 'V 2.093 3.3 6.6 -■ ■ %' 17.2 • .49'
02 I7t-3c l6t-19o 1.411 4.8 9.6 4t‘. 30.6 .58 ’ ■' , ?'■
03 Equiv. mass 17t-1o .886 7.7 15.4 uk • 73.5 .63
04 .661 10.3 20.6 4a- ‘ 93.3 ‘ *83 '
05 1.207 5.3 5.3 ; 4^ ... . 22.8 . • : ■ .47 : ';p.;
. 06 17t-3c l6t-19c : .834' '8.2 , 8.2 . 4* ; 56.9 . ,. .45
07 Equiv. mass 34t-2c .631 10.8 10.8 uk 86.6 -52
08 • .706 9.7 9.7 uk 66.8 .5 4 ' ,/
09 1.658' 4.1 8.2 3s 17.2 .36
10 8t-2c 8t-4c 1.141 6.0 12.0 3.7/16 3o.3 .36 • •
11 Equiv. mass 6t-3o - .915 7.5 15.0 3.9/16 49.6 .42
12 - .810 " 8 .4 16.8 3i 62.9 .41
14 .696 9.8 .. 19.6 3? 78.3 .45
16 . .870 * 7.9 15.8 4* 54.0 .65 ■
17 .723 9.4 18.8 4t ’ 76.0 ' •64
18 1.712 5.7 11.4 4 ; 33.4 .54 ■
19 25t-5c 8t-4o 
Equiv. mass 12t-8c
.551 12.4 24.8 4* 107.9 : .79
20 1.515 4.5 ' 9.0 4sr ' 57.3 ■ :■■ .39 '
25 25t-5c 25t-3c .848 8.1 16.2 4i • 112.5 ‘ .66
26 Equiv. mass *25t-4o 1.117 6.1 12.2 45 74.5 .56
27 .740 9.2 18.4 4£ 12.7 .76
28 1.283 5.3 • 5.3 4* 41.0 .37 ' 1 .
29 25t-5q 23t-3c .910 7.5 • 7.5 4? • • 99.0 .31
30 Equiv. mass 50t-8c .754 9.1 9.1 4i 102 •44
' .662 10.3 10.3 hi •102 .47
: . >
r.W ' .i- : • '.’g v L V ; 1 'A
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3. BUFFER TEST
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SOLID BLOCK WAGONS 
EQUIVALENT MASS 8 t - 3 c
100
.14* • 4* MEH. 
(4-7/12)
.12 0  M.PH. 
.('»/»)
- 6 - 0  MEH.
(47/ 10)
STROKE -  INS.
NOTE:-  EFFECTIVE IMPACT SPEEDS GIVEN (FOUR BUFFER IMPACT)
FIG. 4. FORCE/STROKE CHARACTERISTICS 
O.R ‘W’ STEM BUFFERS. '
ERS 4139.
B R IT IS H  RAILWAYS 
RESEARCH DEPARTMENT  
E N G IN E E R IN G  DIVISION  
DERBY.
FIG. 5.
SOLID BLOCK WAGONS 
EQUIVALENT MASS 1 2 t - 8 C
100
is -s  mpw. 
(4j/os)
Zh
STROKE — INS.
/four  buffer  im pa c t)NOTE >  EFFECTIVE IMPACT SPEEDS GIVEN
FIG. 5. FORCE/STROKE CHARACTERISTICS
O.R W STEM BUFFERS
ERS. 4138.
B R IT IS H  RAILWAYS 
RESEARCH DEPARTMENT  
E N G IN E E R IN G  D IV IS ION  
DERBY.
FiG. 6.
SOLID BLOCKWAGONS 
EQUIVALENT MASS I7t- Ic.
' 2 I 0 mph. 
(47/23)
100
£0
->• I 2 • &  M.P.H.
(47/2G)
tu 40
STROKE -  INS
NOTE*- EFFECTIVE IMPACT SPEEDS GIVEN (pOUR BUFFER IMPACT)
FIG.6. FORCE /  STROKE CHARACTERISTICS 
O.R 'W' STEM BUFFER.
ERS. 4142
B R IT IS H  RAILWAYS 
RESEARCH D E P A R TM E N t  
E N G IN E E R IN G  DIV IS ION  
DERBY
■ ; .7
XQZ
: SOLID BLOCK WAGONS 
EQUIVALENT MASS' Z 5 t - 4 C
FIG. 7.
‘120
100
14*4 M.PH. 
(47/15)
11-4 M.PH 
(47/16)
S -8  M.RH, 
(4 7 /1 4 )
zo
3 34
STROKE -  INS.
. NOTE :- EFFECTIVE IMPACT SPEEDS GIVEN (FOUR DUFFER IMPACT)
FIG. 7. FORCE/STROKE CHARACTERISTICS
W STEM BUFFERS
B R IT IS H  RAILY/AYS ' 
RESEARCH DEPARTMENT  
E N G IN E E R IN G  DIV IS ION  
DERBY.ERS. 4140,
SOLID BLOCK WAGONS
EQUIVALENT MASS 34t-2c
too
'9*9 mrm. 
(47/3 a)
60
• S  -S M.P.H. 
(47/3G)
34
NOTE EFFECTIVE IMPACT SPEEDS GIVEN ' (FOUR BUFFER IMPACT)
FIG.8. FORCE / STROKE CHARACTERISTICS 
O.R V  STEM BUFFER.
B R IT IS H  R A IL ’//AYS <
RESEARCH DEPARTM ENT i
ERS. 4143 E N G IN E E R IN G  DIV IS IO N  :.( DERBY . I
V' . ■; / . /
10 4  *
FIG. 9.
SOLID BLOCK WAGONS 
EQUIVALENT MASS 50t-8c
too
7^*1 !
(47/23)
^ S * S  m.p.h. 
(47/22)
2 40
STROKE -  INS
NOTE> EFFECTIVE IMPACT SPEEDS GIVEN (FOUR BUFFER IMPACT)
FiG. 9. FORCE/STROKE CHARACTERISTICS 
O.R 'W% STEM BUFFER.
? . . • B R IT IS H  RAILWAYS
RESEARCH DEPARTMENT
„  At . E N G IN EE R IN G  DIV IS IONERS. 4141 • DERBY ,
I O S
FIG. 10.
SOLID BLOCK WAGONS
EQUIVALENT MASS 6 t -3 c
500
80
60
' IS’O M.P.H, 
(43/11)•D£
20
STROKE- -  INS
NOTE.;- EFFECTIVE IMPACT SPEEOS SIVEN (FOUR BUFFER IMPACT)
HG. 1:0. FORCE/ STROKE CHARACTERISTICS 
DOVVTY AIR/OIL PRODUCTION BUFFER.
/  B R IT IS H  RAILWAYS
RESEARCH DEPARTMENT  
E N G IN EE R IN G  DIV IS ION
ERS. 4 134 DERBY
I OS
FIG. 11.
SOLID BLOCK LOGONS
EQUIVALENT MASS I2t-Sc
100
,60
STROKE-INS ,
NOTE»- EFFECTIVE IMPACT SPEEOS GIVEN '• (FOUR BUFFER IMPACT)
FIG.11.• FORCE/STROKE CHARACTERISTICS 
DOWTY AIR/OIL PRODUCTION BUFFER.
BR IT IS H  RAILWAYS 
RESEARCH DEPARTMENT  
E N G IN EE R IN G  DIVIS ION  
DERBYERS. 4135
1 0 7
• ng. la.
SOLID BLOCK WAGONS
EQUIVALENT MASS 17t-?C
20-6 M.RH. 
(49/04)
15*4 M-RH,
STROKE -  INS.
NOTE:-EFFECTIVE IMPACT SPEEOS GIVEN (FOUR BUFFER IMPACT)
FIG. 12. FORCE/STROKE CHARACTERISTICS
DOWTY AIR/OIL PRODUCTION SUFFER
B R IT IS H  RAILWAYS 
RESEARCH DEPARTMENT  
E N G IN EE R IN G  DIV IS ION  
. DERDYERS. 4132
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E 
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FIG. 13.SOLID BLOCK WAGONS
EQUIVALENT MASS 25c-4c
STROKE — INS.
n o t e : -  effective im pact speeds  g iv en  (four b uffer  im pa c t)
FIG. 13. FORCE/STROKE CHARACTERISTICS 
DOWTY AIR/OIL PRODUCTION BUFFER.
ERS. 4136.
B R IT IS H  RAILWAYS 
RESEARCH DEPARTMENT  
EN G IN EE R IN G  DIVISION  
DERBY
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.. FIG. 14.
SOLID BLOCK WAGONS
EQUIVALENT MASS 341 -2 C
100
.9*7 m ph.
•5*3  M.P.H. 
(4 9 105 )
Z'k
STROKE -  INS
NOTE:- EFFECTIVE IMPACT SPEEDS SIVEN (FOUR BUFFER IMPACT)
• FIG. 14. FORCE/STROKE CHARACTERISTICS 
DOWTY AIR/OSL PRODUCTION BUFFER.
DRITISH RAILWAYS 
RESEARCH DEPARTMENT  
E N G IN EE R ING  DIVIS ION  
DERDYERS. 4133
FIG. I 5.
SOLID BLOCK WAGONS
EQUIVALENT MASS 5Ot-0c.
too
(49/30)
so
20
•STROKE -  INS
* NOTE > EFFECTIVE IMPACT SPEEDS QIVEN ‘ (FOUR BUFFER IMPACT)
FIG. 15. FORCE / STROKE CHARACTERISTICS 
DOWTY AIR/OIL PRODUCTION BUFFER.
ERS. 4137
BRITISH RAILWAYS !
RESEARCH DEPARTMENT j 
E NG IN EE RIN G  DIV IS ION , 
DERBY
1.2 Impact Teats with Hydraulic Buffers on Actual Wagons
Introduction
It is usual to test buffers fitted to ''solid block' 
wagons. The centre of gravity of these wagons is on the 
buffer centre line. Calculation suggests tha-t during 
impact wagons having a centre of gravity above the buffer 
centre line would behave like 'solid block' wagons of 
, lighter mass. The tests to be described were; made with 
mineral and iron ore wagons to discover the effect on 
’buffer performance of the height of the centre of gravity 
of the wagons. Both 01eo Pneumatic and Dowty buffers 
were tested.
Method of Test
Oleo Pneumatic buffers were fitted to empty and 
loaded 16 ton mineral wagons and to loaded 33 1/2 ton 
iron ore wagons. Por. each test one wagon was shunted 
into a stationary wagon at different; speeds.
Buffer forces were measured by load cells behind the 
buffers and buffer strokes by potentiometers attached to 
\ the stationary wagon. Impact speed was recorded by an
..v ■ ■ • i
^interval timer. Tests were also made with loaded wagons 
where only one wagon was fitted with hydraulic buffers, 
the other having spring buffers, to compare with solid 
,block wagon tests of the same conditions. Similar tests 
were made using.Dowty buffers fitted on the mineral wagons 
only. Standard tests of the Oleo Pneumatic and Dowty 
buffers had been completed previously,, using solid block 
wagons of differing masses.
Presentation of Results
Table 1 shows the results of tests with actual wagons • 
fitted with Oleo Pneumatic buffers. Table 2 gives the
results of similar tests with Dowty buffers. The 
performance factors are given in the tables also.
The force/stroke characteristics of Oleo Pneumatic 
buffers fitted on actual wagons are given in Pigs. 1 
to 3* The characteristics for the Dowty buffers are 
given in Pigs. 4 and 5. Peak force/impact speed curves 
for the different wagons and masses are shown in Pigs.
6 and 7. Data for both the actual and solid block 
wagons are given.
Effective Mass of Actual Wagons Tested
, Pigs. 8 and 9 are line diagrams giving the 
principal dimensions of the 16 ton mineral and 33 1/2 
ton iron ore wagons tested.
Substituting in the formula established previously, 
the effective mass during impact can be determined.
4.1 Loaded Mineral Wagons
It has been assumed, that the centre of gravity of 
the wagon body and frame coincides with the centre of
the load.
\ • .
Prom the line diagram, Pig.v8, h « 2.9: ft:, 
and k2 =(,16.52 + 5.02)/12 .
• = 25 ft.2
Xhus factor = 1 - h2/(h2 + k2)
= 1 - 2.92/(2.92 + 25)
= .25
Thus a mineral wagon of 22 1/2 tons actual mass
should give the same impact performance as a solid block
wagon of 17 tons mass. I• ■ ■ i ■ ■ •.*  . -.t
Section 2.2.
. 4.2 Loaded Iron Ore Wagons
Similarly from the line diagrams, Pig 9, h = 3*6 ft. 
and k2 = (6.52 + 14.52)/12 
- 21 ft.2
The dimension 14*5, represents the mean length of a side. 
Thus factor a 1 - h2/(h2 + k2)
= 1 - 3.62/(3.52 + 21) .
« • 63 •
Thus an iron ore wagon of 37 tons actual mass should 
behave during impacts as if it were apparently a solid 
block wagon of only 23 tons mass.
Discussion of Results
5*1 'Oleo Pneumatic Stem Buffer
The performance of a buffer is judged by peak force, 
which should be as small as possible, produced by a 
particular mass at a given impact speed. The peak force 
may,damage the wagons, and the peak acceleration produced 
may damage goods in transit.
Pig. 7 shows that the impact peak forces between 
empty mineral wagons (9 tons equivalent mass) and between 
one empty and one loaded mineral wagon (13 tons equivalent; 
mass) are of the same order but a little higher than those 
obtained with solid block wagons of 8 and 12 1/2 tons 
respectively.
Pig. 1 (Top) reveals a high force at the beginning, 
of the stroke, followed by a rapid reduction. This is 
due to the orifice in the buffer being designed for 
larger masses. Pig. 1 (Bottom), shows that for the 13 ton 
mass the peak force rises initially to the same level for 
similar impact speeds, but falls away, less rapidly than 
for the 9 ton equivalent mass. This is to be expected!
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because of the basic characteristics of a hydraulic 
buffer.
The peak force curve for impacts between loaded 
mineral wagons (.22 1/2 tons equivalent mass) is below 
the curve for 17 ton block wagons. .This suggests that 
loaded mineral wagons behave during impacts as though, 
they are slightly less than 17 tons equivalent mass.
This is predicted above where it is calculated that 
loaded mineral wagons would behave as if they were of.
17 tons mass. The difference between, observed and 
calculated apparent -masses may be explained by the 
movement during impact of the coal in the wagons that 
was observed during the testa. The coal movement would 
destroy energy which would otherwise have been absorbed 
by the buffers. The force/stroke characteristics for 
loaded mineral wagons shown in fig.. 2 are generally 
similar to those for. 17 ton solid block wagons which, 
are given in fig. 5 Section 3.1*1.
Although the peak force/speed relationship for. the 
impact between loaded iron ore wagons (37' tons equivalent 
\mass) is not completely identical with the curve for 
25,ton solid block wagons, there is a reasonable agreement 
over the 7 to 11 m.p.h. range of impact speeds which 
suggests that these actual wagons of 37 tons gross weight: 
•behave during impact like 25. ton block wagons. This is 
predicted above. > The force/stroke characteristics for 
loaded.iron ore wagons and 25 ton solid block wagons 
shown in fig. 3 and fig. 6 Section 3*1*1# are fairly 
similar. . »
fig. 6;- shows that the peak force for loaded mineral 
wagons (22 1/2 tons equivalent mass), one wagon having
115,
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hydraulic, and .the other spring buffers, is very similar 
to that for 12 1/2 ton solid block wagons, except at 
high impact speeds. These results were plotted at, twice 
the actual impact,speed, to allow for the effect of the 
spring buffers. This supports the theory that the 
hydraulic buffer into spring buffer conditions are 
equivalent to wagons of half the mass but both fitted 
with hydraulic buffers impacting at, twice the speed.
5.2 Dowty Air/Oil Buffer
The peak force lines (Pig. 7 ) for impact between, 
mineral” wagons, empty oar loaded or one empty and one 
loaded, representing. equivalent masses of. 9, 22 1/2 or 
13 tons respectively, are all close to the curve for 
17 ton solid block wagons. They are appreciably above 
the peak force lines for the 8 and 12 1/2 ton solid 
block wagons which are almpst identical. This also 
occurred with the Oleo Pneumatic buffers.
The peak force curve for loaded mineral wagons 
(22 1/2 tons equivalent mass) where one wagon was fitted 
\ with hydraulic and the other with spring, buffers, plotted 
\at tv/ice the actual impact speed for reasons given in 
Section 5*1 is well below all the other curves.
5.3 Comparison of Buffer Performanbe
Peak forces for loaded mineral .wagons (22 1/2 tons 
equivalents mass) fitted with Oleo Pneumatic buffers are 
5 or more tons less than for the same wagons fitted with 
Dowty buffers, at impact speeds above 7 m.p.h. Peak 
forces for empty mineral wagons (9 tons equivalent mass) 
are 10 tons less when fitted with Oleo Pneumatic buffers 
than when fitted with Dowty buffers. i
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During impacts between loaded mineral wagons 
(22 1/2 tons equivalent mass)/ where only one wagon is 
fitted with hydraulic buffers, the Dowty buffers give 
lower peak forces ,for. speeds up to 8:m.p.h. whilst 
above this speed, the Oleo Pneumatic buffer is superior#
’This is to be expected, since during the first part 
of the stroke with the Dowty buffer, in which the air 
and oil are not separated, the air on the high pressure 
side of the piston must be compressed before hydraulic 
resistance can be generated. Por this reason the orifice 
is made, very small for the first part of the stroke to 
reduce the .’'lost1 stroke to a minimum. The restricted1, 
orifice at the beginning, of the stroke also reduces the 
loss of hydraulic stroke due to the time taken by the 
spring buffers to close at low impact speeds. With 
higher impact speeds, the Oleo Pneumatic buffer does not 
lose much stroke and because of its better performance 
under light mass conditions, gives smaller peak forces, 
as shown in Pigs. 2 and 6.
The performance factors have been calculated- using
\ the gross weight of the wagon, rather than the effective
•\
weight. Por this reason the performance factors for the 
tests with the actual wagons give higher values than for 
the tests with the solid block wagons. Performance 
■factors greater than 1.0 were obtained occasionally with 
the actual wagons, because the gross'.weight; was used for 
calculation. Strictly,.the performance ..factor is only 
correct for. impact between solid block wagons.
H 7
The force levels during impact are not always identical 
for the pair of buffers on a wagon end. The flangeway 
clearance of railway wheel sets on the track could permit • 
one buffer to contact, upto 3/4" before the other for 
typical four wheeled wagons of short wheel-base. • The 
impacting wagon will probably be hunting, or nosing from 
side to side, as It moves towards the stationary wagon.
Thus either buffer could contact first, depending on the 
travel path of the impacting wagon, and the location of the , 
stationary wagon. As a practical point, the impacts took: 
place on straight track, however a curve preceeded the impact 
point, and so the impacting wagon would have its leading 
wheel set against the flange of the outer rail on entering 
the straight section, which would, tend to cause hunting to 
ensue before the impact occurred.
During an impact with the wagons skewed so that one 
buffer contacts before the other, the first buffer will 
absorb/ energy before the second buffer contacts. In 
addition, after the second buffer contacts and the two 
buffers are closing, the orifice in the first buffer will be 
smaller than the orifice in the second. Thus a higher force 
will be produced by the buffer for two reasons.
/
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Conclusions
1# (Bhe impact between solid block-wagons provides the
. most severe test for hydraulic buffers and their . 
performance should be assessed when fitted on these 
wagons. .
2. Hhe performance during impacts of hydraulic buffers 
fitted on actual wagons when empty or one empty and,
, one loaded is similar to the performance on solid 
block'wagons of the same equivalent mass.
3# Prom the aspect of hydraulic buffer performance,
■ the loaded wagons tested behave as if they are of 
only about two thirds the mass of the corresponding 
solid block wagons, due to the centre of gravity of 
the loaded wagons being well above the buffer centre 
/ line.
4. . Oleo Pneumatic buffers give lower forces during 
impact than Dowty buffers when fitted on mineral 
wagons, both empty and loaded, when both impacting 
wagons were fitted with hydraulic buffers.
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OIABLE 1
P.P. »¥» STEM SUFFER - ACTUAL WAGO?3 
• eable jgjgBOias, ft
Serial
51/-
Run No*
Wagons
Timer 
(secs) 
per 
10 ft.
Speed
(nph)
Stroke
(ins)
Porce
Peak
(tons)
Perfornance 
Factor
uv2 Remarks
00/50
01/51
02/52
■
.03/53
Oi/54
Empty Cool 
Hydraulia 
into 
Empty Coal 
Hyaraulic 
9 tons each
1.034
.653
*765
.556 
.517
6.6 
10.5 
9.0 ■
12.3
13.2
2* ; , 
2t 
• ' 2» ;
2£
"■25;ft
12 10 
27 25 
20 -
34 31 
41 33
•37 .44 
*42 . .45' 
.41 -
.45 . .49 
.33 .40
0 5/55 
06/56 
07/57 
OS/53 
09/59
Empty Coal- ‘ 
Hydraulic 
into 
Loaded Coal 
Kydraulio 
Equiv. mass. ' 
. 13 tons
- .931
■ .760 _
.597- 
—  .762 '
.631
7.0 
8.3
11.4
9.0 - 
10.9
•25
3
5s
3
.ft
12 13
20 17 
32 39
21 19 
29 29
.60 .55 
.57 .67 
.59 .65 
.56 .62 
. .60 .oO
10/60
11/61
12/62
13/63
14/64
15/65
16/66
Loaded Coal 
Hydra^lio
Loaded Coal 
Hydraulic . 
22/1/2 
tons each
1.239 
1.062
.710
.942 
.535 
.530 . 
.623
5.3
6.4
9.6
7.2'
11.7
11.8 
11.0
‘3i -
3sr :
3a ’■
3af
3s
3e'
Ik
11 9 
16 14
28 26
20 17 
40 36 
25 31 
31 23
.64 .74 
.64 .74
.33 ft .39
.65 .77 
.36 .99 
1.00 1.13 
.98 1.09
17/67
IE/68
19/69
20/70
Loaded Coal
Spindle
Into
Loaded Coal 
Hydraulio 
22/1/2 
tons .each
1.310
1.317
.391
.625
5.2 .
3.3
7.7
11.0
■ 3* ■ 
, 3
11 8* 
11 8
39 31
70 58
.66 .92 
.76 .96
.88 1.04.
No records
1" lost Hydraulio stroke 
lost hydraulio stroke
7" lost hydraulic stroke
30/8O
.31/31
52/02
Loaded Iron 
Ore 
Hydraulio 
. into 
Loaded Iron 
Ore 
Hydraulio 
37 tons eaoh
1.345
.798
•623
5^ 1
8.6 
U . 0*
"'34.;
4
4
16 18
36 41
■■
•51 ,55
.68 .60 
.35 .75 1
.93 ft'.K  ']
'
'* ' - ■ 7 ftV*! </,v; t -'ft/ft!'.' ft? ' *■ . ’ : • ft ' ’■ 1 ' ‘ 1 I ’ ■ ''j
' ' ■ , •' '■;! 
120 \ ' ■ ft]
' • . . ' i’ / -.1
TABLE 2
EOWTT AIR/OIL BUFFER - ACTUAL WAGONS 
TABLE OP RESOLTS
Serial
507- 
Bun No.
"Wagons
Timer 
(secs) 
per 
10 ft.
Speed
m.p.h.
Stroke
(ins)
Peak
Force
(tons)
Performance Factor
MV2 
90 R
Remarks
00/50 Loaded Coal 1.12*6 * 5-9 - 21* 20 .72 .82*.
01/51 Spindle -ei*4 ; 8.1 ' 4.3/16 2*6 38 .72 .88
03/52 . into ■ 1.776 3.8 . 3l 10 7 .72 1.00 .
' 03/53 Loaded Coal 1.2*83 2*. 6 . 3§ 20 8. .52 1.32
02/54 Hydraulic 1.115 6.1 31 31 18 .60 1,02*.
05/55 22.1/2 tons .874 7.8 V 45 37 •68 .84
06/56 each .698 9.8 4 64 55 .76 .88.
07/57 .62,0 10.7 82*. 55 .68 1.04
0 8/58 .662 10.3 2® . 67 63 .80 .84
0 9/5? Loaded Coal 1.070 . 6.2*. 4a : 24 18 -.2*4 .59
10/60 hydraulic .849 8.0 45 26 20 .62 .80
11/61 into • .778 8.8 45 .28 "23 ..7 .85 *
\Z/6Z Loaded Coal .601 11.4 4l ‘47 32 .7 1.03 •
13/63 Hydraulic 1.351 .5.0 -35 , 14 11 . .2*5 .57
12/64 22.1/2 tons .684 1 10 '.4a 36 32. .7 .79 '
15/65 Empty Coal 1.000 ' 6.3 & 2h 11 .24 .53
'
16/66 
17/67 
18/6Q 
19/69
Hydraulic 
into 
Loaded Coal . 
Hydraulic 
Equiv. mass . 
13 tons
.799
.616
.750
•673
8.5
H.1
9.1
10.1
•3i
35'
• 35
28 - 
• 40 39 
31 31 
33 32
.37 -
.45 .46 
.41 .41 
.39 .47
■ *'*
20/70 Empty Coal 1.093 6.3 25 15 15 .37 .27
21/71 Hydraulic .878 . 7.8 2| 26 23 .24 .27 ' ' ’
22/72 into .704 9.7 ' 35 34 30 ’ .28. .32
23/73 Empty Coal .52*0 12.6, 35 • 44 39 .36 .41
22/74 Hydraulic .611 11.2 35 No records
25/75 9 tons each . .655 10.5 35 . 34 31 .33 .31
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1.3 Impact Test .of American Cushion Unit
Introduction
The Hydrolair cushion unit was developed at the 
request of a major railroad and a car leasing,company.
The design requirements were:-
1), ,9" travel in buff to give 'Cushion-Car1 status.
2) Low initial cost.
3) Simple installation in new cars.
4) .Easy conversion for existing cars.
5). Maximum simplicity.'
6) Accessible for inspection and servicing.
\ 7) Light in weight•
8) Able to function throughout range of temperature 
extremes.
9) Satisfactory in train action as well as during 
impacts. ,
10), Use of time-proved components for highest reliability.
Description of Unit and Installation
2.1 Cushion Unit
The unit is of the air/oil type and provides 9”
\ cushion travel in buff and draw. As shown in drawing 
' HC.U 100, the unit is 9 7/8" in diameter and is located 
between end stops 38" apart. Cushioning action is 
obtained by the flow of oil through a central orifice 
. controlled by a metering pin. -Nitrogen at 200 p.s.i. 
initial pressure in the upper part of the plunger provides 
spring force for slow, closure and to return the unit to ■ 
its extended position. This spring force is 10,000 lb. 
initially, rising to 100,000 lb. at ,the end of the travel. 
The deflector tube ensures that only oil is returned to 
the main chamber during recoil. Hydraulic fluid to :
Mil. Spec. 5606 and having a pour point of -75°E. is/used'.
The nylon hearings, seal and inflation valve are 
standard items# .
2#2 Eew- Car Installation
The unit is installed in a special yoke which carries 
a standard 21 1/2” shank ‘E* coupler at its outer end, 
as shown in drawing HCU 101. The coupler is supported 
on a wear plate and is connected to the yoke by a head­
less key, which is retained by keep plates on either side. 
A fabricated striker finishes the end of the car. The 
assembly of unit, yoke and coupler is supported by a 
continuous carrier plate, which is bolted to. the center 
sill'and striker flanges.
Buffing force from the unit is transmitted through 
conventional rear draft lugs. Draw force is taken through 
a set of front lugs welded to the striker. The brake 
line angle cock is located at the outer approved, position. 
A floating, uncoupling rod is required.
* y.'i
2.33 Conversion Installation
The same unit, yoke, and carrier plate are used
When converting an existing car. The striker and front
lugs must be remove^ and replaced by the new. striker
assembly. The side plates on either side reinforce the
.joint between the center sill and striker and also cover
up the key slot and rivet holes or plug weld holes in
* *
the center sill. The cross rib in the rear lug assembly 
must be removed, if present. Bolt holes for the carrier 
plate are required in the center silj..
• The brake line angle cock has to be re-located and
132 .
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/.
a floating uncoupling rod fitted.
Impact Test
3.1 Introduction ■
An impact test was carried out in accordance with 
A.A.R;. Spec. M 921 in order to evaluate the performance 
of the cushion unit. The units tested were prototype 
units and were slightly different from the design* shown 
in drawings HCU 100 and 101. The variations are not of 
any significance and would not affect, the performance of 
the units. ,
3.2 ’Details of Gars
A pair of cushion units were installed on Penn 
Central 70 ton box car 153525. This box car was loaded: 
to 220,000 lb. on rail with steel die blocks which were 
rigidly braced to the floor and clear of the car ends. 
The hammer car- was covered hopper car P. &; L. E. 102006 
which was loaded to 220,000 lb)., on rail with sand andt 
fitted with a calibrated Miner A22XL friction draftgear.
3.3 Instrumentation 1
,’\ Strain gauged couplers were fitted at each end of
i '
the box car to measure coupler force. The couplers had 
been calibrated, in a certified testing machine together 
with the .calibration resistors.. Travel was measured by 
a linear potentiometer attached to the cylinder and 
plunger of each Unit. A- track switch was positioned, to. 
indicate the passage of the first, and second axles of 
the hammer car just before impact. A stop watch was 
used to check the impact speeds and give an immediate 
approximate figure. i
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The signals from the couplers, the potentiometer 
and the track switch were recorded on a Honeywell 2106 
Visicorder. Pull travel calibration was given by a 
short circuiting switch. Input power to the transducers 
was provided by a 12 volt; battery.
3. 4i * Rat ing Imp act Te s t
The hammer car was impacted into the stationary 
box car, track switch signals, coupler force, and cushion 
unit travel being recorded. The first impact was made 
at low speed. Subsequent, impacts were made at increasing 
speeds until a coupler force of 500,000 lbs. was recorded. 
Pive,loaded hopper cars were located about thirty feet 
from the impacting cars to act as a back-stop and to 
catch the. box car and hammer car after impact. The box 
car was inspected and re-spotted after each impact.
3*5 Squeeze Impact Test
Por this test, the box car was backed up by the 
five loaded cars. The hammer car was impacted into the 
box car, track switch signals, coupler force, and cushion 
, unit travel at both ends of the box car being recorded. 
■The first impact was made at low speed. The impact 
speed for subsequent impacts was raised in approximately 
2 m.p.h. increments'until 14 m.p.h. was reached. The 
box car was inspected after impact.- The box car and 
back-up cars were re-spotted each time.
3*6; Spring Porce Calibration
One unit was mounted in a tesing machine. Readings 
of compression force and travel were‘taken as the unit 
was closed and released.
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4• Results of Impact Tests
The results of impact tests ‘are given in Tables 1 Si 2. 
Peak force/impact speed curves are shown in Pigs. 1 Si 2. 
Typical force/travel characteristics are given in Pig. 3. 
Spring force calibration is given in Table 3; and Pig. 4.
; Copies of the original recordings of force and travel 
against time are included for reference.
5. Discussion of Results of Impact Test
5.1 Rating Impact Test
The curve of coupler force against impact speed,
Pig. 1, gives an impact speed of 10.4 m.p.h. for a 
coupler force of 500,000 lb>. This is most satisfactory. 
The curve compares favorably with the competitive 
end-of-car cushion units in the 7" to 12" range. When 
allowance is made for travel, the performance is better 
than these other units. It is unlikely that improvement 
would be possible.
The results show some scatter. This is to be 
expected however, because no two impacts are ever the 
\ same in practice.
' A  •
i
The unit does not go to full travel even for the 
highest speed tested. This is to be expected, because 
.the last part of the orifice control is intended to 
cater for the extra heavy mass conditions occuring 
during train action and back-up impacts.
The records show that the recoil force is low andw
that the time for recoil is half a second. This is 
satisfactory and thus the air spring pressure of 200 i 
p.s.i. appears to be optimum. 1
/
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%  2 Squeeze Impact Test
The curves of coupler forces against impact speed 
are given in Pig, 2. The primary impact occurs as the * 
hammer car hits the box car. The secondary impact is 
between the box car and the back-up cars, The primary 
impact curve shows a force of 943*000 lb. for an impact 
speed of 141 m.p.h. This is highly satisfactory. These 
curves compare favorably with the sliding sill systems 
as well as with other end-of-car units. As before, 
significant improvement would not be possible.
The forces of the secondary impacts are about half 
those of the primary impacts. This is a good feature, 
and is not normally found in other end-of-car units.
The forces at the primary impact point are approximately 
the same as the forces shown.in Pig. 1 for impacts between 
single cars.
The records show that the units go full travel for 
the faster impacts. However, the units do not show high 
force on closing solid.
\Coupler Vertical Porce Test
' ' *
The box car was jacked at, the coupler pulling face 
until the center plate was .1" free from the truck. An 
.estimated 88,000 lbs. vertical force was thus applied to
the coupler. The jack was released, and the cushion unit
* •
assembly removed from the car and examined, closely for 
any sign of damage.
k
No permanent strain was found, therefore, the 
50,000 lbs. vertical force requirement was met easily.
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Since the unit,and its installation are symmetrical, it
may be assumed that a downwards force of the same
magnitude could be resisted equally well#
Conclusions
1# The "rating” speed at whichi 500,000 lb# coupler 
force is given by the unit is 10#4 m.p.h# This is 
the "rating" called for in A.A.R. Spec. E 921.
2. Squeeze impact at 13.8im.p.h. results in a coupler 
force of 943,000 lbs.
3. *The cushion units gave a highly satisfactory 
performance, compared with other cushion units.
4. Ho improvement in performance is likely because
, approximately rectangular force/travel character­
istics were obtained.
5# Squeeze impact does not, give higher forces than 
impact between single cars, for medium to high 
impact speeds.
6.\ Por a squeeze impact', the coupler force for the 
secondary impact is about half the coupler force 
for. the primary impact. ’
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TABLE .1 RATING IMPACT TEST
Record SpeedMPH
Force
Lb.
Travel 
Ins.
R 1 4.8 190,000 7.7
R 2 ! 5.3 213,000 7.7
R 3 " 7.9 310,000 8.6
R 4 8.8 370,000 8.6
R 5 9.6 450,000 . 8.7
R 6 10.6 518,000 8.8(
R 7 14.0 925,000 8.8
TABIiii 2 - SQUEEZE IMPACT TEST
Primary Impact
Record Speed
MPH
Pri. Force 
Lb.
Pri. travel 
Ins.
S 1 6.3 305,000 8.4
S 2 ’■ 9.1 416,000 9.0
S 3 10.6 518,000 9.0
S 4 10.6 518,000 9.0
S 5 11.6 600,000 . 9.0
S 6 12.7 685,000 9.0
S 7 ' 13.8 943,000 9.0
Secondary Impact
Record Speed 
' MPH
Sec. Force 
Lb.
Sec. Travel 
Ins.
S I 6.3 102,000- 7.5
S 2 9.1 163,000 8.8
5 3
\
5 4  v
10.6 • 194,000 8.8
10.6 213,000 9.0
S 5 11.6 242,000 8.8
S.6 12.7 324,000 9.0
S 7 1* 13*.8 362,000 •' 9.0
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TABLE 3 - SPRING FORCE CALIBRATION
Travel
(ins.)
Closure Force 
(lb.)
Recoil Force 
(lb.)
0 12,600 8,000
1 . ■ 13,800 9,200
15,200 10,800
V 3 17,200 , 12,200
.4 . 20,600 .14,600
5 22,400 18,000
6 • ’ 30,600 ; 22,200
* 7 40,400 30,000
7 1/2 46,800 37,200
8 58,200 45,800
■ > 8 1/4 . - ---■ 51,600
8 1/2 76,200 60,000 ,
8 3/4 89,600 71,800
9 105,200.
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3.2 Train Shocks ,
The experimental work on train shocks was carried; out 
by the author when with British Railways Research Department 
at Derby. It will be described in five sub-sections under 
the sub-headings of Run-in, Analysis of Run-In Test, Run-Out 
Test, Analysis of Results of Run-Out Test, and Train Test.
The first sub-section shows how a short, trains was used 
as an analogue for a long train in order to study/ the run-in 
of a train. The second sub-section consists of analysis of 
the results from the first sub-section. The third subjection 
describes snatch tests carried out with a short, train to 
investigate the run-out of a train. In the fourthi sub­
section, the results from the previous sub-section are 
analysed. The last sub-section describes long train tests 
carried out with buffers and drawgear developed; during the 
run-in and run-out tests.
' \ : ■ ' • 't '
All the tests except the second run-in test w^re
performed with 16 ton coal wagons. These wagons are typical
of those on common use. The second run-in test was carried
out with 33 1/2 ton iron ore wagons. They are the heaviest
wagons to be fitted with normal duty hydraulic buffers and
* •
represent the most severe practical .condition.
3.2.1' Run-In Testa
The performance of hydraulic buffers during train 
run-in was investigated under controlled conditions in 
the form of a rake impact• A rake of four wagons was 
impacted, into a similar rake equipped with force measuring 
load cells located behind the buffers and connected to 
oscilloscopes. In this way the force between adjoining 
wagons could be recorded as an artificially created run-in 
shock wave .travelled through the wagons.
During the first run-in test high forces were produced 
at each impact point in turn as the buffers closed solid, 
because the orifice control for the buffers had■beexu 
designed to cushion impacts between single wagons only.
Three different buffers were tested, the O.P. fD f stem, 
the O.P. ’P ’ stem and the Dowty. The first two were of 
the air spring with separating piston variety, orifice 
control being in the form of a tapered metering pin or 
’stem1. The orifice design for the .’D ’5 stem buffer was a 
’'compromise1 .design for wagons between 4 to 12 tons weight. 
It was therefore not really suitable fo.r the wagons used 
for the test. • The. rP f/ stem buffer had a ’'compromiser 
design orifice for wagons*of 8 to 24 tons weight. It should 
be remembered that the object of the-.rcompromise’ design is
to obtain equal maximum acceleration during impact for 
both light and heavy wagons. The Dowty buffer had a 
steel spring to give a limited static resistance, with 
orifice control by cylinder ports which were blanked off 
by the plunger as it closed. The Dowty buffer was intended 
to give a rectangular characteristic during impact be­
tween wagons of 24 tons weight. It was,not a ?’compromise * 
design.
The shape of the force/stroke characteristic record­
ed may be seen in Pigs. 1, 2 and 3, which have been plot­
ted from the original recordings. The characteristic at 
the primary impact point is generally similar to that 
recorded during impact between single wagons except for 
the high force at the end of the stroke. At the secondary 
impact points the buffer reaction builds up slowly with 
increasing travel, culminating in a sudden high force as 
the^  buffers close solid. Such a characteristic shape would 
be expected for buffers fitted on wagons of much greater 
weight than that for which they were designed. Since it 
has been shown theoretically that the rake impact condit- 
ion is equivalent to impact between wagons of twice their 
actual weight, the characteristics recorded at the second­
ary impact points were not unexpected and confirmed the
theoretical work given in Section 2.5'.
In an attempt to improve the performance of existing * 
air spring buffers, a test was carried out with the air 
pressure increased to 250 p.s.i. instead of the customary 
150 p.s.i. Force/stroke characteristics recorded are 
shown in Figs. 4 & 5* The increased slow closure force 
resulted in lower peak forces for the higher impact speeds 
at both the primary and secondary impact points, as shown 
by the maximum force/impact speed curves given in Figs. 6:, 
7" and ;8. The higher slow closure force resulted in 
somewhat violent recoil occurring during impact between 
single wagons however. Since violent recoil aggravates 
the velocity change experienced during impact, the slow 
closure characteristic of existing buffers was not changed. 
It was also thought that problems of curve negotiation 
might arise and that the seal life of the buffers would 
be reduced if the air pressure were to be increased.
The revised buffer, modified as a result of the above 
test, became the British Railways standard and is known 
as the O.P. *Wf stem type. It has a 'compromise* orifice 
control suitable for wagons of IQ:to 40 tons weight. This
b
buffer is intended to use only 411 of its 4 1/2" stroke
/
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during impacts between single wagons, the remaining 
1/2"' of stroke being suitable for impact during the 
extra-heavy mass conditions which occur during rake, 
impact and train running.
The second rake impact test was carried out using 
33 1/2 ton iron ore wagons instead of 16 ton coal wagons 
because the heavier wagons were the most severe pract­
ical case for the revised buffer. Force/stroke charact­
eristics recorded are given in Figs. 9 & 10. The 
instrumentation used and the technique by which these 
characteristics were drawn are described in Appendix I . 
Very high forces at the end of the. buffer travel are 
not present now.. For the last part of the stroke the 
reaction is fairly steady, finally falling away. Since 
an acceptable performance was obtained at both the prim­
ary and the secondary impact positions, satisfactory 
train run-in should be assured. The performance at 
9 m.p.h., the highest speed tested, is not so good as at 
7 1/2 m.p.h., the high forces at the end of the travel 
tending to return. It must be remembered that the iron 
ore wagons used for the test represented the most severe 
practical condition.
The characteristic for the impact between the second 
and third wagons, position 2/3, is slightly/ larger than 
that of the previous impact at position 1/2, Since the 
wagons were loaded with track ballast, the weights were 
not absolutely identical, and the slight difference in 
weight of the.wagons probably accounts for this discrepancy, 
which is not of major importance.
Buffers are tested fitted on block wagons of various 
weight©, fthe wagon centre of gravity being on the coupling 
centre line. When the weight reduation factor iis taken into 
account, the iron ore wagons are dynamically equivalent to 
block wagons of about 25 tons weight. The force/stroke 
characteristics recorded for the O.P. ,fW f' stem buffer during 
impacts between 50 ton block wagons are given in Pig. 8, 
Section 3.1*1* It will be seen that the shape, of this 
characteristic is generally similar to that recorded at the 
secondary impact points during the rake impact test.
Recordings of buffer force and stroke against time in 
the second rake impact test are given in Pigs. 11, 12 &  13*
A typical record from the first test is given ini Pig. 14 
for comparison. The transmittal of the initial impact to 
the other wagons can be clearly seen.
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3*2*2 Analysis of Results of Run-In (Pests
The results of the first run-in test are unsuitable
for analysis because the buffer performance was poor for
both the primary and secondary impacts. The improved
buffer performance of the second impact test has been
analysed and is given in Table 1. The buffer efficiencies,
*
clearance not included, and clearance included, are given 
for the secondary impacts between the first and second 
and second and third wagons. In addition, the buffer 
efficiencies for impact between block wagons of 50 tons 
weight, at half the rake impact speed are given for compar­
ison. As previously mentioned, this impact condition should 
be similar dynamically to the secondary impacts of the 
second run-in test. s!
It. may be seen that the buffer efficiency for the slow 
speed test, 4 m.p.h., is 58$, clearance not included, and 
50% with the clearance included. This demonstrates that 
run-in of a train starting with a 2 m.p.h. velocity change 
must be smooth and controlled. The. efficiencies at 7.5 
m.p.h. are 50%, clearance not included,and 44% with clear­
ance, showing that run-in of a train with a velocity change 
of 3.75 m.p.h. would be satisfactory, if the train was
Buffer clearance with Instanter coupling tight ,1 1/4”•
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buffered-up initially, but that an energy reduction:factor 
of .06 per wagon would be required if the train was stret­
ched. The efficiencies for the 9 m.p.h. impact are 32% 
for the first and second wagons and 40% for the second and 
third wagons, clearance not included, and 28% and 35% 
similarly, with clearance, indicating that run-in of a 
train at a velocity change of 4*5 m.p.h. per wagon could 
not be controlled successfully. Velocity changes of this 
magnitude do not occur in general practice.
The characteristic efficiency for impact between 50 
ton block wagons at 3.7 m.p.h. is 57%> clearance not inclu­
ded, and 47%, clearance included. The efficiencies at 
5.5 m.p.h. are a little lower at 50% and 41% respectively. 
This demonstrates that the performance of a buffer during 
train running can be assessed with reasonable accuracy by 
carrying out an impact test with wagons of twice the weight 
for which the buffer was intended originally. When the 
orifice is designed to'include these heavy mass impacts 
smqoth train run-in can be obtained with little sacrifice 
in performance during impacts.
TABLE 1 ANALYSIS OF RUCT-IE TBSTS
Position 1/2 2/3
M.P.H. •
Efficiency 4
00in. .58
(Buffer
clearance 7.5 .50
oin.
not
included). 9 .32 .40
Efficiency 
(Buffer ' -
4 .5° .50
clearance 7.5 .44 .44
included)
9 .28 .35
' M. k 50 TONS ' -M.P.H.
Efficiency 3.7 .57
(Buffer
clearance 5.5 . .50
not,
included)
Efficiency ■ 3.7 .47
(Buffer
clearance '5.5 .41
included)
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3.2.3 Run-Out Test's
The performance of drawgear during train run-out was 
investigated by way of a snatch test. Rive stationary 
test wagons fitted with strain gauged couplings were con­
nected td three standard wagons and a diesel shunting loco­
motive by a 30 ft. length of shiprs anchor chain as shown 
in Pig. 1 . The chain was of alloy steel with welded 
braced links, and had a breaking strength of 200 tons.
Such a strong chain should not yield during testing, which 
would have been undesirable. The locomotive was acceler­
ated away from the stationary rake to produce a run-out 
shock of controlled intensity through the five stationary 
wagons, the coupling forces being recorded on oscilloscopes. 
The locomotive throttle was calibrated so that a range of 
snatch speeds could be tested. Luring the test, the 
throttle was kept open until well after the shock wave had 
travelled through.the stationary wagons. The speed at the 
instant of snatch was read on a speedometer in the locomotive. 
This speedometer had previously been calibrated accurately.
Comparative trials of rubber spring (Increasing rate 
spring), ring spring (friction damped linear spring) and 
hydraulic drawgear were undertaken. Details of the drawgears
184
are given in Appendix II.. The rubber spring drawgear was 
found to magnify the snatch force as. it travelled through 
the five test wagons, as shown by force/stroke characteris­
tics in Pig. 2. The ring spring and hydraulic drawgears 
reduced the snatch force, as shown by the characteristics 
in Figs. 3 & 4 respectively.
When the coupling slack was increased to 5 1/4% 
instead of the normal 1 1 / 4 %  the hydraulic drawgear still 
exhibited force reduction properties, whereas the ring, 
spring drawgear transmitted a steady force as shown in 
Figs. 5 &  6 respectively. The 5 1/4" coupling slack was 
obtained by positioning the strain gauged couplings hook: 
to hook, instead of gedge to hook.
The elevated centroid effect was,investgated experi­
mentally by carrying out a snatch, test with five test wagons 
fitted with-an experimental rubber spring drawgear of 4 1/2" 
travel. The test wagons were loaded initially to give a 
low centre of gravity. Force magnification was found on 
test as expected. The loading was then changed so that 
the centre of gravity reverted to its normal position.
Slight, force reduction was obtained, tending to confirm the
/
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ii ,/
theoretical prediction.
The results of the snatch tests are analysed later.
Snatch tests were also carried put on two alternative 
friction damped drawgears. One drawgear consisted of five 
rubber compression springs and a friction damper using 
automobile brake lining for the friction surface. The 
other drawgear consisted of a large steel spring and wedge 
system,.damping being obtained by steel shoes sliding in 
a cylinder, the shoes being loaded by the spring force 
magnified by the wedges. These drawgears gave character­
istics generally similar to ring spring drawgear, but not 
so consistently, and of lower efficiency. Force reduction 
was obtained for these drawgears however. Since these 
drawgears were not as good as the ring spring, and did
not offer any other advantage, they were not tested further.
\ '
An alternative hydraulic drawgear was also tested. This 
consisted of a hydraulic damper device for use with rubber 
spring drawgear. It performed well during a snatch test, 
exhibiting good force reduction properties, but was not 
developed further because it was mechanically clumsy and 
costly compared with the first hydraulic drawgear.
186
The instrumentation employed for the run-out test 
is described in Appendix I. \
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3*2.4 Analysis of Results of Run-Out Teats
Peak forces and efficiencies both without and with 
slack included are. given in Tables 1, 2 and 3) for the 
3-rubber spring, ring, spring and hydraulic drawgears 
respectively^ for the standard coupling slack of 1 1/4”.
Values for each of the strain gauged coupling positions are 
given in turn for the four snatch speeds tested. Peak forces 
and efficiencies both without and with slack are given in 
Sables 4- and 5 for the ring: spring and hydraulio drawgears 
respectively with the coupling slack increased to. 5 1/4”.
A. performance analysis is given in each tables. She 
percentage change in the coupling force between the trailing, 
end of the first and the leading end of the fifth wagons 
is given first, for each snatch speed. The percentage change 
of coupling force between the trailing end of the second 
and the leading end of the fourth wagons, representing the 
forces at opposite ends of the third or middle wagon, is 
given next. The average change in coupling force per wagon 
is given in the last, column. This last,figure indicates the 
trend, and is the most important item. If force reduction 
is obtained, shock free train operation will be assured. On 
the other hand, if force magnification is given, a shock will 
intensify as it travels through the train.
194
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It may be seen that the critical efficiency including 
slack appears to be about 20%. Above this value, force 
reduction is achieved, whereas below it, force magnification 
results. The results ,of the performance analysis are a 
little scattered, which is not surprising when the problems 
involved-in carrying out such a test are taken into 
consideration. The trends are clearly visible.
Substituting in the formula established in Section 2.2, 
the theoretical energy reduction factor for 16 ton coal 
wagons is found to be .25'. The practical factor obtained 
from impact tests with similar wagons appears to be about 
.30 however. Thus the drawgear efficiencies, slack 
included, must have .30 added to obtain the effective 
efficiency. This explains why the critical efficiency 
appears to be about 20%. for the wagons tested. The energy 
distribution is then change of kinetic energy 50%, absorbed
in drawgear 20%, and rotaional energy 30%.
\ ■
The experimental rubber spring drawgear used in the 
snatch test to confirm the elevated centroid effect had a 
characteristic efficiency of 25%, and thus an efficiency 
including slack of *■ 22%. The initial test
wagon loading located the centre of grayity close to the 
coupling centre line. The energy reduction factor would 
therefore be small. Thus the effective efficiency was i-
/
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/
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approximately equal,to the efficiency including slack, i.e. 
22%., which resulted in force magnification occurring. When 
the loading was changed so that the centre of gravity was 
at its usual height, the energy reduction factor became .30, 
to give an effective efficiency of 52%, which produced 
slight force reduction.
It is interesting to calculate the effective efficiencies
for the test trains under the most adverse condition^ which
arises when tractive effort is applied by the locomotive
when the train is fully bunched. Per wagon end, the buffer
travel of 1/2n is taken up, followed by 5/8J1 of slack,
which must be absorbed in 3" drawgear travel. Inking a
characteristic efficiency of 75%' for. the hydraulic drawgear,
the efficiency including slack = 3 = 2-8%.
Adding .30 for the energy reduction factor, the effective
efficiency becomes 5.8%* thus explaining why a shock could
not be created in this train. The ring spring train had a
characteristic efficiency of about 50%, and so efficiency
SO x ' 3including slack = f/2 = 19%, to .give an effective
efficiency of 49%, which is almost exactly at the critical
value of 50%* as previously described. This train would
give a steady wave under extreme conditions without force
*
reduction, but should behave well under normal circumstances,
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which was found on test* (The rubber spring drawgear had!
a travel of only 1 1/2.” per wagon end, and a characteristic
efficiency including slack = *20 x ^ = 5%> and
4 1/2 + 5/8 + 1 1/2
so the effective efficiency is only 35%, resulting, in a 
force build-up occurring. It will be' seen that even when 
no slack was present the effective efficiency for the trains 
when,fitted with rubber spring drawgear was only 20 + 30 
= 50%, and so no force reduction could be achieved- even 
when starting with tight couplings.
The damping properties of the three drawgear systems 
tested are shown, in.: Pig. 1, the percentage energy destroyed 
being plotted against snatch speed. It will be seen that; 
the hydraulic drawgear destroyed about 90% of the input 
energy. The ring spring drawgear destroyed about; 75% of 
the input energy. The rubber spring drawgear destroyed
between about 45% and 60% of the input, energy depending
\
upon the snatch speed. A high percentage destroyed is 
desirable because it, prevents a recoil shock wave occurring.
TABLE 1 ANALYSIS OP RUN-OUT TESTS
Rubber Spring Drawgear - 1 1/4"' Coupling Slack.
Position
m.p.h.
1/2 2/3; 3/4 4/5
Eorce
(tons).
3
, 4
• 5/ :
G) ;/,;r
26.3 
' 32.3 
48.0 
53.7,
24,. 6. 
33.83 
44.4 
59.7
3.0.4 
51.5 
85>h 
, 85+
24.5 
36-. 1 ; 
71.3 ! ■:
83.5 :
Efficiency 
Cslack 
not., incl.).
3
4
5
6
.21
.20
.17
.3.7
.24
.23
.24
.19-
.25-
.23
.29
.23
.19:
.20
Efficiency 
' (.slack 
included)
3
4
. 5 • 
6
.15 
.14 
.12 . 
.3.2
.15- 
• 15? 
.16 
.3.3:
.17
.16
.18
.14
.12
.14
Performance
Analysis
m.p.h. % ch. 1/5 % ch. 2/41 Avg.ch. 1/5
3
4 
5: 
6:
6.8 
-11.8 
1 -48.5 
-55.4
-23.6 
-53.0 ’ 
—90.04*
? .
2.3 
- 3.9
-16.2
-18.5
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TABLE 2 ANALYSIS Off RUH-OUT TESTS 
Ring Spring Drawgear - 1 1/4” Coupling Slack
Position 1/2 2/3 3/4 4/5-
m.p.h.
Force ~ 3 1; 24.0 22.4 20.3: 18.11
(tons), 4 37.6 27.0 24.3 29.3 :
5b. ; 40.8 36.0 34.4 34.3
- 6: ' 52.5 41.3 37.5 40.5
Efficiency 3 ; .50 .47 .45 ^ .50
(slack 
not incl.) 4 .47 .49 .46 .47
• 5 .46 .47 .44 .47
6 .44 .43 .41 .45
.Efficiency 3 .31 .29 .28 .32
Cslack
included); 4 •35 .32 •31 .33
. 5.- * .34. •34 .33 .34
6> .34 .32 , .32 .34
m.p.h. % ch. 1/5' % ch. 2/4 Avg. ch. 1/5
Performance 3 22.0 9.4 7/. 3)
Analysis 4 22.0. 10.0 7.3
5 ■ 15.9 ■4.4 1 5.3
•
e: 22.9; ; 9.2 7.6
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TABLE 33 ANALYSIS Off ROT-OUT TESTS
Hydraulic Drawgear - 1 1/4” Coupling Slack
Position
m.p.h.
1/2 2/3 3/4- 4/5;
Porce:
(tons)
3
4 
5;
63.
9.2 
17.0 
20?0/29.8 
33*5/43.3
5.0
16. a 
25.2 
42.4
4.8:' 
16.7 
24.6 
34.0
5.1
11.6
20.4
29.3
Efficiency 
(slack 
not incl.).
3
4 
5. 
6
.72
• 63
. 58 
.57
*
*
.77 
.65 
•. 64; 
.54
.78
.54
.58
.62
.90
.74
.783
.77
Efficiency
(slack
included);
3
4;
‘5,
&
.58
•51
.48^
•46
* r
*
.59
.52
.52
.44.
.58
.43
.47
.50
.62 
.59 
• 62 
.61
Performance
Analysis
m.p.h.
3
4
5
6
% ch. 1/5. % ch. 2/4
44.5?
31.6:
*
21.4/31.5*
12.5/32.4
4.0 
- 4.4
2.4
19.8:
Avg. ch. 1/5
14.8;:
10. 6: 
7!’2/10.5 
4*2/10.8
*
excluding fhlip,T line
2 0 0
TABLE 4. ANALYSIS OP RUN-OUT- TESTS
Ring Spring Drawgear - 5? l/4,f C.oupling Slack
Position
Eorce
(..tons)
m.p.h.
3
4
5
6
1/2
24.9
32.8
43.3
63.3
2/3
2 3 . 6 ..
29.7
42.8
3/4
20.7
28.4
47.9
4/3)
24.1
35.1 
40.8 
51.8
Efficiency" 
(slack . 
not incl.)
3
4:
5
6
.45
.46
.43
.38
.44
.50
.47
.46
• 46
• 46
.46 
. 41
Efficiency
(slack
included)
3
4 
5. 
6
.14
.17
.18
.18
.141
.16
.19
.14 
• 16 
.20
.14
.17
.19
.18
Performance
Analysis
p.h. fa ch. 1/5 % ch. 2/4 Avg.ch.
3 3.2 12.3 1.1
4 -7.0 4.4 -2.3
5 5.8 -12.0 1.9
6 18.1 6.0
2 0 1
TABLE 5 ANALYSIS- Off RUM-OUT TESTS
Hydraulic Drawgear — 5? 1/4" Coupling Slack
Position.
Eorce
(tons),
Efficiency., 
(slack 
not incl.)/
Efficiency
(slack
included)/
Performance
Analysis
m.p.h*
3
.41
5
6
3
4
5
6
33
4
5)
63
m.p.h.
3
4 
5? 
6
1/2
■8?,. 3
12.4
24.4 
36.0,
.75-
.83
.60
.63
.33
.41
.31
.32
%, ch. 1/5
29.0 
21 • 8 
21.0 
32.8
2/3
1 7.0 5.9- , 5.9-
13.0 13.1 9.7
20.9 21.8 19.3
32.7 • 32.0 25.8 1
• 82 
.90 
.84i 
.80
.3& 
.40", 
.41 
.40 •
3/4;
.88
.85
.78,
.77
.38:
.40
.3 8 3
.38
•91
.89
.73
.63
fa ch. 2/4
15.7
.-0.8'
4.3
•2.1
.32
.38
.37
.303
Avg. ch. 1/5
9.7
7.7 
7.0
10.9
2 0 2
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3.2.5; Train Tests , I ~
Following on from the analogue tests,just described, 
fullscale running tests were'carried out .with two/trains 
between Toton and Wellingborough, London Midland Region.
Both trains consisted of seventy 16 ion.'coal wagons, hauled' 
by two class 9; F steam,locomotivesiand coupled with Instanter 
couplings. These trains were used for brake tests normally.
Hydraulic drawgear, described in Appendix II, was 
installed on the S.A.B. train.. This train was fitted with 
empty/loaded vacuum brakes, with direct admission valve 
control and cast iron brake shoes, The braking ratios for 
' this train were 59% empty and 49i.5% loaded. The propagation 
time from front tx> rear was 4 seconds, and the cylinder 
filling time was 2 seconds.
Ring spring drawgear, also described in Appendix II?
\
was fitted on the 1 two-cylinder1 train. This train was 
equipped with empty/loaded vacuum brakes, with rate valve 
control and composition brake shoes. The braking ratios 
'for this train were 46.5% empty and 39.5% loaded, for
i * •
composition shoes. Equivalent ratios for cast iron shoes 
would be 77 and 65* The propagation time from front to rear 
was 3.5'seconds, and the cylinder filling time was 10 seconds.
'  • i
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Further details of the brake systems and their perform­
ance are given in the Paper Ref... SI. .' Principal differences 
between these two brake systems are that the latter train ' 
had a more gradual rate of brake cylinder force build-up 
and a more uniform co-efficient of brake shoe friction.
These two factors might be considered as representing 
slightly less severe conditions compared with the S.A.B., 
train during braking. They would not influence starting.
The, ring spring drawgear used for the train test 
differed from that used for the run-out test:. It had a 
nominal final force of 26 tons and a stroke of 3,f» It was 
- thought at the time that this characteristic would be 
better than the 50 ton spring with 2” stroke, which had 
been used for the run-out test, for several reasons. Firstly, 
it had the same stroke as the hydraulic drawgear. Secondly, 
observers considered that the snatch given by an engine 
speed of 5 m.p.h. represented the most severe practical 
case. The revised spring was based on the capacity required 
for this snatch. Thirdly, the peak acceleration, of a wagon 
is determined by the difference in the coupling forces,
i • ‘
If a softer and longer travel drawspring were used, then 
the peak acceleration experienced should be lower.
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iJo elaborate instrumentation was used during the test 
runs. Only. Ui.I.C. ball accelerometers, described in 
Appendix III, were mounted in the Brake lest Coach, which 
ran next to the locomotives, and in the Brake lest Van, 
wrhich rah at the rear of the train. 'Emergency, stops were 
made, to test the buffer and drawgear combinations under the j 
most adverse circumstances, shocks, or rather the absence 
thereof, being observed. Rapid starts were also made on 
a number of occasions to test the shock reducing ability of 
the. drawgear. -Pull power was applied almost instantaneously/, 
thus giving, approximately a f?step functionf! type of power 
application from the locomotives. This was achieved; in the 
following way. The two locomotive throttles were opened 
wide in the mid-gear position. The valvegear was then 
dropped rapidly into full forward gear position.
. \ Previous to the tests described above, similar test 
runs Had been made with the trains when fitted with rubber 
spring drawgear. Violent run-out shocks had been experienced 
during the emergency stops and the‘subsequent re-starts.
The SAB train’had been worse than the ’^ two-cylinder1 train 
from the shocks aspect.
206
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.The results of the test runs are given in Tables 1 to 
4 in the form of ball accelerometer .readings. Because of 
the different brake systems in use, the results for the 
hydraulic and ring spring drawgears cannot be compared 
strictly. Before and after comparisons' can be made between 
the rubber spring and the experimental drawgears. No shocks 
greater than the usual maximumrbraking deceleration rate of 
• 2g were recorded with the hydraulic train under all normal ; 
operating conditions including emergency stops. 1 Even the 
rapid starts did not cause accelerations greater than .3g 
at the rear of the train. No shocks greater than .4g were 
recorded with the ring spring train during braking. It may 
be seen that violent shocks had been experienced with 
rubber spring drawgear fitted on both trains. It should 
be mentioned that shocks of up to .5g in magnitude are 
generally regarded as being acceptable in that they are 
'unlikely to damage goods in transit, and the wagon itself, 
or. result in injury to personnel. Shocks of over l.Gg are 
dangerous for personnel and are likely to cause damage to 
inanimate objects. They are therefore’unacceptable,.
1 *
The re-starts also demonstrate the ability of both 
drawgears to control the starting of a long train. If a 
train with rubber spring drawgear had been subjected to a 
rapid start it would have broken in two. i
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(Ehe hydraulic ..drawgear appears to be the better 
drawgear in view of the experimental evidence. Ihis is 
to be expected theoretically. If the scientific method 
were to be followed, the drawgears should have been 
exchanged and the tests repeated, in order to eliminate 
the effects of the brake system variations. Ihis would 
have been impossible in practice. Ihe author is certain 
the slight difference in brake; performance had very little 
effect on the results. .
TABLE 1 U.I.C. BALL ACCELEROMETER READINGS
Original O.P. Hydraulic. Buffers and 3-Rubbef Spring Drawgear
■ • Empty Loaded
Mile , Gradient Speed - Stop Start Speed Stop Start
Post m.p.h*. m.p.h.
115 L, 32 12Tr ■ 6T. 29 8-T 0
105 1/2 L 47 10T ■’ 0 39) 6L 81.
92 1/2 199& Mi -
88 1/2 V 130E 32 11T.. 0 ; - «■»
86 3/4 ?38P -
77 1/2 136E 40 (,6L 6T: 46 1/2 8T 9$
(15T
74 16 OF 57 7T 0 27 :j 0 s t
68 L 49 C6L 0 47 0 7T
(6T
81 132F 57 1/2 15T' , 0 55 9T. 0
92 1/2 538F Test abandoned due - , -
97 1/2 538F to severity of 24 0 0
102 3/4 643F shocks. 32 1/2 7T 0
106 1/4 ’ 508F - — «.
111 1/2 L 39; 10T 6.T
117 497B 45 8T 8T
Note: Calibration of ball accelerometer given in
Appendix III.
Ball accelerometer mounted in Brake Test V/an 
at rear of train.
/
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TABLE 2 U.I.C. BALL ACCELEROMETER READINGS
Modified O.P. Hydraulic Buffers and Hydraulic Drawgear
Empty Loaded
Mile
Post
Gradient Speed
m.p.h.
Stop Start Speed
m.p.h.
. Stop Start
115 L •34 0 o 30 61 0
105 3/4 L 46 0 ; 0 35 0 0
92 .1/2L 199R- 35 0. 0 : 24 0 0
88 1/2 . 130P - ; - - .
86; 3/4 238P 55' 1/2 0
— *  
7T 57 0 0
77 1/2 13 8 e 51 1/2 0
*
1 751 383 * 0 0
74 ' 106.E -  ■ - 32 0 0
68 * L 44 0. o * ’ : - - -
81 132E 57 6L 0 55 0
a-
7T.
92: 1/2 53 8P 54 6L
*
, 0 , 58 0 0
97 1/2< 538P - - - : -
102 3/4 643P • - - - Test abandoned due
106 1/4 508P 42 1/2. 0 0 to numerous hot
111 1/2 L 45 6L
- *  
6T boxes.
117 497P - -
* Rapid Start
/
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TABLE 3 U.I.C. BALL ACCELEROMETER READINGS
O.P. Hydraulic Buffers and ^Rubber Spring Drawgear
Empty Loaded
Mile 1 
Post
Gradient Speed
m.p.h.
Stop Start Speed
m.p.h.
Stop Start
115 , L 35 0 O' /33 : 0 70?:
105 3/4 ’ L 44 ' 0 •’ 6T .41 ; 0 70?
'92 1/2 199R 28; 0 0 29 0: 0
88 1/2 ■ 130F - ■ • - - 50 • 901 6B,6m
86 3/4 238F 53 12Tl 70?, 90? - - ■ -
77 1/2 13 6P 48 , 90? 90? 43 0 0
74 118F 31 1/2 0 70? ■- ■" - -
68 L • - 41 i 0 80?
81 132F 55 60? 80? 55 80?. 102,803,
62
92 1/2 199F' 46 70? 70? 46 IOO? 82,70?
97 1/2 538F - ■ -■ . - ■
102 3/4 643F - — Olest abandoned due
1106: 1/4 508F 33 0 60? to darkness.
111 1/2 L 40 0 60?
117. 497F. 45 601 0
\
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TABLE 4 U.I.C. BALL AOCLEROMBTER READINGS
O.P. Hydraulic Buffers and Ring Spring. Drawgear
Mile ' 
Post
Gradient
' Empty Loaded
Speed 
m.p .h.
Stop Start Speed
m.p.h.
Stop Start;
115 L ■ 41 0 : *0 ;!■: 36 8T 0
105 3/4 L ■ : 46: 6Tl 0 41 0 0
92 1/2 ;a99R 40 7T 0 33. 0 0
88 1/2 130P - - - : -
86:3/4 238E 61 0 0 63 7T 0
77 1/2 . 136P 50 0 ;0 49 0 0
74 118P ‘ 37 0 0 - - -
68 L - - - 45: 0 7T.
' 81 13 2E — — — 59 _ 7T:
92 1/2 199E - 51 6L, 6T; 0
197 1/2 538E' 39 - 0 ■ - - —
102: 3/4 643P - - - . '42 0 0
106 1/4 508P — - - — -
111 1/2 L - - ■ . — ■
117 V 497P - - - - -
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4* Performance Simulation for Hydraulic Unit j
•The performance simulation is described under five 
sections headed, Introduction, Description of Simulation, 
Validation of Simulation, Computed Performance During Impact:, 
and Computed Performance During Train Shocks.
- The first section explains the need for the simulation.
The second section describes the mathematical model for the 
behaviour of a hydraulic draftgear during impact and train 
shocks. , The third section gives the comparison of test data 
with the calculated performance during impact under identical 
conditions. In the fourth section, computed, characteristics 
for a variety of impact conditions are given. The simulation 
permits the design of metering pins for different impact 
conditions to be checked accurately. In the last sebtion, 
the computed performance during train running shocks is given, 
showing that a satisfactory performance can be assured without 
ext ensive test ing b e ing, re quire d.
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i '4'f* 1 Introduction. , _ :j.
As previously mentioned, the criterion for a hydraulic 
draftgear is its performance when fitted to a loaded 70 
ton box car and impacted with a loaded hopper car- equipped 
with a low capacity friction draftgear. Consider this im­
pact condition to be described as mass M* If both cars are 
now fitted with similar hydraulic draftgears the mass con­
dition for the draftgears becomes 2M, or twice the design 
weight for the draftgears. The closure velocity of the 
draftgears is halved, and so a performance similar to that 
obtained for secondary impacts shown in Fig.1 Section 2.5 
will be obtained. Similar peak forces for similar impact 
speeds would be expected therefore, whether one or two 
hydraulic draftgears are involved in the impact. For a 
train of cars all fitted with hydraulic draftgears, the 
mass condition for the draftgears during run-in or run-out 
is again doubled, as previously explained, to give the 
value 4M for mass condition.
The position just described represents an impossible 
situation for the designer using conventional technique. 
Little sacrifice of the performance during impact can be
allowed, yet smooth operation of trains of ears^ fitted with 
hydraulic draftgears is wanted. Analysis of the conditions 
under which the.draftgear must perform well produces two 
different sets of conditions which must be satisfied.
'Impacts during shunting are: generally within the 
range from 4 to 10 m.p.h. The force levels for impacts be­
low 4 m.p.h. are so low that some loss of efficiency is 
tolerable,for these slow speed impacts. Since the normal 
maximum .speed for impacts is 10 m.p.h. as shown by several 
surveys of typical shunting impacts, Ref. 1 9 the optimum 
performance during impact should be achieved for this speed. 
In addition, the Specification of the Association of Amer­
ican Railroads makes the performance for a 10 m.p.h. impact 
one of the major criteria in assessing a cushioning unit. 
Unusually violent impacts do occur occasionally and thus 
the ability to withstand an impact at 14 m.p.h. is required. 
Velocity changes per car during train running rarely exceed 
2 m.p.h. During violent shock, velocity changes up to 4 
m.p.h. have been observed. A satisfactory performance for 
velocity changes up to. 4 m.p.h. is necessary therefore for 
smooth train operation.
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Summarising the position, a good performance for 
mass condition M is required for impacts between 4 and 
10 m.p.h., and a satisfactory performance for mass condit­
ion 4M is necessary for train velocity changes up.to 4 
m.p.h. The highest possible draftgear efficiency should 
be obtained for impact at 10 m.p.h.
The metering pin was designed originally for the mass 
condition in the Specification, 3/4” of parallel being pro­
vided for final closure during train running. It was inten 
ded that the draftgear would use about 8 1/2” of its 9” 
total travel during impacts. It was thought that the com­
bination of a substantial static spring force and 3/4” para 
llel would be sufficient to ensure smooth train operation.
A similar design had proved adequate for British hydraulic
buffers•
■ \ '
\ '
The performance of the draftgear during train running
could not be measured while it was in the development stage 
At the same time, an estimated performance was required in 
order to be reasonably certain that a satisfactory perform­
ance during train running would be obtained. Therefore a 
performance simulation was undertaken. The simulation is 
described in the next Section.
4.2 Description of, Simulation
The simulation was intended originally solely as an 
estimation of the performance of the draftgear during train 
running. In order to check on the accuracy of the 
simulation, comparison of calculated characteristics with 
test data became necessary. Since the only test data 
available was from impact testing, the simulation was made 
more general in that the behaviour.during impact could be
calculated as well as th,e performance during train shocks.
1
In addition, the simulation was arranged so that the impact 
can be between cars both fitted with hydraulic draftgears or 
with only one car fitted with hydraulic draftgear, the latter 
being the test condition for which data is available.
The simulation is in the form of a, mathematical model 
for use with a digital computer. The programme was' written 
by the author in Fortran and is given in Appendix IV/. During, 
impact in practice, kinetic energy is absorbed in four ways. 
Firstly, energy is absorbed by the hydraulic draftgear of 
one car. Secondly, energy is absorbed by the draftgear of 
the other car, whether it is hydraulic or friction. Thirdly, 
kinetic energy is absorbed by the underframes of the cars
themselves. At the force levels occuring during severe impact
* ■ *
the elasticity of the underframes cannot be ignored. Finally
/
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* energy is absorbed 'by pitching about: the polar axis^when 
the centre of gravity of one or both cars is above the buffing 
centre line. The first three energy classifications can be 
incorporated into the programme. The effect of moment of 
momentum, can only be included by adjusting the weight of 
each car by the reduction factor given in Section 2.2.
The programme accepts the following data:~
1) Air spring pressure • (p.s.i.),
2) Underframe spring rate (kips/in)
3) Friction draftgear spring rate (kips/in),
4) Number of hydraulic draftgears involved (1 or 2)
5) Orifice calculation control (1 for actual, -1 for ideal)
6), Car weight (kips),
'  ^ i
7)/ Impact speed (m.p.h.) /
\ The last two items are read in after the first: five so
that, the programme can be rim for several values of car weight
and impact speed for fixed settings of the first five items. 
This system avoids entering the first five items for each run.
, The programme calculates the kinetic energy to be
absorbed during, the impact.initially. The programme then
' ‘ . - t ’ ; 1
• ' , • • ■ ■'}■■■■■ r ■' • : ' . ■ !
■ • I . -
, ■; ■ ■ /- i
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undertakes a calculation of the step by step type. The 
hydraulic force corresponding to the draftgear closure 
velocity is calculated, together with the spring force for' 
the nitrogen spring, to give the total force. The energy 
! absorbed by the underframe for this total force is also 
calculated. The total force is assumed to hold steady for 
a stroke increment of 0,2n. Thus the energy absorbed per 
increment is equal to the total force multiplied by the 
increment plus the underframe energy. This incremental 
energy is subtracted from the original kinetic energy 
permitting a new closure velocity to be calculated for the 
next step. When the sum of the incremental energies equals 
the original kinetic energy, the draftgear closure ceases.
The output data consists of the orifice area, the 
nitrogen spring force, the increment;closure velocity, the 
total force, and the stroke remaining away from the fully 
closed position.
When only one car equipped with hydraulic draftgear is 
involved the programme is modified to include the effect of 
the friction draftgear fitted on the other car. Hydraulic 
force is adjusted to give a gradual build-up over the first 
three inches of travel, corresponding to the test results.
' Adjustment is made by scaling the calculated hydraulic
219
force on a linear basis. This technique is arbitrary, but 
it gives a close approximation to the practical case, it 
gives a realistic method to allow for the adverse influence 
of the closing of the friction draftgear on the performance 
of the hydraulic draftgear* The energy absorbed by the 
friction draftgear for the calculated total force at each, 
increment is taken into account and added to- the incremental1 
energy until the friction draftgear is closed solid.
'The orifice area is calculated in the programme in ; | 
two ways, depending, on a control number read in at the 
end of. the primary input data. The orifice area can be 
either the orifice area to be used for production units, j
■ i
or the ideal orifice area which is theoretically correct,
;  • '  , ‘ i
and was used during impact testing.
■\ .
\
■ "A
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4*3 Validation of Simulation
Computed force/travel characteristics have beem 
compared with test data from two test series in order to 
produce an accurate simulation. Computed and actual test 
characteristics have been plotted for impact speeds of 
5*72, 7*'2&< and 9*00 m.p.h. in Eigs. 1 and 2, 7*9.1 and 10.6
in Eigs. 3 and 4*’ Characteristics for the ridealf metering ; 
pin.used during the tests have.been simulated*
The effective mass’used when the metering pin was 
designed was 195,000 lb., as calculated in Section 2.7S 
Therefore this value was used in the simulation which was 
undertaken afterwards. The spring rate for the friction 
draftgear was taken to be 60,000 lb./in., corresponding 
with the nominal energy capacity of 22,000 ft./lb. for a 
friction draftgear with'311 total travel. A friction 
draftgear has a force/travel characteristic which is 
approximately linear, and is similar to the characteristic 
of a ring spring, as shown in Section 3*1*3* The spring 
rate for the underframe was taken at 750,000 lb./in., 
based on the combined elasticity of the centre sills of 
the cars used in the,impact tests. The underframe 
elasticities for the cars are given in Eig. 1, Section 2.7. 
Spring rates in series are combined on a, reciprocal basis, 
i.e. 1/H. = 1/R^ *h l/Rg •
, 221’- ■'
■ ‘ 7 . .
./ . . ' ; . • • ■ ;■ '■ ;
The computed characteristics for the * ideal1 pin give 
characteristics generally similar to the test data, the 
force building up over the first third of the travel, then
remaining uniform ove,r the middle section and finally
falling away# .
For the slower impact speeds, 5*72 and 7.28 m.p.h. 
the computed characteristics give slightly lower force 
levels than the actual characteristics. This discrepancy ' 
might be explained, by the erratic behaviour of the friction 
draftgear on the impacting car# Friction draftgears are 
not consistent in operation, sometimes sticking to give 
high force with little travel, and on other occasions 
slipping through to give a low force over the entire travel,
The energy absorbed by the friction draftgear is more
significant for slower speed impacts than for higher speeds,
The computed characteristics for the intermediate 
impact speeds of 7.9 and 9.0 m.p.h. show a very close 
co-relation. Impact speeds between 7 and 10 m.p.h. are 
of .the greatest interest in practice, and so the simulation 
should be most exact, for this range.
Force levels for the actual impact„characteristic at
10.6 m.p.h. are slightly lower than for the computed
■ ’ •’ * . ' I
characteristic. In addition the force build up takes an]
: ’ 222 ■
extra inch in practice* (This slow build up could be partly 
due to compression‘of the hydraulic fluid, which has not 
been considered in the programme* The slightly lower force 
levels may be due to movement of the sand load in the 
impacting car. A noticeable thump could be heard, an instant.; 
after the impact began for the higher impact speeds, 
presumably as the top surface of the sand in the hopper 
car'hit against the car end wall. In this way impact energy 
could be destroyed, which otherwise would have been absorbed 
by the hydraulic unit. ’
In conclusion, the simulation has been shown to be 
accurate when compared with test data. It will be used in 
the following two sections to calculate the performance of 
the hydraulic.draftgear under a variety of conditions of 
both impact and train running..
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4*44 Computed Performance During Impact;
Force/travel characteristics for a range of car 
weights from 80,000 lbs to 240,000 lbs at increments of
40,000 lbs have been calculated for impact speeds from 
5 to 10 m.p.h., representing, the normal range of impact 
conditions found in practice. Characteristics have been* 
computed for the A.A.R. test condition, where a covered' 
hopper car impacts a box car fitted with hydraulic 
cushioning, The spring rates for the friction draftgear 
on the covered*hopper car and the car underframes are the; 
same as those used for tha validation of simulation, being 
typical of current, practice. Characteristics have also 
been obtained for impact between two box cars both fitted.* 
with hydraulic units. A spring rate of 1,200,00 lb./in. 
was used for the underframe of each car, this figure being 
the elasticity of the centre sill of a 50 ft. box car as 
given in Fig. 1, Section 2.7. The straight taper pin was 
used for all the simulations, together with a spring 
pressure of 200 p.s.i.
Characteristics for the first series, with only one
• * •
hydraulic unit involved, are given in Figs. 1 to 5« 
Corresponding, characteristics for the second series, with
,1 • •' ‘ , k
two hydraulic units, are given in Figs. 6 to 10.
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Characteristics for the first series show* the familiar 
shapes to be expected from a hydraulic shock absorbing unit* 
The lighter cars (80,000 and 120,000 lb.), build up rapidly • 
to a high force, which then reduces, while the heavier cars 
(200,000 and 240,000 lb.) produce force increasing with 
travel. The car of intermediate mass (160,000 lb.) gives 
characteristics which are rectangular /approximately. The 
characteristics for the second series, where both impacting 
cars are fitted with hydraulic units, show high force 
initially. Subsequently the characteristics are roughly 
rectangular for the lighter masses, but give force increasing 
with travel for the heavier masses, this effect becoming 
more evident as the car mass increases. The design of the 
metering pin, combined with the nitrogen spring, ensures 
that adequate energy absorption is available during the 
first, half of the travel of the units when two units are
involved in an impact..
\ '
Peak force has been plotted against- impact speed for 
the different, car weights and impact; conditions in Pig.11.
The effect of the friction draftgear on the single unit
i •
condition can be seen. The lines swing upwards relatively 
sharply as the friction draftgear closes solid at
180,000 lb;, force.. The elasticity of the underframes
■ ■ ’ i- ■ '
' ' • ■ . :■■■■■■■' . ■ i' ■
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results in the curves being flattened at the higher forces.
Peak acceleration has been plotted against*, impact, 
speed in Pig.. 12. The peak accelerations for, the single 
unit condition for the lighter and heavier loaded'cars 
(120,000 and 240,000 lb..) are roughly equal, and slightly 
higher than for the intermediately loaded cars (160,000 
and 200,000 lb.). The empty car (80,000 lb.) is subjected 
to higher.accelerations ,than any of the loaded cars. Thus 
a good compromise performance should be obtained from the 
hydraulic unit in practice when only one hydraulic unit- is 
involved. The force levels and accelerations for impact 
with two hydraulic units are always lower than for only one 
unit, however at the heavier masses the force levels for the 
same impact speed are closer than for the lighter masses, as 
would be expected.
Thus it may be concluded that; the overall performance 
of the hydraulic unit during impact is close to optimum 
and. only little improvement could be obtained by modifica­
tion of the metering pin or nitrogen spring.
The simulation helps in understanding the results 
obtained during impact testing. Prequently the peak
force/impact speed curve is found to be more linear than 
hyperbolic over the practical range of impacts from 5 to 
10 m.p.h. The effect of the friction draftgear for the 
single unit impact and the elasticity of the underframe 
modify the performance of the hydraulic unit*
\
/
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5! Computed Performance During Train Running
The impact condition during train running is similar 
to impact between an individual car and an infinite mass, 
as explained in Section 2.5 and demonstrated in Section 3«2.1. 
Therefore force/travel characteristics for the hydraulic 
unit during train running are calculated, by using a mass 
value; twice that of the actual car with the programme:.
Satisfactory performance during the operation of a 
train of.cars all fitted with hydraulic units is essential, 
and so this condition is critical, and will be described in 
detail. Since run-in and run-out are identical, only run-in 
will be considered. The performance of a box car fitted with 
hydraulic units next to a hopper car fitted with a friction 
draftgear can be calculated with the programme if desired.
\ Characteristics have been calculated for a loaded 70 ton
\ . 
box car (.200,000 lb.) and a loaded 100 ton car (240,000 lb.)
fitted with hydraulic units in a train of similar cars which
is subjected to run-in at 2., 3 and 4 m.p.h. These run-in
speeds represent normal, exceptional and maximum values
i ‘
found in practice. The same input parameters as for impact 
have been used for. the simulation of train run-in. The fully 
loaded car represents the most severe case, because of the
244' • . ■ : ■ .7.
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extreme mass condition. If this case can be shown to be 
satisfactory, the performance at lighter mass values will be 
satisfactory. ; v
The characteristics computed have been plotted in Pigs. 
1 and 2 and the results analysed,in Table 1, where the 
diagram efficiencies are given.
It will be seen from Table 1 that the efficiency/ for 
the 200,000 lb. car is satisfactory for the speeds of 2 and 
3",'m.p .h., but is below 50%. and thus is unacceptable at;
4 m.p.h. The performance for the 240,000 lb. car is only 
acceptable at 2 m.p.h.
The effect of increasing, the air* spring, pressure to
300 p.s.i. is shown in Pigs 3 and 4, where computed
characteristics have been drawn for this increased pressure. 
The efficiencies for the increased spring force are given 
in Table 2.
It will be observed that the efficiency for the
200,000 lb. car is always greater than 50$, and thus a
satisfactory performance during train running should be 
obtained. However the performance for the 240,000 lb. car
; ; ' 245j
/ ■ ■ • ■ : / '
.is unsatisfactory, at 41 m.p.h. Thus the orifice control f hr 
the heavier car should be modified in order to obtain 
satisfactory train running, and also to give a slightly * 
better performance during impact. In.practical terms, a 
different metering pin should be used on cushion units which 
are to be installed on a 100 ton car, compared with a 
70 ton car. ; ■ 1". ■ '
The influence of the air spring pressure on the 
performance during train running is shown in Pig. 5* where 
characteristics have been plotted for a 200,000 lb. car. 
undergoing a velocity change of 4 m.p.h. Computations with 
' air spring pressures of 100, 200, 300 and 400 p.s.i. have 
been made. The effect, of the spring force can be seen 
clearly. The initial force increases as the spring force is 
increased, while the peak force towards the end of the travel 
is reduced. In addition, the total travel Is reduced 
slightly with increasing spring force. It will be seen 
that the improvement achieved by increasing the spring 
pressure from 300 to 400 p.s.i. is not as great as the 
improvement obtained by the increase from 200 to 300 p.s.I. 
Therefore 300 p.s.i. appears to be the optimum value.
In conclusion, it should be noted that two significant;
" ' “ 246
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design points have been established by the simulation of1 
train running shocks. Firstly, the importance and effect 
of the spring force have been demonstrated, it being shown/' 
that an increase in the air spring pressure from 200 to 300. 
p.s.i. is required. Secondly, different, orifice control is 
needed for the 100:ton car, compared with the 70 ton car, 
mainly in order to satisfy the train running, condition.
\ .
\
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TABLE 1 , TRAIN RUN-IN SIMULATION
200 P’.S• I. Air Spring
Car Wt- 
lb.
Vel. ch1. 
m.p.h.
K.E.
ft. lb.
Peak Force 
lb.
Efficiency
200,000 2 , 13,400 • 33,800 ; .74,
■
,3. 30,400: ; 87,400 .53
54,000 196,500 ; .41
240,000 ■ 2 ■ 16,100 41,600 .66
• , 3 36,500 127,500 .43
4* 65,000 275,700 .34
________________;--------
TABLE 2 . TRAIN RUH-IK SIMULATION
vu • '
000^
3.1. Air Spring
Car Wt. 
lb.
¥el. ch. 
m.p.h.
K.E.
ft. lb.
Peak Force 
lb.
Efficiency
200,000 ■ , 13,400. • 37,100 .83
■' ■ 3 30,400 76,100 .67
• . 54,000 165,300 .51
'240,000 2 16,100 42,700 .77
. 3 36,500 101,600 .57
4 65,000 237,600 .41
\
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5. Influence of Brake Performance on grain Shocks
The effect of brake performance on shocks experienced 
during, braking, cannot be dealt; with in detail because it 
is a big subject in itself. A thesis on the subject of 
train shocks would not be complete without brake performance 
being included, however.
Both vacuum and air brakes apply, and also release, in 
a serial action, which starts from the point of initial 
application and proceeds to the other end of the train.
The brake application is achieved by a reduction in vacuum 
or air pressure in the brake pipe. The speed of the pres­
sure wave in the brake pipe is known as the propagation 
speed, and is kept*as fast as possible, brake control equip­
ment being designed to ensure a fast propagation speed for 
emergency stops. After the passage of the pressure wave 
which operates the control valve, air is admitted to the 
brake cylinder to apply the brake shoes to the wagon wheels. 
An interval of time elapses before the brake cylinder builds 
up t.o its full pressure, to give full braking force. This 
time is known as the brake cylinder build up time or the 
filling time. It can be made comparatively small so that 
the braking force is applied rapidly. Alternatively, a
choke can be put in1the air supply to the brake cylinder so 
that the braking force builds up gradually. \ During partial, 
or service, (i.e. non-emergency) brake applications, the 
vacuum or air pressure in the brake pipe is reduced slowly, 
the brakes coming on gently in proportion to the brake pipe 
reduction. ■ '
The influence of quick versus slow filling time for 
fast and slow propagation speeds is shown diagrammatically 
in Pig. *1, where brake cylinder pressure, or braking force, 
is plotted against time. The vertical distance between the 
graphs for the front and rear of the train is representa­
tive of the squeezing force of the train. It may be seen 
that the quick filling time causes a big squeezing force 
even for a rapid propagation speed, whereas the squeezing 
force is smaller for the slow filling combined with a slow
propagation speed. It will be apparent therefore that if
\ ■
the brake control equipment can only provide a slow propa­
gation; speed, then the filling time must also be slow. How­
ever, if a rapid propagation speed can be obtained, then a 
quicker filling time ,can be tolerated. .. It need hardly be 
added that the shorter stopping distance will be realised 
when the propagation speed is very fast and is combined
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with a quick filling time. In fact it can be shown that 
the arithmetic sum of cylinder filling time and the prop­
agation time front-to-rear is the critical factor, and 
this should be as small as possible for the minimum stop­
ping distance for a given maximum braking force..
'Locomotives are;frequently under-braked, compared with 
the trains that they haul, for several reasons as follows:-
(1) ‘ Wheel wear is reduced,* which cuts down shopping
times, thus increasing locomotive availability.
(2) Steam locomotive trucks are not generally braked,, 
thus reducing the overall braking ratio because 
only the coupled axles are braked.
(3) Locomotive brake equipments are often designed to 
\ > give a gradual cylinder build up in order to pre­
vent a violent rim-in occuring when braking a 
train by the locomotive brake alone.
. ; * - . , 1 •• ■ ■■■ v
It is also common practice in the U.S.A. to keep the 
locomotive brake released during brake application, relying
on the train to decelerate the locomotive. If the locomo­
tive is considered to be unbraked, or at least unbraked 
during the first stage,of the stop, then there will be a 
drawbar force exerted on the locomotive by the train. The 
graph of -this drawbar force against time for the four pos­
sible brake combinations is given in the bottom diagram in 
Dig..’ It will be seen that a sharp rise in drawbar 
force is given for quick filling times and a gradual rise 
for slow^filling times, the propagation speed having only 
a secondary influence.
All the test runs previously described were made with 
two Glass 9-Steam locomotives, whose brakes applied very 
slowly compared with the train. Therefore a substantial 
drawbar force was applied rapidly between the locomotives 
and the train during the stop, and this was the fundamental 
cause of the run-out shocks experienced with the rubber 
spring drawgear. It was thought that if the filling time 
was extended, then this drawbar force would be applied so 
gradually that no run-out shock would result. Accordingly 
tests were carried out with a seventy wagon train having a 
very long filling time and fitted with standard hydraulic 
buffers and rubber spring drawgear. It was found that when
the filling time was 30 seconds or more, no run-out shocks
were experienced during emergency stops. The stopping dis-
\ ■ #
tances were about 50% longer than before, and were not
really acceptable. When the filling time was reduced to 
20 seconds the run-out shocks returned. The stopping dis­
tances were improved, but were not fully acceptable. It 
should be mentioned that these tests just described were 
not carried out by the author, but were done by the Brake 
Test Group of British Railways Research Department. The 
author was kept informed of the results.
It may be concluded that if good emergency stopping 
distances are necessary for operating reasons, then compar­
atively short.filling times are required in combination 
with rapid propagation speeds for the brake system. In 
order to prevent shocks occuring under these circumstances, 
the buffers and drawgear must have the correct character­
istics, as described in the other sections of this thesis.
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6. Buffer Performance During Braking of Fully Pitted Trains,
The primary function of buffers is to absorb the 
energy of shunting impacts. Buffers are also involved in 
the "run-in" which occurs during the first stages*of brak­
ing, due ‘to the serial braking actiSn which is inevitable 
with, pneumatic brakes. The spring characteristic of the 
buffers will be analysed in relation to the performance of 
the braking system.
Por' the theoretical considerations the following 
symbols will be used:
Buffer spring rate (assumed linear) = R (two buffers)
Brake propagation time ' ■ = P
Brake cylinder build-up time = B (assumed B> P);
Maximum squeezing force in train s P
Buffer travel for force P . a S (per wagon end)
V Number of wagons in train = N
\ Time after which brakes at rear are fully applied = C 
Retarding force = D (per wagon)
The build-up of .braking force is shown diagrammatical ly
in Pig. X., the above symbols being used. It is assumed 
that the locomotive brake equipment is the same as that of 
the train. Consider the braking force on the locomotive 
at the instant that the brakes start to apply on the first 
wagon, i.e. at the time P/N after the commencement of brak- 
ing. The braking force, d = D x gg .
Since, at this instant, this force is retarding the 
whole train, there is a ,squeeze force of this amount 
between (the locomotive and the train, if the force requir­
ed to decelerate the locomotive itself is neglected. As 
time increases, more wagon brakes apply in turn, building 
up gradually, there being a constant difference in braking , 
force.between each wagon and the one following. Therefore, 
there is a buffing force exerted on the locomotive equal 
to the sum of these equal and successive differences of 
braking force between the wagons. Thus the squeezing force 
between the first wagon and the locomotive increases until
after time P, the squeezing force builds up to a value P.,
DP DP
where P = gg x H = g— • Prom time t = P to time t = B 
the squeezing,force P remains constant. After time t = B, 
the squeezing force gradually reduces to zero at time c *= G. 
Consider now the energy stored in the buffers due to the
' ‘ . • ' . - ' - ‘ . t .•
/
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squeezing force in/the train. The squeeze force P = RS,
proportional to the square of the squeezing force;
springs, the less energy is stored. The softer the 
springs, the greater the energy absorption, assuming 
the buffers are not closed solid by the squeeze force. 
Referring again to Pig. 1 , the energy is absorbed by 
the buffers from time t » 0 to t = P. Over the period 
from t b B to t s C, recoil energy is given out by the 
buffers. If the buffers are fully elastic, the recoil 
energy will be equal to that initially stored, whereas 
, if damping is present, the recoil energy will be only 
a fraction of that absorbed.
from which S = g- . The energy stored per wagon end in the
1 2buffers of the first wagon, ' E = % RS , substituting
2 * '
for S,; E =  £ £ I Prom this equation, two conclusions
can be drawn:- j
1) The energy stored in the buffers during the.nrun-inM
which occurs during the first stages of braking is
generated by the serial action of the brakes.
2) The energy stored is in inverse proportion to the 
spring rate of the buffers. The stiffer the buffer
i
Obviously, the recoil energy of the buffers will
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initiate an expansion wave in the train. The drawgear must 
have sufficient capacity’ to absorb the "run-out" which will 
take place due to the recoil of the buffers. Clearly, damp­
ed buffer recoil is to be preferred in order to reduce the 
severity’ of this "run-out".
If the locomotive braking is greater than that of the 
train, an additional buffing force will be superimposed on 
the squeeze force. Conversely, if the locomotive is under* 
braked, the squeeze force will be reduced by the extra 
force required to decelerate the locomotive.
Consider a 70 wagon train of 16 ton coal wagons, (24 
ton gross each) braking ratio 60% (loaded), propagation
time 3.5 secs., build-up time 3#5 secs., buffer spring
rate = 4 tons/in. (2 buffers). Assume brake shoe friction 
co-efficient = .25 (max. value).
\ Then D ® 24 x .6 x .25 ® 3*6 tons
F = = 3.6 tons
3 0
2 ‘
E « I* x * 1*63 in. tons.
If the buffer springs were four times softer, for 
example, i.e. R = 1 ton/in., B would be 6.5 in. tons, 
whereas if the spring rate-were four times stiffer, i.e.
R = 16 tons/in., E would then become 0.4 in. tons. This 
helps to explain why the old type Dowty buffer, which had 
a low static resistance characteristic, was unsatisfactory 
in train running. It also shows that' a ring spring type 
buffer should function well in train operation because it 
absorbs little energy in the first or compression stage of
braking and returns only one third of that energy in the
later or expansion stage.
The.above calculations assume that the locomotive 
brake equipment is identical to that of the train. Consid­
er now that the locomotive has a braking ratio of 85% and 
weighs 150 tons. In this case the buffing force of 
150(.85 - .6); x .25 « 9.4 tons will be superimposed on that 
due to the serial brake application of the train. Thus the 
total squeezing force at the front of the train is now
9.4 + 3 . 6 b 13 tons. This results in the stored energy in
1 13the buffers becoming ^ x —1^ — ■ = 21.1 in. tons, which is 
more than rubber spring drawgear could absorb during the 
subsequent "run-out11. (The capacity of rubber spring draw­
gear at 50 ton final force is 20 in. tons approximately).
If the buffer springs were four times stiffer, for example, 
the stored energy would be only 5.3 in. tons.
Consider next .a train of 50 loaded merchandise wagons 
(20 tons gross each)/, braking ratio 35%, propagation time
tons'with a braking ratio of 85%, a buffing force of 
150 (.85 - .35) x .25 = 18.75 tons will be superimposed on 
that due to the brake action. The total buffing force at 
the front of the train will therefore be 18.75 + 1#25 « 20 
tons, which will close the buffers solid and store energy 
a 1/2 x 18 x 4.5 =f 40.5 in. tons. Depending on the damping 
provided during recoil, up to this amount of energy will be 
given out during the expansion stage, and it must be absorb­
ed by the drawgear.
Prom these calculations, three conclusions can be 
drawn as follows:- .
1. The squeezing force in the train due to the serial 
application of the brakes is comparatively small.
2. The braking performance of the locomotive has consider-
b
able influence on the buffing force at the front of the
■ \
2.5 secs., other details as before.
Then D = 20 x .35 x .25 = 1.75 tons
1.5 tons
E = ^ x — = 0.2 in. tons 
If this train is pulled by a locomotive weighing 150
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train, and can ,result in buffing forces considerably 
greater than those due to the serial application of 
the train brake. ,
3. The drawgear must have sufficient capacity to absorb 
the-recoil energy of the buffers. A minimum drawgear 
capacity of about 40 in. tons appears to be required 
therefore. (This would match the recoil energy of a 
pair of Oleo hydraulic buffers or a pair of rubber 
spring, spindle buffers, the recoil being assumed to 
be undamped.
/
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7. Conclusions j
General Conclusions to be drawn from the theoretical 
considerations and the test results are given in three 
sections* ' ,-
Criteria for Design of Hydraulic Shock Absorbing 
Units specifies under two sub-headings, Hydraulic Buffers 
and Additional Criteria for American Cushion Unit, the 
features to be considered in the design of units for 
impact absorption. Criteria for Smooth Hrain Operation 
details the characteristics necessary for the longitudinal 
shock absorbing system in order to produce shock-free 
train running, together with the effects of the configura­
tion of the wagons. Influence of Brake Performance on 
Hrain Shocks lists the effects of brake^parameters on train 
behaviour.
v ■
\
2 6 9
/:
Criteria for Design of Hydraulic Shook- Absorbing Units
7*1*1 Hydraulic Buffers
(1) 1Compromise1 design of the orifice control is 
prefered in order to obtain equal maximum , 
acceleration of light and heavy wagons.’
.(2) Design of the orifice control for the major
portion,of the travel should be based on impact 
between one wagon and another similar wagon*
, Impact between one wagon and a rake of wagons, 
which is the general; case in practice, is little 
different from impact between single wagons.
(3.) The final portion of the orifice control should 
be suitable for the extra heavy mass conditions 
which are found during; impact between, rakes of 
wagons and train; run-in.
\(4) Hydraulic buffers destroy virtually all the kinetic 
energy absorbed during impact’.
(.5); Adequate damping of the recoil action is provided! 
by the orifice control designed to cushion impacts, 
s Additional recoil damping is unnecessary. '
: 1 _ i ; :
’ . t * ■ ■/• ■'/ . . ' ' ‘ \ .
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(6) Impact testing should be carried out with solid 
block wagons when possible in order to obtain 
consistent and .comparable results* ,
(7), A pitching motion results in an apparent 
reduction of wagon mass during impact when the 
wagon centre of gravity is above the centre line 
of buff. The ,wagon mass is reduced apparently
, as far as the buffers are concerned by a factor 
of X - h2/(h2 + k2). . V
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7.1.2 Additional Criteria for American Cushion Unit
Cl)/ The orifice control and the static spring force 
should be co-ordinated so that a good performance 
is given when a freight, car fitted, with hydraulic 
cushion units impacts another similar, car or. a 
car fitted with friction draftgear.
(2). During impact where only one car is fitted with 
hydraulic cushion units, the energy absorbed by
, the friction draftgear on the other car cannot be 
disregarded for impacts at slow and. intermediate 
speeds*
(3) Kinetic-energy is absorbed by the car underframes 
during impact, resulting in slightly lower force 
levels being, recorded than anticipated.
i
i
i
i
• ;■/ . : ' '
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Criteria for Shock Free grain Operation
(1) A minimum efficiency, including slack, of 50%
! is required of the shock absorbing unit (buffer,* 
drawgear or draftgear). for shock free train 
w operation, when the centre.of gravity of the 
wagon is on the coupling centre line. ; , i :
(2) When the wagon centre of gravity is above the
: coupling centre line, its effective mass during
longitudinal shock is equal to its actual mass 
multiplied by an energy reduction factor of 
1 - h2/(h2 + k2).
(3) The energy reduction factor added to the 
efficiency including slack gives the effective 
efficiency, which must: be 50% or more for shock 
free train running. A satisfactory energy 
distribution is assured and so a longitudinal . shock: 
cannot intensify as it progresses.
(4) The short: wagon with a high centre of gravity 
should give shock free train running because a 
significant proportionxof the energy of longtudinal' 
shock is diverted into the suspension! system.
(5) The long.low wagon requires a longitudinal shock
* . 1 . 1 ! ;
absorbing system of higher efficiency than the
’! v a
short high wagon* for an equivalent: performance 
during train running#
ni ‘ ■ ' ■ ^  r  1 ;
(6) Equal travel in buff: and draw is.desirable for 
the longitudinal shock absorbing system.
(7) The orifice control for a hydraulic shock 
absorbing unit must be suitable for, extra heavy7 
masses for the final portion of the travel,
(8) The static spring force in a hydraulic shock 
absorbing unit is a critical,factor in achieving 
satisfactory train running.
(.9) Since coupling slack is so harmful, it: should 
be held to the absolute minimum.
(10) An approximation to the behaviour of a hydraulic 
shock absorbing unit during train running can be 
achieved by impact testing at slow speed at twice 
the mass condition for which the shock absorbing 
unit has been designed. ‘ • ,
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Influence of Brake Performance on (Drain Shocks
(1). In practice, only a small squeeze force is
j  ‘ . ‘ ' ' ;  i  * ' v  '
' generated in a train by the; serial application 
of the' brakes* iM \
(2) /Dhe squeeze force is minimised by a. rapid brake 
propagation speed combined with a slow cylinder 
filling time*
C3);. The cylinder filling time should be slow if the 
propagation speed is slow to give acceptable 
. squeeze force levels.
(4) A quick cylinder filling,time must be combined 
with a rapid propagation time.*
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8 Author1s Appraisal of His Research
The work included in this thesis spans over a decade in
time. It consists of three distinct phases all closely ‘
i !
related to each other. The first phase consists of, the
development of hydraulic buffers to cushion wagon impacts.
The second phase concerns the investigation of train shocks.I 
The-final phase consists, of the design and testing of the 
author*'s hydraulic cushion unit for application in the U.S.A. 
The research undertaken in these three areas .of vehicle 
dynamics,brought out the influence and importance of the 
various parameters which were not known or undertsood 
previously. Thus the author considers this work to be a 
significant contribution to knowledge.
The development of hydraulic buffers began because 
impact damage to both wagons and merchandise in transit 
became serious. Simple theory suggested the application of
i "■
hydraulic buffers, which were originally designed only to 
protect loaded wagons. Buffer testing was carried out with 
solid block wagons of various masses. It was found that a 
’'compromise1 type of orifice control was more suitable for
i ’ *
cushioning impacts between wagons in general practice. 
Differences between impact tests carried out by’the
■ 7
v ■
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author and by the Dowty company resulted in further, 
investigation of the behaviour of hydraulic buffers in 
relation to the wagons. When the wagon centroid was above* 
the coupling centre line, theory showed that the wagon- 
would rotate about its polar axis during impact. ; This 
pitching action should result- in less energy being absorbed 
in the buffers. In other words, the mass of the wagon would 
appear to be reduced as far as the buffers were concerned. 
Impact testing with actual wagons confirmed this theoretical 
work.1 Thus theory and practice were working together during 
the development of hydraulic buffers.
The investigation of train shocks started on a somewhat 
haphazard basis, yiolent shocks were being recorded during 
brake tests, and the cause or causes of.these shocks was not 
known* The performance of the brake equipment was involved 
to some extent, yet other factors were important because 
train shocks occurred on starting and passing through changes 
of gradient when the brake equipment was inactive.
Since run-in shocks still occurred occasionally even . 
though hydraulic buffers were used, rake impact tests were 
undertaken in order to study train run-in under controlled 
conditions. The unsatisfactory performances obtained at
the secondary impact; points resulted in the theoretical 
work which showed that the mass condition for the secondary 
impacts was double that .for impact between single, wagons. • 
The orifice control in the buffers was modified in 
consequence. Further testing showed that the modification 
was effective. Theory was used to understand practice, and ; 
to recommend design modifications. ,
Run-out shocks were the major problem of train operation, 
and so the run-out tests were undertaken in order to help 
understand this problem. Initially, both increased energy 
, capacity and increased energy absorption were considered 
desirable for drawgear. Therefore comparative tests of the 
existing rubber spring drawgear, ring spring drawgear and 
hydraulic drawgear were;undertaken. At the same time several 
analytical avenues were explored. The train shock theory was 
developed concurrently with the analysis of the results of 
the run-out tests. The influence of wagon configuration on 
train shocks was not. appreciated at first, and so there was 
an apparent discrepancy between theory and practice. When the
relationship between wagon configuration and shock absorbing
*
unit performance was realised, a more complete understanding
of the causes of train shocks was available. Theory tended
*
to follow practice as far as run-out shocks were concerned.
The train tests followed on from the run-in and 
run-out tests. The theory was understood by this time., 
The analogue tests had developed the hydraulic buffers and 
experimental drawgears. Thus, upon reflection, total 
success was assured with the train tests. As a.matter of 
interest, the author carried out pushing tests with a 
locomotive and twenty wagons fitted with hydraulic buffers 
as a further check on the performance to be expected from 
a train fitted with hydraulic drawgear. Since pushing and 
pulling a train are identical, except; for a change in sign 
the absence of shock in the pushed train showed that 
hydraulic drawgear should give an equal performance when 
the train was .pulled.
The first two phases were completed some years ago. 
Looking back on what was done, how it was done, and why it 
was done, the author feels that little improvement could 
have been made. In general, theoretical and experimental., 
work were carried out simultaneously, with each supporting 
and assisting the other. Theory alone is not enough, 
practical confirmation is essential, or one never really 
knows for sure. Equally, experimentation by itself is 
insufficient. Blindly testing everything without knowing 
why is absurd, even though this is done ‘too frequently.
/
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The.final phase concerns the American cushion unit, 
which has involved the author for the past five years. All 
the experience gained with the British buffers was available 
when designing the cushion unit:;. It ■ is not surprising 
therefore that little change has been made in the*design 
since its inception. The improvements have been in the 1
exclusion of dirt, and in simplification for manufacture.
The author did not .realise at first that the longer 
American, freight cars are more flexible than British, wagons. 
The elasticity of. the underframe results in slightly lower 
forces being given during impact.. The mathematical model 
has. helped in understanding the various parameters involved 
in impact between freight cars. A good co-relation between 
the mathematical model and the test data has allowed the 
production of simulated results for other impact, conditions. 
The mathematical model shows that a good ’compromise1' 
performance can be expected from the cushion unit in practice 
whether one unit or two units are involved in the impact;.
As before, there has been a mixture of theory and
i ' * •
experiment with the cushion unit. The major part of the 
'theory was known before the cushion unit was designed and
!r
tested. Howevey,.the experimental results spurred the
■ 2 8 0  ■ . ■'
/  •'
i
development of the .mathematical model, which has resulted 
in a complete understanding of the relationships between) 
hydraulic force and spring force in the performance of a 
cushion unit. The effects of underframe elasticity and the 
friction draftgear on the other car during single unit 
impacts have been established also., Thus the performance 
of the cushion unit under any known Impact condition can 
be predicted accurately.
In conclusion, the author feels satisfied with his 
research work, which has resulted in excellent hydraulic 
buffers and drawgear units being used by British Railways 
for the last ten years. A fully optimised and perfected 
hydraulic cushion .unit has been made available for American 
railways in addition. The author has benfited a great deal 
by writing this thesis. It has made.him appreciate the 
importance of having a complete theoretical understanding 
of practice, as far as is possible. The mathematical model 
especially has helped in understanding the behaviour of a 
hydraulic shock absorbing unit under a Variety of conditions 
The author now investigates similar problems with greater
i ‘
perception, and with improved skills, as a.result of writing 
this thesis. ;
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APPENDIX I.
Instrumentation, for Buffer Tests and for' Run-In
. and Run-Out lasts , :
The recording equipment was originally developed for 
buffer testing. As it was available,, it was used to re­
cord buffer ahd drawgear characteristics during the run-in 
and run-out tests. The equipment is shown in Pig. 1, in 
the form of a block diagram. Each oscilloscope plotted 
force' against travel, the •spot1 movement being recorded 
by a plate camera, mounted over the tube. In addition, a 
four-gun tube could accept four inputs, the four ’spots* 
being recorded against time by a film camera. Calibration
T •
lines were put on the records. The force/travel character­
istics were enlarged so that the horizontal, or travel, 
scale was full size, or some convenient fraction of full 
size. The enlargements were then traced accurately, the 
characteristics for different speeds being superimposed.
This technique had not been developed when the run-in tests 
were made. The characteristics for these tests were plotted 
from the plates.
«
Buffer reactions were measured with load cells located 
between the buffers and the wagon headstocks. The maximum 
design load for the load cells was 200 tons. The load cell
consisted of a pair; of rectangular plates, joined together 
by four alloy steel pillars located symmetrically on the 
centre lines. In this way any bending forces were cancel-* 
led out and only axial force was measured by strain gauges 
mounted on the pillars. Compensating gauges were also fix-, 
ed on the pillars at right angles to the active gauges, and 
were therefore partly active. The gauges were wired in con­
ventional bridge form. A sheet metal cover was provided 
to protect the gauges and wiring. Buffer stroke was meas­
ured by a potentiometer mounted above the buffer and con­
tacting a striker fixed on the adjacent wagon.
Coupling forces were measured by an alloy steel cyl­
indrical bar of 100 tons minimum ultimate strength. The 
bar was fitted with active and compensating strain gauges, 
similar to one*pillar of the load cell. The ends of the 
bar were threaded so that it could be positioned between 
two' British screw coupling shackles. The bar was designed 
so that when the strain gauged coupling was used between 
two wagons the buffer clearance was 1.1/4", corresponding
to the buffer clearance when 'Instanter* couplings were 
0 ,
used. A sheet metal cover Was included as before. Draw­
gear stroke was measured by a potentiometer attached to
the drawhook at one end and to the wagon frame at the other
end* ' / :
• !. * \
i ' ■ *
Impact speed during the buffer,tests and the rim-in 
test, was measured! by the time taken for the passage of the 
first wheel over contacts on a 10 ft. timer bar. Ihe speed 
of the snatch in the run-out tests was obtained at the 
moment of snatch from a speedometer in the locomotive. The 
speedometer calibration was checked with the aid of the 
timer bar, the locomotive being driven over the timer bar 
at a steady speed. Locomotive throttle positions to give 
the snatch speeds required were also calibrated.
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APPENDIX II, ij,:
Details of Drawgears Tested : ■!'
* - 1 * ■ *,
The rubber spring drawgear is shown in Pig. X • It
consisted of three compression springs in series separat­
ed by dividing plates. The drawhook passed through the 
centre and was connected to the spring by a nut and draw­
bar end washer. The other end of the spring butted against 
a rocker washer which hinged on a rocker plate attached to 
the drawbar knee. The spring travel was about 1 1/2” sta­
tically. ' This rocking arrangement was curreht practice at 
the time of testing.
The ring spring drawgear used for the run-out test is 
shown in Pig. 2 . * The ring spring consisted of inner and 
outer rings which were compressed or extended circumferen- 
tially during closure. The rings had tapered faces, energy 
being destroyed by the friction between the rings as they 
slid over one another. Since the ring spring required a 
special grease lubricant, it was enclosed in a can welded 
to the drawbar rocker washer. So that standard drawhooks 
could be used,, a top hat shape drawbar end washer was used
i * * •
to compensate for the increased spring length, compared with 
a rubber spring. The ring spring tested had a pre-load of
289 ... /
1 ton and a final force of 50 tons after a 2ftl stroke. The 
ring spring drawgear used for the train tests was gener­
ally similar, except that it had a final force of 26 tons 
after a 3” stroke, as this rate, was considered to he a 
better choice, when the results of the run-out test were 
evaluated. The rocking action was eliminated because it 
was obsolete by that time. It might be mentioned that the 
rocking feature was introduced when the ’’Continental1 screw 
coupling was adopted. This coupling was connected to the 
drawhook, by a horizontal shackle pin, A rocking arrange­
ment was therefore required so that the coupling could 
swing over on curves. The ’Continental* coupling was un­
popular with operating personnel, and it was therefore re­
placed by the ’Instanter’ coupling, which was modified to 
give the same strength properties as the ’Continental’ 
coupling. Since the ’Instanter’ coupling fits into the 
gedge slot of a conventional British drawhook, the swivel­
ling action of the rocking plate was no longer necessary, 
and it was subsequently withdrawn.
The hydraulic drawgear used for the run-out test util­
ized converted O.P. hydraulic buffers as shown in Pig. 3 • 
The drawhook was hinged onto a crosshead which was
290
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connected by tie rods to the head of the hydraulic unit, 
i which was compressed as the drawgear was extended. The.
I pre-load was 1 1/2 tons and the compression ratio of the 
air spring was 6/1. The travel was made 3”. ' .
The hydraulic.drawgear used for the train tests was 
I V a revised version of that used for the run-out test, as 
shown in Pig. 4:3. The swivelling drawhook was no longer 
required and so the drawhook was connected directly to the 
crosshead which carried the tie bars connecting to the head 
of the hydraulic unit. The crosshead was located inside a 
1 stool1 which was bolted to the back of the unit and butted 
against the drag box at the other end. The hydraulic draw­
gear units were made almost exclusively from hydraulic buff­
er components, which were in quantity production, and there­
fore comparatively cheap as well as readily available. The 
pre-load was 1 1/2 tons and the travel 3”> as before. The 
compression ratio of the air spring was changed to 10/1 
because this was considered to be a better static character- 
istic.
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Ui.I.C. Ball Accelerometer 
The International Union of Railways (U.I.C.) ball 
accelerometer is used in Britain and Europe to measure the 
intensity of train running shocks. It consists of two rows 
of falls' which rest against a series of ramps. Each ramp, 
is inclined'more steeply than the one before. One row of 
balls and ramps face forwards, or leading, and the other 
faces backwards or trailing. An acceleration displaces 
the appropriate number of balls in proportion to its inten­
sity in the trailing direction. A deceleration displaces 
balls in the leading direction. The ramps are usually 
sloped to detect shocks from .2g to 1.8g in intensity at 
suitable increments, as shown by the calibration given in 
Tables 1 & 2. The balls are caught in a trough at the end 
of the ramp, whete they may be counted. A resetting device 
is provided.
Shocks of less than .2g intensity are usually regarded 
as insignificant. Five increments were<originally provided 
to indicate shocks up to .2g however,, and so .2g is in fact 
read as 6 balls, although only one ball is actually displac­
ed, i.e. the zero is suppressed. ‘ •
BALL ACCELEROMETER CALIBRATION
Balls . Equivalent
Acceleration
■ ; & ' I '
■. i ■ .
0.2
■. 7. J. 0.3
8 0.4
' ' 9 ' i ■
'VO.o
10 0.8
11i ■ ’ 1*°
12 ’ 1.2 '■
13 - 1.4
14 1.6 '• r-
15 1.8
,L « Leading shock or Deceleration. 
T, = Trailing shock or Acceleration
, APPENDIX IV ;p V
Computer Programme:! : N
‘ - ' \ ' 
10 TYPE 100
100 FORMAT (IX, • ENTER'VALUES FOR AS,R,F,P,Uj, Y,: • $),
1 ACCEPT 110, IAS.R.F.P.IU.JY
110 FORMAT (X,3F, 21). .
R=1000,xR.
F=1000.xF
30 : TYPE 120
120 . F0RMAT.(1X,'ENTER VALUES EOR. W.V: '2f).
2. . ACCEPT 111,, W,V i"■
. W=1000.xW
111 FORMAT (,2F). ■ ;
AKE=0.0168xV/xVxV
' RW=SQRT (W ),
UN=FLOAT(XU)-l.1 '
'IF(UN.LE.O), GO TO 23 
V=Vx8.8 •
AKE=AKE/2. .
GO TO 24 
23' V=Vxl7.6
24 E=0.0 1
BE=0,0 ' ’ '
CF=0.0
SF= 60. OxFLOAT.(.IAS )
TYPE 40
40: F0RMATC5X, 'A' ,7X, 'FS' ,72, 'V' ,7X, 'F.T* ,7X, 'SP',//)
DO 12 1=46,0,-1 ;
B=FLOAT (I).
SP=(D-1.0)/5.0 
\ AV/=D-5. OxP-1.0
BW=D+5.0 
CW=D- 2 5.1- 5 •. OxP 
IF(CW.LE.O.O) GO TO 27 
■ A=0.47 : '
GO. TO 16
27 IF(AW) 14,14,15 ' . •
14 ' A=O.OoO
GO TO 16
15 IF(IY.LE.O) GO TO 33 , " 1'
PD=1.235-AWxO.0094
. PA=PDxPDx3.1416/4.0 . •
: A=l.257-PA
GO TO 16- . ‘ ■'
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33 A=SQRI(A’.Y)x 0.094 ‘ii ‘
16 FH= (5.275xVxV) / (AxA), > M: . ' ,
IF(UN)35,35,34
35 EW=D-28.9-5.0xP 11: V  '
IF(EV.'.LE.O) GO 10 34 
PH=FHx(47.0 ~D)/15.0 '
34 PS= (SFx50.0) /BW !■:
, ET=j?Hrt-FS ■ • •
: IF(UN)41,41,47
41 XE(C'.7.LE.O) GO 20 47
FD=3• OxF-FT  1.J . - : '
IP (ED),43,43,45 .
45 , EF=FTxPT/(24•xF) ; T I,,.
■ go to 50 , s v':!
43 EF=0.375xF ,
5.0 PE=EP-CP 1
•CP=EP
GO TO 49 '
47 FE=0.
49 EB=PTxPT/(24.0xR)
BE=EB-CE
E=ET/60.O+E+BE+PE 
GE=EB
44 AK=AKE-E
IP (AK) 13,18,18 ' i1;.
18 IF(UN.LE.O) GO TO 25 
V= (96. OxSQRT (AK.)) /RW 
GO TO 11
25 V=(13 5.8xSQRT(AK)/RW ,
11 TYPE 32,A,FS, V,PT.,SP '
12 CONTINUE
13 TYPE 130
130 F0RMAI(1X, »T0 CHANGE W S  V, TYPE, 1, MORE 2, QUIT 3: "#) 
, ACCEPT. 140,111 
140' FORMAT. (I)
IP(III.EQ.l) GO TO 3.0 
IF(III.EQ.2) GO TO 10 
IF(III.EQ.3)< GO TO 31 
IP(III.II. 1 .OR.Ill.GT.3). GO TO 13 ■
32. • F0RMAI(F7.3,F9.0,F9;.1,P9.0,F8.1).
31 END
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APPENDIX IV (CONE.)
Description, of Programme
100 Enter values for air spring pressure A S, underframe 
)ring rate R, friction 
inal parallel P, numbe 
ontrol number Y (1 or
- Correct R and P from kips to lb.
Enter values for car weight W and impact velocity V
’ Correct W from kips to lb-.
’ initial k.e. AKE = constant x W x V x V 
RW = sq. root W.
Number of units selector UN » U. -1.1 (-ve for 1,
+ ve for 2)
If UN^O, go- to 23.
Closure velocity V = 8.8 V, correcting from m.p.h. 
to in./sec., and halving because two units are involved. 
AKE = AKE/2, because two units are involved.
V Go to 24r
: V -  ' . ■ ■ ' : ! '
23 . Closure velocity V *= 17.6 V/, correcting from m.p.h.
to in./sec.
24 Zero E, BE and CP, (To be explained later).
40 Type output headings.
In the ’DO* loop, step-by-step calculations are made
300
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■ . ■ v / • - f, ■. ■ l ■ •
at 0.2” increments of stroke between 9” and 0. The 
•DO* loop starts at I = 46- and decreases by 1 for 
each increment. Programme obtains orifice area A 
from 4 positions.
D = I (Required for calculation).
Stroke position SP = stroke remaining = (D ~ D/5 
Pinal stroke control AW =• D - (fj^ x P) -1 (Controls 
first 8.2*)
Air spring factor BW, = D + 5 
Initial stroke control CW. s D - .25.1 • (5 x P) 
(Controls first 3*2*) I1
If CW£ 0, go to 27.
A = 0.47 (Only applies to first 3«2 of stroke)
Go to 16
27 If AV/^  0, go to 14, if +ve go to 15
*
14 A = 0.060 (Only applies to last 0.8 of stroke)
Go to 16
If Y^O, go to 33. (Otherwise keep on to next line).
Pin diameter PD =1.235 - constant x AW.
(Above expression calculates pin diameter as pin:
enlarges by a linear taper}. 1.235 is diameter of 
' 4 ,
1 1/4” clearance pin.
Pin area PA = PD x PD, x TT/4 ' .
A = 1.257 - PA. (1.257 is area 1 l/4l?.orifice) ,
' • ; i ' ,
Go to 16.
301
33 A » sq. root AW x constant (Por theoretical pin.)
16 Step hydraulic force PH> = constant x V x V//(A x A) '
If UN^O, go to 35, if + ve go to 34.
35 EW = D - 28.9: - (5 x P} (Checks for first 3”, of stroke} vj
If EW^O, go to 34 ;
PH = PH x (47 - D}/15 (Gives gradual force build up)
34- . Step spring force PS « SP x (5 x 10)/BW (Assumes
' lo.-i c . r . )  - : x : T f i  ’V  -,; j
Step total force PI = PH + PS 
If UN ^  0, go to 41, if + ve go to 47
41 If CW ^  0, go to 47 (Checks for first 3*2*)
Pactor PD = (3 x P) - PI. Pactor checks if friction 
draftgear on hammer car has closed. Total travel of 
friction draftgear is 3”, so when total force is 
greater than 3 x .P then friction draftgear is closed.
If PD4 0, go to 43, if + ve go to 45 
45 Total friction draftgear energy EP = PT x PI/(2 x 12 x P)
\ Go to 50
43 \EP.» 3 x P/(2 x 12} (Total capacity of closed draftgear)
50 Step friction draftgear energy PE ,= EP - CP. Energy 
from previous step is subtracted from energy for this
. * i * * 1:
step.
■ CP = EP ( Ready for next step} ‘
Go to 49 * ' ’ .•,
47 PE * 0 (No friction draftgear energy for two units, i
' . ■ "■ ■ \ ■ 
or after 3.2 ) I
■ ;■ ■ 302 .
49 Total frame energy EB = ET x ET/(2 x 12 x R)
Step frame energy BE b EB> - CE (As statement 50) j 
Total energy absorbed E * E + ET/(5 x 121 + BE + EE. 
Energy at end of step s previous energy plus sum of 
step energies. v f
CE a EB (Ready for next step) •'
44 AKv = AKE - E. . Checks energy accumulated so far
' against initial,k.e. Remaining k.e. a AK 
If AK < 0, go to 13, if 0 or + ve, go to 18
18 If m4-0, go to 25- * -
Eor'two units, V a constant- x sq. rooit AK/sq. root W. 
Go to 11
25 Eor one unit V = constant x sq. root AK/sq. root W.
lew Y for next step is calculated, knowing the energy
remaining,to be absorbed.
11 Type output, A,ES,V,ET and SP. ^
13 End of run, request instructions.. 1. Enter new W and
■ V only. 2. Enter full data. 3# Stop.
*
Only applies to results given in Section 4»4 and 
. 4 • 5, when P = 0.8; was used.
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Shocks experienced in brakevans at the rear of freight trains led to 
the production of an experimental vehicle fitted with hydraulic buffers 
and draw gear. The design and testing of this brakevan is described. 
The experimental brakevan was satisfactory under both normal and 
severe conditions, and gave smooth starts free from rebound through­
out. Comparative tests showed that a standard brakevan was satis­
factory only during normal starts. During severe starts accelerations 
w ere high.
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Fig. 1 Hydraulic drawgear 
for experimental brakevan
Fig. 2 General view of experimental brakevan
British Railways" ,  ' ' '  Brakevan (Caboose)
B. T. SCALES
The brakevan at the rear of a freight train 
on British Railways is occasionally subjected to 
severe shock. These shocks are unpleasant for 
the guard in charge of the train, who travels in 
the brakevan, and exceptionally violent shocks 
have been known to result in personal injury.
An experimental brakevan fitted with hydrau­
lic buffers and drawgear has been produced to re­
duce the severity of such shocks to brakevans.
THE PROBLEM IN PRACTICE
Sudden acceleration of the brakevan, commonly 
known as "snatch," is particularly likely as a 
long freight train opens out when starting, or 
passing over a hollow in the line, or braking. 
Rapid deceleration caused by the train bunching 
up sometimes occurs. Train bunching usually re­
sults from application of the locomotive brakes 
only, to steady the train on a down gradient.
It is generally agreed by observers accus­
tomed to riding in brakevans that accelerations 
up to 1/2 g are unlikely to cause injury, but ac­
celerations greater than this may result in in­
jury and are also most uncomfortable. British 
Railways experience with test trains supports 
this view.
THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS
When a train starts, just before the brakevan 
is jerked into motion the tradn is travelling at 
a finite speed and the brakevan is stationary. A 
moment later the brakevan is moving at the same 
speed as the train, with kinetic energy due to 
the original speed difference stored in the draw­
gear .
When spring drawgear is used, the spring will 
then recoil, giving this energy to further ac­
celerate the brakevan up to twice the speed of 
the train. Subsequently the brakevan impacts the 
car in front, and if both vehicles are fitted 
with spring buffers a to-and-fro action ensues as 
the energy is gradually dissipated.
Spring drawgear has a fixed force/stroke 
characteristic — linear for a steel spring and 
increasing for a rubber spring — and thus pro­
duces a higher force than necessary to accelerate 
the brakevan, so developing a higher acceleration 
with consequently increased risk of injury.
Spring drawgear possesses a low energy capacity, 
and under severe conditions closes fully. The 
draw force does not become infinite in this case, 
however, because the center of gravity of the 
brakevan is above the coupling center line. In-
2
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Fig. 3 Force/stroke characteristics experimental 
brakevan -  hydraulic drawgear
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Test
Normal start . . 
Rapid start. . . 
Push and brake .
Velocity
change,
mph
. iV2
, 3
TABLE 1 TEST RESUMS
Experimental brakevan
Accel­
eration,
 g . . .
Drawbar
force,
tons
4
9
15
0.2
0.45
0.75
Standard brakevan
Drawbar
force,
tons
10
.50
64
Accel­
eration,
S
0.5
1.5
5.2
stead, at high force levels, the brakevan rotates 
about a horizontal axis. This limits the force 
but is liable to damage items such as springs, 
axleboxes and brake gear, as well as being un­
pleasant for the guard.
If hydraulic drawgear is used, not only can 
an approximately rectangular force/stroke charac­
teristic be achieved for each snatch speed but 
also the recoil will be damped. Thus when a 
train starts, the brakevan would be accelerated 
uniformly from rest up to the speed of the train 
by a constant force, proportional to the square 
of the initial difference in speed. The damped 
recoil would prevent rebound and the longitudinal 
oscillation associated with spring drawgear. A 
comparatively long stroke is possible with a hy­
draulic unit at reasonable cost, thus permitting 
even lower force levels for the same snatch con­
ditions, compared with spring drawgear.
EXPERIMENTAL VEHICLE
A 20-ton brakevan was fitted with hydraulic 
drawgear of 4^/4 in. stroke instead of the con­
ventional steel or rubber drawgear which has only 
1-in. stroke. The hydraulic unit is of the com­
pression type having a capacity of 100,000 ft-lb. 
It is of the separating piston type, incorporat­
ing an air spring to provide return force and a
hydraulic chamber with an orifice controlled by 
a tapered stem. A crosshead attached to the 
drawhook compresses the hydraulic unit through 
tie rods. The arrangement is shown in Fig.l.
The hydraulic design assumes an infinite mass 
snatching the brakevan over 4-in. stroke. The 
remaining 1/4 in. of the stroke is intended to 
allow for additional cars attached behind the 
brakevan, which is sometimes done on British 
Railways.
Hydraulic side buffers of 4 ^ /2 in. stroke and 
of similar capacity to the drawgear units were 
also fitted in place of the original spring buf­
fers. These hydraulic buffers have been standard 
equipment on British Railways for new and rebuilt 
freight cars for the past 4 years. The drawgear 
units were in fact converted from hydraulic buf­
fers .
A general view of the brakevan is given in 
Pig.2.
COMPARATIVE SNATCH TESTS
Trips on service trains were undertaken ini­
tially to see how the experimental brakevan per­
formed. It was clearly greatly superior, but it 
was not possible to obtain quantitative results. 
An observed trip with the experimental brakevan 
one day followed by a trip with a standard brake-
3
van the next day on the .same train is inconclu­
sive as other variables will be present — differ­
ent signal checks, drivers, train length, and so 
on. Clearly a controlled, measured and recorded 
test was essential.
A test was undertaken comparing the experi­
mental and a.standard brakevan. A typical train 
was assembled, consisting of 4-0 freight cars 
loaded with coal, headed by a Class 9 F  2 - 1 0 - 0  
steam locomotive and completed by a brakevan un­
der test. The train was started both normally 
and then as rapidly as possible, with first,the 
experimental brakevan and later a standard brake- 
van at the rear.
Drawbar force between the train and the 
brakevan under test was measured with a strain- 
gaged coupling and drawgear stroke with a poten­
tiometer, and was recorded on an oscillograph.
The velocity change over the first 6 ft of travel 
was measured with an interval timer to ensure 
strictly comparable results.
An exceptionally severe test was achieved by 
propelling the train backwards and suddenly ap­
plying the locomotive brakes only to produce a 
violent run-out. Drawbar force and stroke be­
tween the train and the brakevan were recorded 
as before.
TEST RESUIffiS
Force/stroke characteristics recorded are 
shown in Figs.5 and 4-, and the results are given 
in Table 1.
Discussion of Results
For a normal start, the experimental brakevan 
gave 60 per cent reduction in peak snatch force, 
compared with the standard, although the acceler­
ations were acceptable in each case. For a rapid 
start, the experimental brakevan showed a 7° Per 
cent reduction in peak snatch force, to produce 
an acceleration still below the danger level, 
whereas the acceleration of the standard brakevan 
was over three times above it. The severe push 
and brake test also showed a 77 Per cent improve­
ment with the experimental brakevan, though the 
peak acceleration was on the threshold of causing 
injury.
The force/stroke characteristics in Fig.3 
demonstrate the excellent features of the hydrau­
lic drawgear — low forces, high percentage energy 
destroyed and damped recoil,.preventing rebound. 
The high forces, limited capacity and undamped 
recoil characteristics of spring drawgear are 
clearly visible in Fig.4-.
GENERAL OBSERVATIONS
Observers riding in the brakevans during the 
tests and during trips on service trains with the 
experimental brakevan commented on the smooth­
ness, and absence of rebound when starting. When 
a standard brakevan is started from rest, there 
is initial jerking, followed by rebound shock as 
the brakevan hits cars in front and oscillates to 
and fro for several cycles.
Operating personnel travelling in the brake- 
van appreciated the smoother starts and reduc­
tions in horizontal shock. It is necessary to 
consider their comfort and to reduce the chance 
of injury not only from the economic and social 
aspects but from the fundamental approach that 
unless such work is reasonably comfortable and 
safe, men just will not do it.
CONCLQSIONS
The experimental brakevan fitted with hydrau­
lic drawgear approximately halves the velocity 
change during snatches and considerably reduces 
drawbar forces and accelerations compared with a 
standard brakevan, which is unsatisfactory under 
severe conditions.
The accelerations of the experimental brake- 
van are below the estimated borderline for in­
juries . There is an opportunity to improve the 
working conditions of freight-train crews.
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Longitudinal-Shock Problems in Freight-Train Operation
B. T. SCALES
In the earliest days of railways the problem 
of longitudinal shock during starting and stopping 
of trains became immediately apparent according to 
accounts of test runs for the period (I).’*' Spring 
buffers were found necessary to reduce the run-in 
shocks experienced during braking, which was 
achieved then by the application of the locomotive 
brake alone, it was appreciated at that time that 
slack was the principal cause of run-out shocks on 
starting, and therefore the screw coupling was in­
vented over a century and a quarter ago so that 
cars could be coupled and the slack taken up.
This arrangement of side buffers and central screw 
coupling, with a draw spring, is in universal use 
in Continental Europe for both passenger and 
freight equipment today. The automatic knuckle- 
action center coupler connected to the car through 
a draftgear is used universally in North America 
and for passenger cars in Britain. Side buffers 
with central link or screw couplings are used for 
British freight cars.
Anyone who has travelled at the rear of a 
freight train will be familiar with the violent 
accelerations or decelerations experienced some­
times on starting, at changes of grade and during 
braking. The severity of these shocks for train 
crew can be greatly reduced by fitting hydraulic 
draftgears to the caboose (2 ).
Longitudinal shock in freight train operation 
is undesirable for the following reasons:
1 Fragile merchandise In transit may be dam­
aged.
2 Loads may shift longitudinally, thus neces­
sitating reloading.
3 The car itself is subjected to severe ac­
celeration.
4- There is risk of a broken coupler during 
violent run-out.
5 Train crew may be injured.
6 Derailment may result on curves due to ex­
ceptionally violent longitudinal shock.,
Although the problem of longitudinal shock In 
long trains is well known, little research in this 
field has been undertaken to date. Several pre­
vious papers (3,^) by O.R. Wikander are based on 
elastic-bar theory which is not directly applica­
ble to the practical case. A theoretical approach 
together with an experimental investigation will
^ Numbers in parentheses designate References at 
the end of the paper.
be described from which the requirements for 
smooth train operation are concluded.
THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS
The theoretical considerations are divided in­
to three categories entitled shock wave theory, 
effect of car geometry, and hydraulic draftgears 
in train running.
The first section discusses the relation be­
tween longitudinal shock and draftgear character­
istics for a train consisting of cars whose center 
of gravity is on the coupler centerline. The sec­
ond section shows how the geometry of actual cars 
can improve their train-running performance when 
their center of gravity is above the coupler cen­
terline. The third section explains why the mass 
condition (design car weight) for a hydraulic 
draftgear during train running differs from that 
applicable to impact, and describes how this situ­
ation should be overcome.
* Shock-Wave Theory
The detailed mathematical analysis using a 
method based on the aerodynamic theory for shock 
waves in air is beyond the scope of this paper be­
cause of space limitations. Only the approach and 
the results obtained can be included.
Considerations of momentum and kinetic energy 
before and after a shock wave travelling through a 
train coupled without slack on starting or when 
braking by the locomotive alone show that a draft­
gear efficiency of 50 percent or better is neces­
sary to prevent a shock build-up occuring. It is 
assumed that the shock wave is initiated from the 
locomotive by a sudden application of tractive or 
braking effort, which is then held constant. 
Draftgear efficiency is defined as energy absorbed 
divided by peak force multiplied by travel. When 
the draftgear force/travel characteristic is line­
ar and thus 50 percent efficient, a steady shock 
wave will be propagated through the train. The 
same conclusion can be drawn from the elastic bar 
theory, which is described by O.R.' Wikander (3). 
Half of the locomotive input work on starting is 
absorbed by the draftgears and half by the change 
in kinetic energy of each car as the starting wave 
travels through the train.
A draftgear whose characteristic efficiency is 
greater than 50 percent will damp out the starting 
shock wave as it progresses because It will spread 
the wave over an increasing number of cars, if
2
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Fig. 1 Work diagram
he draftgear has an increasing rate characteris­
le (spring stiffness increasing with travel) the 
fficiency will be less than 5° percent, causing 
he shock wave to increase in intensity as it 
ravels.
When free slack exists the locomotive work is 
ncreased because the locomotive is doing work 
ver a distance equal to the sum of the free slack 
nd the draftgear travels. The energy that must 
e absorbed by the draftgear if a shock build-up 
s to be avoided is half of this increased'work, 
hus an efficiency greater than 50 percent is re- 
uired of the draftgear, the minimum efficiency 
eing 50 percent divided by the travel and multi­
lied by the sum of the travel plus half of the 
ree slack.
During braking by the locomotive alone, when 
he draftgear characteristic is 50 percent effi- 
ient, a steady braking shock wave will pass along 
he train. Half of the change is kinetic energy 
f each car as it passes through the wave is due 
o the work done by the locomotive, the energy 
bsorbed in the draftgear accounting for the other 
If.
In practice, a violent run-out is usually pro­
ceeded by a run-in, or vice versa. In this case 
the draftgears are already compressed and must re­
turn to their neutral position before being able 
to exert control in the opposite direction. If 
the draftgear recoil is heavily damped, then the 
travel during recoil may be regarded as additional 
free slack when calculating the minimum effi­
ciency. If in fact the draftgear possesses sub­
stantial recoil energy, this energy must be reab­
sorbed af'fcer the draftgear passes through the neu­
tral position, and thus an even higher efficiency 
is necessary. For this reason draftgear recoil 
energy should always be kept as small as possible. 
Damped recoil is also beneficial during impact to 
reduce the velocity change experienced by the cars 
to the minimum possible.
Effect of Car Geometry
The shock-wave theory and the conclusions 
drawn are only directly applicable to cars whose 
center of gravity is on the coupler centerline. 
When the car center of gravity is above the coup­
ler centerline, the weight of the-car is not fully 
effective during shock conditions owing to moment- 
of-momentum effects. The car rotates about its 
horizontal transverse axis, and so energy is ab­
sorbed in the suspension system that Would other­
wise appear in the draftgear.
The effective car weight is calculated by con­
sidering impact between similar cars. It is shown 
in Appendix.1 that the effective weight of the car 
is equal to the actual weight multiplied by (1 - 
a), a being a weight-reduction factor equal to h2/ 
(h^ + k2), where h = the height of the center of 
gravity above the coupler centerline and k = radi­
us of gyration about the horizontal transverse 
axis through the center of gravity. Thus the 
greater h, and the smaller k, i.e., the shorter 
and higher the car, the larger the weight-reduc­
tion factor becomes.
The significance of the weight-reduction fac­
tor is shown diagrammatically in Fig.l. Both dia­
grams represent the locomotive work input during 
starting by the rectangle ABCD. When the weight- 
reduction factor is zero, the energy distribution 
that will produce a steady shock wave is shown in 
the upper diagram by the two equal triangles ABC 
and ACD. When the geometry of the car is such 
that the weight reduction factor is 20 percent, 
for example, the gain of kinetic energy is still 
represented by the triangle ABC, but that absorbed 
by the draftgear is only equivalent to the tri­
angle CDF. The triangle ACE represents the rota­
tional energy of the car that would otherwise be 
included with kinetic energy gained; i.e., (100 - 
8o)/80 x -che actual gain. The triangle CEF repre-
3
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Fig. 3 Arrangement of test train
sents the rotational energy that would otherwise 
be found In the draftgear; I.e., (100 - 8 0 )/8 0 x 
actual absorption. Thus although the actual 
force/travel characteristic of the draftgear shown 
in the diagram as AFCD has an efficiency of 30 
percent,- the effective characteristic is repre­
sented by the triangle ACD. Since the triangle 
ACP represents 20 percent of the rectangle ABCD, 
it will be seen that the effective efficiency is 
equal to the actual efficiency plus the weight- 
reduction factor.
A similar reasoning can be applied when a 
train is braked by application of the locomotive 
brake alone, to give the same conclusion.
Hydraulic Draftgears in Train Running
The characteristic of a spring or friction 
draftgear:is not influenced by the weight of the 
car to which it is.attached. Therefore the per­
formance during train running is not affected ei­
ther. Only the draftgear efficiency and weight- 
reduction factor are relevant. The characteris­
tic of a hydraulic draftgear depends on the weight 
of the car to which it is fitted and also on the 
weight of the other car involved during impact.
A hydraulic draftgear is.therefore weight sensi­
tive as well as speed sensitive.
A hydraulic draftgear is designed convention­
ally to cushion a car of a particular weight dur­
ing impact with another car of similar weight 
fitted with a simple draftgear. The appropriate 
AAR specification calls for a fully loaded 70-ton
box car to be used for testing. Therefore the 
best possible performance at this load, indicated 
by an almost rectangular characteristic to give a 
high efficiency, is usually sought.
During train running, however, the impact con­
dition may be considered to be similar to impact 
between rakes of cars, which is analyzed in detail 
in Appendix 2. A rake of.cars means a number of 
cars coupled together. It is shown that this, im­
pact condition is equivalent to impact between two 
cars of twice the design weight originally con­
sidered. Thus to ensure satisfactory train run­
ning the draftgear efficiency under these circum­
stances must be 50 percent or better. Hydraulic 
theory shows that a draftgear designed for one . 
particular car weight will have an efficiency dur­
ing impact between cars of double this weight of 
about half the efficiency at the design weight. 
Since the highest efficiency normally.achieved is 
about 85 percent at the design weight, the effi­
ciency at twice this weight must be below 50 per­
cent.
This situation can be remedied easily by modi­
fying the draftgear-orifice design so that the 
last part of the stroke is suitable for impact be­
tween cars of twice the design weight. This al­
teration has little effect on the performance dur­
ing impacts between single cars but gives a major 
improvement in train running and during rake im­
pacts. It might be mentioned at this point that a 
more general compromise design for the orifice to 
include impact between lightly loaded cars as well
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as heavy, besides the features necessary for sat­
isfactory train running and rake impacts gives a 
much better overall performance than one based 
only on impact between two fully loaded cars. The 
performance in this one case is not greatly af­
fected either. A general compromise orifice de­
sign is in fact specified by British Railways for 
hydraulic buffers.
EXPERIMENTAL WORK
The only experimental work in this field to 
the author's knowledge has been carried out by 
British Railways. It will be described in three 
sections under the sub-headings of Run-In Test, 
Run-Out Test, and Train Tests.
The first two sections show how a short train 
was used as an analog for a long train in order 
to study the run-in and run-out of a train. The 
third section describes long train tests carried 
out with buffers and drawgear developed during the 
run-in and run-out tests.
All the tests except one were performed with 
l6-ton coal cars whose dimensions are shown in 
Pig.2, for reference. The second run-in test was 
carried out with 33 l/2-ton iron-ore cars, repre­
senting the most severe test condition.
Run-In Test
The performance of hydraulic buffers during 
train run-in was investigated under controlled 
conditions in the form of a rake impact. A rake 
of four cars was impacted into a similar station­
ary rake equipped with force measuring load cells 
located behind the buffers and connected to oscil­
loscopes. In this way the force between adjoining 
cars could be recorded as an artificially created 
run-in shock wave travelled through the cars.
High forces were produced originally at each 1 
impact point in turn as the buffers closed solid 
because the orifice control for the buffers had 
been designed to cushion impacts between single 
cars only. When the orifice control was modified 
to include train running and rake impact condi­
tions as previously described a satisfactory per­
formance was obtained at both the primary and 
secondary impact position.
Force/travel characteristics similar to those 
recorded at the secondary impact points were ob­
tained during an impact between single cars of 
twice the weight of the cars used for the rake- 
impact test, the same buffers being fitted. (The 
impact speed to give similar characteristics would 
be half the initial impact speed for the rake). 
Thus the predicted performance given in Appendix 2 
was confirmed.
Run-Out Test
The performance of drawgear during train ru 
out was investigated by way of a snatch test. 
Five stationary test cars fitted with strain-g- 
couplings were connected to three standard cars 
and a diesel shunting locomotive by a 30 ft le 
of ship's anchor chain as shown in Fig.3. The 
locomotive was accelerated away from the statio 
ary rake to produce a run-out shock of controll 
intensity through the five stationary cars, the 
coupling forces being recorded on oscilloscopes
Comparative trials of IR spring (increasing 
rate spring), ring spring (friction damped line 
spring) and hydraulic drawgear were undertaken. 
The IR spring drawgear was found to magnify the 
snatch force as it travelled through the five t 
cars, as shown by force/stroke characteristics 
Fig.4. The ring spring and hydraulic drawgears 
reduced the snatch force, as shown by the chara 
teristics in Figs.5 and 6 respectively.
When the coupling slack was increased to 5 
in. instead of the normal 1 1/4 in., the hydrau 
drawgear still exhibited force reduction proper 
ties, whereas the ring spring drawgear transmit 
a steady force as shown in Figs.7 and 8 , respec 
tively.
The effect of car geometry was investigate 
experimentally by carrying out a snatch test wi 
five test cars fitted with an experimental IR 
spring drawgear of 4 l/2-in. travel. The test 
cars were loaded initially to give a low center 
gravity. Force magnification was found on test 
expected. The loading was then changed so that 
the center of gravity reverted to its normal po 
tion. Slight force reduction was obtained, thu 
confirming the theoretical prediction.
The results of the snatch tests are analyze 
later.
Train Tests
Following on from the tests just described, 
tests were carried out with two 70-car trains, 
one fitted with hydraulic and the other with ri 
spring drawgear. The ring-spring drawgear dif­
fered from that used in the run-out test in tha 
it had a final force of 26 tons and a stroke of 
3 in.<, instead of 50 tons and 2 in.. The hydra 
ic drawgear also had a 3-in. stroke. Both trai 
consisted of 16-ton coal cars fitted with hydra 
ic buffers and vacuum brakes of the empty/loade 
type. Details of the brake equipment and its p 
formance are given in (5). Tests had previousl 
been completed with these trains fitted with IR 
spring drawgear. Violent run-out shocks had be 
experienced during emergency stops and on start 
ing, as shown in Tables 1 and 2 by the readings
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the UIC ball accelerometers, which are descri 
In Appendix 3.
The hydraulic-drawgear train was found to 
shock-free In that no shocks were experienced 
greater than 0 .2g during emergency braking or 
during rapid starts, as shown In Table 1. Th 
ring-spring train performed well In that no s 
greater than 0.4g were recorded during emerge 
braking as shown in Table 2. Rapid starting 
were carried out later with these trains when 
was found not unexpectedly that the ring-spri 
drawgear was unable to prevent shocks of abou 
l.Og resulting during abnormally rough starts 
whereas the hydraulic drawgear was able to d< 
similar start to about 0 .5g at the rear.
ANALYSIS OF TEST RESULTS
The efficiencies both without and with si 
included for the run-out test are given on th 
left-hand side of Table 3, for each of the st 
gaged coupling positions in turn for the four 
snatch speeds tested. A performance analysis 
given on the right-hand side of Table 3. The 
centage change in the coupling force between t 
trailing end of the first and the leading end 
the fifth cars is given first for each snatch 
speed. The percentage change of coupling fore 
between the trailing end of the second and the 
leading end of the fourth cars, representing t 
forces at opposite ends of the third or middle 
car, is given next. The average change in cou 
ing force per car is given in the last column. 
The average percentage change in coupling fore 
for the four snatch speeds, tested, taken over 
ranges mentioned above, is given in the last 1 
of each section. A negative sign indicates an 
creasing coupling force between the positions 
sidered.
It may be seen that the critical efficienc 
including slack appears to be about 20 percent 
Above this value, force reduction is achieved, 
whereas below it, force magnification results. 
The results of the performance analysis are a 
tie scattered, which is not surprising when th 
problems involved in carrying out such a test 
taken into consideration. The trends are clea 
visible.
Substituting in the formula established in 
Appendix 2, the theoretical weight-reduction f 
tor for l6-ton coal cars is found to be O.2 5. 
practical factor obtained from impact tests wi 
similar cars appears to be about 0 .3 0 however. 
Thus the drawgear efficiencies, clearances in­
cluded, must have 0 .3 0 added to obtain the effe 
tive efficiency. This explains why the critic
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(tons) 32.3
48.0
53.7
-16.2
-18.5
3-6E ff ic ie n c y  
(c lea rance  
not in c l . )
Avg.% ch
• 23
20
E ff ic ie n cy  
(c lea  ranee 
inc luded)
RING SPRING DRAWGEAR -  1 -1 /4 " COUPLING SLACK
1 /2 2/3 A vg .ch . 1/5% ch. 1/5 % ch. 2 /4mphPos i t  ion
mph
22.4
27.0
36.0
41.3
18.7
29.3
34.3 
40.5
9 .4  
1 0 .0
4 .4  
9 .2
Force
(tons) 22.0
15.9
22.952.5
3-6 6.9Avg.% chE ff ic ie n c y  
(c learance 
not in c l . )
20.7
E ff ic ie n c y
(c learance
included)
HYDRAULIC DRAWGEAR -  1 -1 /4 " COUPLING SLACK
3 A1 /2 2/3 4 /5 % ch . 2 /4% ch . 1/5mphPos i t  ion
mph'
4 .0Force
(tons) 1 1 .6
20.4
29.3
16.0
2 5 .2
42.4
j x31-6
5 ! 2 1 .4 /31 .5
6 : 12.5 /32 .4
3-6 : 2 7 .5 /3 5 .0
2 .4
Avg.% chE ff ic ie n c y  
(c lea rance  
not in c l .)
E ff ic ie n c y
(c lea rance
included)
x = exc lud ing  " b l ip "  l in e
RING SPRING DRAWGEAR -  5 -1 /4 " COUPLING SLACK
A vg .ch . 1/5% ch . 2 /41/2 2/3 3 /4 % ch . 1/5Pos i t  i on
mph
Performance
A n a lys is
23 .6
29.7
12.3
4 .4
- 1 2 . 0
Force
(tons)
6.051 .8 18.1
1.66Avg.% chE ff ic ie n c y  
(c lea rance  
not in c l . )
5 .0
E ff ic ie n c y
(c learance
included)
HYDRAULIC DRAWGEAR -  5 -1 /4 "  COUPLING SUCK
A vg .ch . 1/52/3 % ch . 2 /4% ch. 1/5mphP os it ion
mph
Performance 
Analys is
15.75.9 5.9 2 9 .0Force
(tons) 13 .0
20.9
32.7
19.3
25 .8
2 1 .0
10.93 2 .0
3-6 26.2Avg.% chE ff ic ie n c y  
(c learance 
not in c l . )
.90
E ff ic ie n c y
(c lea rance
inc luded)
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efficiency appears to be about 20 percent for the 
cars tested.
The experimental IR spring drawgear used in 
the snatch test to confirm the car geometry theory 
had a characteristic efficiency of 25 percent, and 
thus an efficiency including slack of
0 .2 5 x 4- 1/2
iTl/ 2  + 5 /8 “ 22 per0ent
The initial test-car loading located the car cen­
ter of gravity close to the coupling centerline. 
The weight-reduction factor would therefore be 
small. Thus the effective efficiency was approx­
imately equal to the efficiency including slack; 
i.e. 22 percent, which resulted in force magnifi­
cation occuring. When the loading was changed so 
that the center of gravity was at its usual 
height, the weight-reduction factor became 0.50, 
to give an effective efficiency of 52 percent, 
which produced slight force reduction.
It Is interesting to calculate the effective 
efficiencies for the test trains under the most 
adverse condition, which arises when tractive ef­
fort is applied by the locomotive when the train 
is fully bunched. Per car end, the buffer travel 
of 4- 1/2 in. is taken up, followed by 5/8 in. of 
slack, which is absorbed in 5-in. drawgear travel. 
Taking a characteristic efficiency of 75 percent 
for the hydraulic drawgear, the efficiency includ­
ing slack
0 .7 5 x 5 
= * 1/2 + 5 /8 + 3 = 28 per°ent
Adding 0 .5 0 for the weight-reduction factor, the 
effective efficiency becomes 58 percent, thus ex­
plaining why a shock could not be created in this 
train. The ring-spring train had a characteris­
tic efficiency of about 50 percent, and so the ef­
ficiency including slack = (0.50 x 5)/8 1/8 = 19 
percent, to give an effective efficiency of 4-9 
percent, which is almost exactly at the critical 
value of 50 percent, as described previously.
This train would give a steady shock wave under 
extreme conditions without force reduction, but 
should behave well under normal circumstances, 
which was found on test. The IR spring drawgear 
had a travel of only 1 1/2 in. per car end, and a 
characteristic efficiency of about 20 percent.
The efficiency including slack
.0.20 x 1 1/2 
4 1/2 + 5 / 8 + 1  1/2
= 5 percent
and so the effective efficiency is only 55 per­
cent, resulting in a force build-up occurring. It 
will be seen that even when no slack was present 
the effective efficiency for the trains when fit­
ted with IR spring drawgear was only 50 percent, 
and so no force reduction could be achieved even 
when starting with tight couplings.
APPLICATION TO PRACTICE
Draftgear in Pocket with Yoke
A draftgear located in its pocket has to re­
turn to the neutral position before it can exert 
control when a run-in is followed by a run-out, 
or vice versa, which is not uncommon in practice. 
If the available travels in buff and draw are 
equal, the risk of a shock build-up occurring is 
minimized for this particular case because the 
minimum travel required in the opposite direction 
is equal to the travel In the initial direction.
The characteristic efficiency for a hydraulic 
draftgear when starting or braking during train 
running is not likely to be in excess of 50 per­
cent, as explained previously. Thus the effi­
ciency including slack will be
0.50 x 5 ,tr ,
“ + I /2 “ 45 peroent
for a 5 in. travel draftgear or 
0 .5 0 x 5
3 + 1/2
= 4-5 percent
for a 5-in travel draftgear, assuming 1-in. cou­
pler slack between cars; i.e. 1/2 in. per car end.
A weight-reduction factor of 0 .0 5 or 0 .0 7 will 
be necessary for the cars if a shock build-up is 
to'be avoided. In practice the minimum weight- 
reduction factor is of this order usually.
However when a run-out follows, a run-in, or 
vice versa as the draftgears pass through their 
neutral position the adjoining cars are moving 
with appreciable relative velocity and so the im­
pact condition is more like impact between single 
cars. A higher characteristic efficiency is to 
be expected under these circumstances, 75 percent 
being a reasonable value. Assuming full draftgear 
travel is followed by full travel in the opposite 
direction, the efficiency including slack will be
0 .7 5 x 5 „
i0 1/2 = 36 percent
for a 5-in-travel draftgear or
0 .75 x 5
6 1/2
= 55 percent
for a 5-in-travel draftgear. Thus a weight-reduc­
tion factor of 0 .14- or 0.15 is required to prevent 
a shock build-up occurring.
The foregoing calculation stresses the impor­
tance of the static, or slow-closure, character­
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istic of a hydraulic draftgear. It is desirable 
that the static characteristic should be stiff 
enough to prevent full draftgear closure by a sus­
tained small force, thus reducing the possibility 
of a shock occurring due to insufficient draftgear 
travel being available if the force suddenly 
changes direction.
Selective Travel End of Car Unit
For the reasons explained previously, a selec­
tive travel unit should be of the continuous-con­
trol type, where the coupler movement from the 
full buff to the full draw position is continuous­
ly controlled, unlike a draftgear in a pocket.
For a particular end-of-car unit design, the total 
travel is fixed, and so the travel In draw must be 
held to a minimum in order to provide the maximum 
travel in buff, and thus the optimum performance 
during impact, which is the primary function of 
the unit.
Since the draw section only involves train 
running conditions, the characteristic efficiency 
should be at least 65 percent, probably higher. 
Considering 2-in. travel in draw, for example, the 
efficiency including slack is
0.65 x 2 
2 1/2 = 52 percent
which would ensure smooth starting, whereas only 
1 in. travel in draw will be seen to be insuffi­
cient unless the characteristic efficiency is bet­
ter than 75 percent, which, is unlikely in prac­
tice. Satisfactory train run-in will be obtained 
if the efficiency including slack in buff is over 
50 percent, as before.
Since free slack is so harmful, clearly the 
connection between the coupler and the unit should 
not introduce additional slack into the system.
The slow-elosure characteristic of a continuous- 
control unit is not so critical as that of a 
draftgear in a pocket. Nevertheless, sufficient 
static force should be provided to separate cars 
after impact and to space out the cars in a train 
when not under tension so that the units are at 
their neutral position ready to exert control when 
required.
CONCLUSION.
1 A draftgear or cushioning system must func­
tion satisfactorily during train running in addi­
tion to providing the selected level of protection 
during impact.
2 A minimum efficiency including slack of 50
percent is essential for smooth train operation 
when the center of gravity of the car Is on the 
coupler center line.
5 When the car center of gravity is above the 
coupler centerline, the car effective weight dur­
ing longitudinal shock is equal to its actual 
weight multiplied by (1 - a), where a is a weight- 
reduction factor of h2/h2 + k2.
4- The weight-reduction factor added to the 
efficiency including slack gives the effective ef­
ficiency, which must be 50 percent for satisfac­
tory train running.
5 The. short car with a high center of gravity 
should perform well during train running.
6 The long low car requires a higher effi­
ciency draftgear than the short, high car for an 
equivalent performance during train running.
7 Except when a draftgear Is of the contin- 
uous-control type, equal travel in buff and draw 
is necessary.
8 When a draftgear "is of the continuous-con­
trol type, the minimum travel in draw to ensure a 
smooth start is about 2 in., provided the coupling 
slack is no greater than normal.
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v = vertical velocity of couplers after 
Impact
00 = angular velocity of cars 
k = radius of gyration 
•The horizontal momentum of the car centers of 
gravity Is unchanged. Therefore
MV = M (u - hoo + u + hoo) = M (2u)
from which
u = 7 /2
The center of gravity of the cars does not move 
in a vertical direction. Therefore Jby geometry
v
v = (a + d)co or oo =
a + d
Consider angular momentum about the center of 
gravity. For one car
H IG H  C E N T E R  O F G R A V IT Y
Fig. 9 Geometry of car
APPENDIX 1
EFFECT OF GEOMETRY OF CARS
Cars Having Their Centers of Gravity 
on the Coupler Centerline
Consider impact between similar cars of mass M 
having their centers of gravity on the coupler 
centerline, as shown in the upper diagram in Fig. 
9 . Let V be the initial velocity of one car, the 
other car being stationary. By Newton's laws of 
motion, the common velocity of the two cars imme­
diately after impact is half of the original ve­
locity of impact. The kinetic energy of the mov­
ing car before impact = 1 /2 MV2 . The kinetic 
energy of the two cars after impact = 1/4- MV2.
Thus the energy absorbed by the draftgears (i.e., 
loss of kinetic energy) = 1/4- MV2.
If the draftgears recoil after impact, the 
car that was initially at rest will be accelerated 
further, and the impacting car retarded, causing 
the cars to separate.
Cars Having a High Center of Gravity
Consider impact between similar cars of mass M 
having their centers of gravity at a height h 
above the coupler centerline. In addition to lin­
ear acceleration or deceleration during impact, 
the cars will rotate in the directions shown in 
the lower diagram in Fig.9 .
Let V = initial speed of impacting car
u = horizontal velocity of couplers after 
impact
From which
co =
M (u - hco)h = Mk co
(u - hco )h - k oo = 0  
co (h2 + k2) = uh 
hu hV
(h2 + k2) 2(h2 + k2)
A moment after impact the kinetic energy of the 
LH car is
1 /2 M(u - h co )2 + 1 /2 Mk2 co2 
And the kinetic energy of the RH car is 
1 /2 M(u + hco)2 + 1 /2 Mk 2 co2
Total kinetic energy
2 2 2 2 2 
= M(u + h co ) + Mk oo
(Y~
= m {t
V2 2 .2 , 2.
+ co (h + k )}
= M
(Vf. hi________
\ 4 + ~4 (h2 + k2)2
Original kinetic energy of impacting car = 1 /2 MV2 
Therefore loss in kinetic energy
V  (h2 + k2)
(Substituting 
for oo)
= 1A  MV
_1 " i(h2 + k2)}]
It can be seen that the car mass during shock 
conditions is reduced by the center of gravity 
being above the coupler centerline to a value of 
aM where
a = 1 - hhr + k‘
is a reduction factor. Thus the energy absorbed 
by the draftgears (i.e., loss of kinetic energy)
14
=  iA mv‘ k‘
This calculation assumes that the car centers 
gravity do not lift during impact, which is not 
trictly true during violent impact. In this case 
e suspension springs become closed solid at one 
d of each car. The car then rotates about one 
ick center, causing the center of gravity to 
ise.
Appendix 2
erformance of Hydraulic Draftgears 
uring Rake Impact
The performance of hydraulic draftgears during 
he impact between rakes of cars can be predicted, 
s shown in Fig.1 0. It is assumed that each suc- 
essive impact is completed before the next impact
©
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speed. The second impact is a double one. As the 
two cars in contact impact the second stationary 
car so the second car of the impacting rake runs 
in at the other end. Therefore the two cars in 
contact continue to move at half the original im­
pact speed. Thus the condition is that of impact 
between a car and an infinite mass fitted with a 
draftgear, at half the original impact speed. If 
M is the mass of the car, the equivalent mass Me
for two equal cars for this condition can be found *
from the formula
JL _ JL_ _1_
Me “ Mx + M2,
where M-^  and M2 are the masses of the two cars. 
Substituting in the formula
_2_ _ 1 JL_
Me M oo
therefore Me = 2M. Therefore the condition is 
equivalent to impact between two similar cars of 
twice the mass. The force/stroke characteristic 
for position 2 would be expected to have the shape 
shown in diagram 2 . Similarly at positions 3 and 
^ the impact is equivalent to that between a sin­
gle car and an infinite mass fitted with a draft­
gear. Thus the force/stroke characteristic should 
be similar to that at position 2.
NOTE •• SIMILAR CA RS WITH HYDRAULIC D RA FTG EA RS. APPENDIX 3
’4'
IMPACT
O O O . C
IMPACT
^CZZ>CZZ>CZZ>
IMPACT
IMPACT
Z>(CZhCZ>
IMPACT
 4
HZZFjC J— J.
IMPACT IMPACT
Fig. 10 Predicted performance
egins and that there is no draftgear recoil. At 
he primary impact point the condition is that of 
pact between two equal cars. Thus the force/ 
tr.oke characteristic at position 1 should be of 
he shape shown in diagram 1 , Fig. 1 0. After the 
aftgears at position 1 have closed solid the two 
ars move in contact at half the original impact
UIC Ball Accelerometer
The International Union of Railways (UIC) ball 
accelerometer is used in Europe to measure the in­
tensity of train-running shocks. It consists of 
two rows of balls which rest against a series of 
ramps. Each ramp is inclined more steeply than 
the one before. One row of balls and ramps face 
forwards, or leading, and the other face backwards 
or trailing. An acceleration displaces the appro­
priate number of balls in proportion to Its in­
tensity in the trailing direction. A deceleration 
displaces balls in the leading direction. The 
ramps are usually sloped to detect shocks from 0.2 
to 1.8g in intensity at suitable increments, as 
shown by the calibration given in Tables 1 .and 2 . 
The balls are caught in a trough at the. end of the 
ramp,where they may be counted. A resetting de­
vice is provided. y
Shocks of less than 0 .2g intensity are usually 
regarded as insignificant. Five Increments were 
originally provided to indicate shocks up to 0.2g 
however, and so 0.2g is in fact read as 6 balls, 
although only one ball is actually displaced;
i.e., the zero is suppressed.
This formula can be established easily.
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PROBLEMS ARISING - WITH - CONTINUOUSLY BRAKED
■ FREIGHT TRAINS .
By T. Baldwin (.Member)*, D. W. Peacock, B.Sc. (Eng.) (Member)* and 
B. T. Scales, B.Sc. (Eng.) (Associate Member)*
Earlj’' in 1950 it was considered essential that-British Railways should have a first-hand knowledge o f  the 
* problems arising when operating continuously braked freight trains at speeds up to 60 m ile/h. T o  this end a 
vacuum-braked train o f mineral wagons was tested, and from the experience gained various modifications v/ere 
made. It was compared w ith a similar air-braked train. Later developments were directed to improving the 
vacuum-braked train.
T h e subject falls under the following headings:
(1) Stopping distances: Em pty/Loaded braking, twin cylinder and S.A.B. systems.
(2) Vacuum brake application and control: need for rapid propagation and stability: brief description 
o f  the way these factors are secured with various systems. . •
(3) Brake release tim es: factors involved, brake hoses, system capacity.
(4) Problems o f  ‘run-in’ and ‘snatch’. Experience with India rubber (I.R .) spring, ring spring and 
hydraulic drawgear, screw and Instanter couplings and hydraulic buffers.
(5) Composition brake blocks.
M ention is also made o f experience with vans, m ixed trains and locomotive braking. T he need for*com­
patibility between the requirements o f  fully fitted and partly fitted trains is briefly discussed.
I N T R O D U C T I O N  A N D  S U M M A R Y  O F  . 
E A R L I E R  W O R K
In  m a r c h  1950 the Ideal Stocks Committee of the Railway 
Executive recommended that British Railways should make 
tests to determine the respective merits of vacuum and air 
brakes, particularly in regard to the operation of long freight 
trains. A first-hand knowledge was required of the problems 
of operating such trains at average speeds of not less than 
40 mile/h, with maximum speeds not over 60 mile/h. The
B.R. standard vacuum of 21 in. Hg and the air brake 
standard train pipe pressure of 70 lb/in2 were used. At first 
tests were to be made on trains of 90 empty or 70 loaded 
16 ton mineral wagons. 100 vacuum braked wagons were 
made available in November 1951, using a standard 18 in. 
sliding band brake cylinder to give a brake percentage! of 87 
on the empty wagon and 29 when fully loaded. The cus­
tomary freight vehicle practice was followed of fitting a 
moderating ball valve to check the flow to the cylinder 
during a brake application. Push rod operated brakes with 
four cast iron blocks and Instanter couplings were provided.
The M  S. o f this paper teas received at the Institution cm 4th June 1962.
* British Railways Research Department, Derby.
, n , • „ total normal brake block force
+  B rafe  percentage — 100 X ----------— ------- -.--------* r  - vseignt on rail
During tests a full brake application on a 24 chain curve 
at 6 mile/li caused 8 wagons to derail in the middle of a 
train of SO empty wagons, due to the compression built up 
in the train during the slow brake propagation. Considera­
tion of main line siding facilities also showed that 70 empty 
wagons would be a more reasonable train to operate, and 
this length of train has subsequently been used for test 
purposes, both loaded and empty, because it emphasizes 
the problems involved, although 50 loaded 16 ton wagons 
then seemed more likely as a service limit. The advent of 
more powerful locomotives, capable of accelerating heavier 
trains, has justified the original choice of 70 wagons for 
loaded trains. '
Tests of this train showed that the main problems were 
the poor stopping distances when loaded, due to the low 
brake percentage (Table 2 .1), and the heavy run-in shocks 
caused by the low rate of brake propagation along the train 
and by the 87 per cent braking on the empty wagons. It was 
found that rapid propagation could be obtained by fitting 
D.A. (Direct Admission) valves and eliminating the modera­
ting valves, and the beneficial effect in obviating run-in 
shocks was striking. However, problems developed due to 
the unstable operation of the D.A. valves and a phase of 
intensive research followed to reconcile the conflicting
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Table 2.1. Results of stopping distance tests an 16 ton fully fitted mineral xcagons tvith cast iron brake blocks
Locom otives: 2  L .M .S .
Class 7 
4 -6 -0 ■
2  B.R . Class 9 
2 -1 0 -0
N o . o f wagons: 66/65
■
70
Sim ple vacuum 2-cylinder brake S.A .B . brake
brake D A /O D A /O
Loaded Empty Loaded Em pty Loaded
Nom inal brake cylinder force (tons) . . 0-84 0-64 1-58 l -2 6 f l-2 6 f
L everage. . . . .................................... 8-38:1 10:1 10:1 4-55:1 10-7:1
Wagon weight ( t o n s ) ................................... 24-3* 8-3 24-3* 8-3 24-3*
Brake percentage ............................. 29* 77 65* 59 49 i*
Stopping distance from 5 5 '.m ile/h on
level (yards) . . . . . . . . 1270 505 660 505 565
Actual stopping distance
S-curvc stopping distance
as a p e r c e n t a g e .......................................... 184 73
'
951 73 82
* Taken at design value o f 16 ton load. Actual loads were 12-5-13 tons on tests, 
f  Allowance required to be made for brake regulator, return spring and actual stroke.
S-curve stopping distance from 55 m ile/h was 690 yards. Each train consisted o f  two locomotives, brake test unit, wagons and brake test van.
requirements of rapid propagation and stability, the latter 
to ensure behaviour in accordance with the driver’s 
intentions. The difficulties increased in the case of the 
Empty/Loaded braking which was being introduced to 
?ive increased brake power under loaded conditions. This 
s being achieved by the addition of a 15 in. diameter rolling 
-ing brake cylinder to each wagon, the leverage being altered 
o give a brake percentage of 66 empty, using only the small,, 
orake cylinder, ana 54 loaded with both cylinders in action: 
revertheless, an acceptable compromise was obtained and 
:his arrangement became known as the DA jO brake.
One hundred similar, wagons-were' fitted with Westing- 
house air brakes, using a 10 in. diameter x  12 in. cylinder and 
a brake leverage of 8*00:1. The triple valve was of the LU1 
type, with quick service bulb, regulating valve and choke for 
application, and choke for release. Manually controlled 
Empty/Loaded braking was provided, which in the empty 
position connected a spring loaded dummy cylinder to the 
brake cylinder pipe, thus reducing the brake cylinder 
pressure for any degree of brake application. After some 
early tests, the empty brake percentage was reduced from 
88 to 62 to reduce the disparity betwreen the braking on the 
locomotive and the train. The loaded brake percentage 
was 58.
The tests with both vacuum- and air-braked trains drew 
attention to the shortcomings of draw'gear and couplings 
for this type of duty and the resulting developments are 
described later.
When run-in shocks had been overcome with the vacuum 
brake, trouble was still experienced with snatches which 
i>ccurred near the end of the stops from the higher speeds. 
U is only recently that this trouble has been finally overcome. 
Ihe comparatively low* rates of brake application with the 
&xr brake, combined with the high rate of propagation,
avoided all but the smallest .shocks, and the comparatively 
rapid rate of release with this brake showed to advantage.
Both air- and vacuum-braked trains stopped in less than 
the standard distances in the empty' condition, and took a 
little greater distance than the standard when loaded. 
How'ever, despite the good performance of the air-braked 
train, for various other reasons, particularly compatibility 
with existing vacuum brake fitted stock, it w'as decided to 
retain the vacuum brake. In consequence the remainder of 
this paper deals with developments in vacuum brakes and 
associated equipment for fully fitted trains, but it specifically 
excludes reference to more advanced forms of braking 
incompatible with present practice.
W A G O N  S T O P P I N G  D I S T A N C E S  A N D  
E M P T Y /L O A D E D  S Y S T E M S
The stopping of railway vehicles under operating conditions 
may be considered as being carried out in two main 
w'ays:
(1) Emergency stops, where the object is to, obtain the 
minimum stopping distance consistent with safety. •
(2) Service stops or speed reductions, where the stop 
is gradual, and usually takes place with adequate reserves 
of braking. At any stage in a service stop it is desirable 
to be able to release the brake without any further 
reduction in speed, as when a signal aspect changes.
In practice the tendency is for service stops to become more 
and more severe, as for example when a train is tightly 
timed or is running late. I t is clearly desirable that any stop, 
even an emergency stop, should take place as smoothly as 
possible.
1 4 T . BALDW IN, D . VT. PEACOCK AND B. T . SCALES
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Curve N o . N um ber and type o f  wagons \ T ype o f  brake
.
Nom inal brake 
percentage :
Couplings, buffers and 
; locom otives
1 65 loaded 16 ton mineral wagons !
1
Sim ple vacuum brake with 
moderating valves
29 ■>Or-. Instanter couplings, SDindle 
buffers, 2 L .M .S . Class 7, 4 -6 -0
2 70 em pty 16 ton.m ineral wagons \ T w o-cylinder, D .A . valves fitted 77 Continental screw couplings 
adjusted to ‘Instanter’ length, 
spindle buffers, 2 B .R. 
Class 9F , 2 -1 0 -0
3 70 loaded 16 ton mineral wagons T w o-cylinder, D .A . valves fitted 
.
■
65
•
4 70 em pty 16 ton mineral wagons S .A .B ., D .A . valves fitted 59 Continental screw couplings 
adjusted to ‘Instanter’ length, 
i -  O.P. buffers, 2 B.R. 
Class 9F , 2 -1 0 -0
5 70 loaded 16 ton mineral wagons 
-
S.A .B ., D .A . valves fitted 49*
6 50 goods vans each loaded 
with 34 tons
Sim ple vacuum brake with 
moderating valves on 32 vans
41
approx.
Instanter couplings, O.P. 
buffers, 1 B .R . Class 7, 4 -6 -2
Fig. 2.1. Speed-stopping distance curves for fully fitted trains in emergency applications
S-Curve
The generally accepted standard of emergency stopping 
performance used by B.R. is a curve known (for convenience) 
as the S-curve, Fig. 2.1. This is a curve obtained empirically 
from tests made on the London, Midland and Scottish 
Railway about 1936. It follows approximately the law:
.' . , 1 (Initial speed in
Stopping distance on level in yards =  —  mile/h>>2
This gives an average retardation, based on distance, of 
4*9 per cent g. This retardation may at first sight appear 
rather an unambitious target, but it must be remembered 
that it takes into account the time of propagation and 
build-up of brake force, state of brake maintenance, etc. 
The curve can be used by signal engineers as a basis of 
signal sighting distances, after making allowances for 
driver’s reaction time and for less-than-emergency brake 
applications.
Freight trams, whici have maximum speeds limited by
operating and mechanical considerations to a maximum of 
60 mile/h for fully fitted trains, rather lower speeds for 
partly fitted trains, and still lower speeds for unfitted trains, 
as a rule run over lines which are signalled for passenger 
trains, and it may be argued that equivalent brake power to 
passenger trains is not required, as freight trains are 
ordered to stop by the signalling in a fixed distance,'which 
is that needed for the passenger train when stopping from 
high speeds, say, 75 mile/h. This argument is in general 
true, but fully fitted freight trains are at present being 
expected to stop as passenger trains, arguments for this 
requirement being:
(1) Modernization of goods traffic is demanding as high 
an average speed as possible, and special vehicles capable 
of higher speeds are being increasingly introduced.
(2) Signalling in some places, which has been fixed by 
the maximum speed permitted locally, only caters for 
such speeds as fully fitted freight trains can attain.
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• In view of the arguments outlined above in the braking 
testsdescribed with fully fitted trains it has been considered
v advisable to include in the requirements stopping within 
the S-curve.
Empty/Loaded braking
The high ratios of over 3 :1 between loaded and empty 
weights of some rolling stock, particularly mineral wagons 
; and tank wagons, have made obsolete the common,practice 
of providing a brake force of about 70-80 per cent of the 
tare weight, because this leads to unacceptably low brake 
power for loaded braking. As wagons of these types usually 
operate either about fully loaded or empty, it was decided 
to fit Empty/Loaded braking giving two braking regimes. 
Two types have been adopted for mineral wagons, namely 
the two-cylinder system, and the S.A.B. alternative 
leverage system.
Two-cylinder system
Braking is carried out when the wagon is empty by one 
brake cylinder, but when the wagon is loaded a second 
cylinder is also brought into operation. This system has the 
advantage of using'well-tried components, but it requires 
considerable space. In the case of the 16 ton mineral wagons 
as now fitted, the two cylinders are 15 in. diameter (‘Empty’) 
and 18 in. diameter (‘Loaded’), with common leverage of 
10:1, operating clasp brake blocks, and a D.A. valve is 
used which is described later. On these wagons the change- 
wer is worked manually, but am automatic system has been 
designed. In the ‘Empty’ setting there might be some 
benefit from a common top side connection to both cylinders, 
so that only one release valve and cord are needed, but 
considerations of reliability' and standardization led to the 
present choice.
• In service incidental difficulties were experienced with 
the Empty/Loaded changeover operation, but alterations 
are being made which prevent any chance of the ‘Loaded’ 
cylinder dragging while' the brake is in ‘Empty’.
S.A.B. system
This has been adopted for trial on 16 ton mineral wragons 
with clasp brake blocks, and has the following features:
H; A 21 in. brake cylinder, which is always in use. 
A D.A. valve is fitted.
(2) A mechanical leverage system, with alternative 
leverage ratios suitable for empty or loaded braking.
(3) An automatic vacuum operated latch to change the 
leverage ratios and controlled by the weight on one end 
of one spring.
(4) An S.A.B. DRV.2 brake regulator. This is a 
double-acting slack adjuster, which can take up slack due 
to brake block wear, or alternatively increase slack if 
necessary.
Table 2.1 and Fig. 2.1 give particulars of representative 
emergency stopping distance performances (level track) for 
the two systems. It will be seen that the stopping distances
are well within S-curve requirements, but that the S.A.B. 
wagons are decidedly better when the brake percentages are 
taken into account. The reason for this is believed to lie in 
the higher mechanical efficiency of the S.A.B. brake .gear 
and the effect of the moderating valve on tire ‘loaded’ 
cylinder of the two-cylinder wagons.
Both two cylinder and S.A.B. systems are still being 
tried in service.
A P P L I C A T I O N  A N D  C O N T R O L
The problems of vacuum brake application and control may 
be summed up as follows:
In endeavouring to obtain these features, the vacuum 
brake has been developed on B.R. as follows:
Simple vacuum brake
The simple vacuum brake fulfilled condition (2), but was 
very poor as regards condition (1), since all the air required 
to fill the brake cylinders has to pass through the driver’s 
brake valve. Fig. 2.2a shows the rate of application normally 
obtained with a simple vacuum brake and Fig. 2.2b shows 
the rate of propagation in a 2 in. train pipe without brake 
cylinders.
D.A. valves
The limitations of the simple vacuum brake led to the 
introduction of various forms of relay valves, which ad­
mitted air locally to fill the brake cylinders. The valve used 
as the standard fitting by B.R. for this purpose is the Direct 
Admission (D.A.) valve. This was designed on the Great 
Western about 1910 by M r Dumas, and used by them for 
passenger trains, later being adopted with detail alterations 
by the L.M.S* and later by British Railways.
The internal construction (Fig. 2.3) comprises a large 
diaphragm whose underside is acted on by train pipe 
vacuum to open a ly^  in. diameter air valve from atmo­
sphere to the brake cylinder connection, w'hich is also taken 
to the upper side of the diaphragm through a choke. Hence 
in a brake application wrhen enough air has been admitted 
to balance the train pipe vacuum, the D.A. valve shuts. To 
give release a non-return valve is arranged to allow the air 
to be evacuated from the cylinder. Thus by the use of 
valves working as described above, the speed of brake 
application has been made o f the same order as that of 
vacuum destruction m a plain train pipe, as shown in 
Fig. 2.2^, which is about |  to \  of that with the simple 
vacuum brake.
(1) A quick propagation is necessary on an emergency 
application, to prevent serious run-in shocks, asWell as to 
give short stopping distances. Provided that the allowable 
stopping distances permit it, a controlled rate of build-up 
is also advantageous in reducing shocks.
(2) For sendee applications the brake should be readily 
controllable by the driver and should have a good margin 
of stability. In this type of application, run-in shock is 
prevented by the slower build-up of brake force.
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FLAT ON SPINDLE 
FORMING CHOKE
TO BRAKE CYLINDERS
ORIFICE PLATE
TRAIN PIPE
Fig. 2.3. Arrangement of DA valve vrith orifice plate D.A.[O brake
D.A. valves have been satisfactory on passenger trains of 
up to about 16 coaches in length, but were less successful 
on long freight trains, the main difficulty being that the 
brake at times became unstable, and when a partial applica­
tion w as intended, the brake would go on fully, a pheno­
menon known as ‘tripping’. A good deal o f work has been 
done on this phenomenon and results can be summarized 
th u s: - ' v
• (1) Gn an emergency application the D.A. valves, as 
well as carrying out their original functions of filling the 
brake cylinder, also feed air back into the train pipe. 
This feed-back was found necessary in order to keep up 
the steepness of the wave-front in the train pipe, and 
hence its velocity.
(2) To obtain this characteristic the D.A. valves were 
'required to be connected to the 2 in. train pipe through 
an orifice o f  about •§ in. diameter (Fig. 2.3), this arrange­
ment being known as the DA/O brake. The mode of 
action then is that when on a rapid brake application the 
air valve opens, air enters, and the pressure in the D.A. 
valve top becomes almost atmospheric. Some air goes 
down the side passage and lifts the non-return valve, 
and the resulting pressure rise in the body lifts the 
diaphragm fully, thus giving a large feed-back into the 
train pipe and ensuring a high rate of brake propagation 
along the train. At the same time the air admitted to the 
brake cylinder gives a rapid and severe brake application. 
Under these conditions the emergency propagation speed 
has been found to be about 350-400 ft/sec, which 
entirely prevents run-in shocks (see Fig. 2.2c).
. (3) The brake needed careful handling to avoid 
‘tripping’ on making a partial application, as the valve is 
as sensitive to the rate of vacuum drop as to its amount.
(4)/ I n  the DA/O system with two brake qdinders, a 
• moderating valve has been necessary on the loaded 
cylinder to secure satisfactory propagation rates under 
both loaded and empty conditions. The consequent
reduction in the rate of application on the loaded cylinder
is not altogether advantageous.
Various methods have been tried to improve the DA/O 
system and considerable improvements h2ve resulted from 
attention to detail design and to adjustment of the rate of 
response. By these means the valves have been rendered less 
sensitive to emergency application by raising the lower limit 
at which the valve will ‘trip’ from the range of 2 in.-6 in. 
per second to about 12 in. per second, and when ‘tripping’ 
has occurred, the amount of air fed back to the train pipe is 
greatly increased. Tests have been made with these ‘stabil­
ized’ D.A. valves, and have given good results.
A theoretical study of D.A. valves and their effect on 
train pipe behaviour is being made as a research project 
at Nottingham University, and results so far obtained are 
giving a better fundamental understanding of the working 
of these valves, which may well be the subject of another 
paper.
Rate Valve brake
The work on D.A. valves has shown that they are being 
required to do more than was originally .expected of them 
and that the conflicting requirements of quick propagation 
and stability are not easily achieved. Furthermore, control 
of the rate of brake application is not independent of brake 
piston stroke, and adjustment cannot easily be made without 
affecting the rate of fall of vacuum that gives rise to in­
stability. Eventually it was considered that a valve in wrhich 
separate adjustment of these factors could be made wrould 
be worth a trial.
With these requirements in mind the Rate Valve brake 
was evolved by British Railways (Fig. 2.4). The illustration 
shows the system as applied to a two-cvlinder Empty/Loaded 
wagon, but the principle can equally be applied to any 
vehicle. The system operates by providing an unstable 
emergency application, but preserves stability on a'partial 
application. It consists essentially of two valves, a rate 
valve and a copy valve.
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Fig. 2.4. Pipe diagram for rate valve brake
The rate valve has a diaphragm whose top side is con­
nected to the train pipe, and the underside connected to the 
top side through a choke. An atmospheric valve operated 
by the diaphragm and connecting with the space above the 
diaphragm is kept closed by a' spring. The force on this 
spring corresponds to a particular pressure differential 
across the diaphragm, or flow rate through the choke, and 
consequently to a definite rate of change of pressure in the 
space below the diaphragm. It follows that if in an emergency 
application this rate of rise is exceeded above the diaphragm, 
the valve will open, thus producing very quick propagation 
and an ‘all or nothing’ efFect.
The copy valve is a diaphragm-operated relay valve which 
admits air locally to the brake cylinder. The valve incor­
porates a timing reservoir which is connected to the train 
pipe through a choke, so arranged that the rate of the fall of 
vacuum in the reservoir can be adjusted to give the required 
rate of brake force build-up. The reservoir is in communica­
tion with the underside of the diaphragm. The top side is 
connected with the brake cylinder by means of a special 
pipe, so that the copy valve diaphragm is acted on by the 
true difference of vacuum between the timing reservoir and 
the brake cylinder, thus avoiding the errors associated with 
the D.A. valve previously described, which controls the 
pressure at the D.A. valve end of the flexible hose to the 
brake cylinder.
Release takes place through a non-return valve, which for 
convenience has been incorporated in the rate valve body.
Tests have been made with this system on a train of 70 
16-ton wagons with two-cylinder Empty/Loaded brakes, 
and have given very promising results. Emergency stopping 
distances are 'well inside the S-curve, and brake propagation 
speeds are of the order of 500 ft/sec, which are the fastest so 
far achieved with a 2 in. train pipe (see Fig. 2.2d). Gradual
applications are under good control, and for this reason 
drivers, once used to the system, consider it an improve­
ment on D.A. valve trains.
D.A.— Accelerator Valve braise
Another system (Fig. 2.5) designed to overcome some of the 
disadvantages of the D.A. valve, known for convenience as 
the ‘D.A.—Accelerator Valve system’, has been devised by 
Gresham and Craven as an alternative to the Rate Valve 
brake.
This system again utilizes an all-or-nothing type of air 
admission to the train pipe for an emergency application, 
achieved by a diaphragm and spring type accelerator valve 
fixed directly on the train pipe, and which for an emergency 
application gives a full 2 in. bore opening in a manner 
similar to the rate valve previously described. Two additional 
features, however, are present in that the valve is so pro­
portioned that not only must it be subjected to a high rate of 
vacuum drop, but also the actual vacuum must be down to 
about 12 in. before the valve will open, and once open the 
valve is held open for 4-6 seconds by an auxiliary choke.
The air admission to the brake cylinders is by means of a 
lightweight Gresham and Craven type D.A. valve, which is 
mounted on the cylinder itself, thereby avoiding errors due 
to pressure differences along a connecting pipe. The valve 
is made as a light alloy casting, and incorporates the release 
valve. B.R. tests on this system as applied to a 70 wagon 
train are expected to be completed before the reading of 
this paper.
B R A K E  R E L E A S E  T I M E S  
Relatively long release times are generally regarded as an 
inherent though undesirable feature of the vacuum brake, 
though on the other hand the fact that once the brake is
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released it is immediately available in full power is also curves. It should be noted, however, that release times vary
important. (Schemes for improving release times by considerably with the state of maintenance of the train,
equalizing, top and bottom sides of the brake cylinder condition of ejectors or exhausters, type of relief valve,
seriously weaken this feature.) Some representative values and so on. The results quoted are for electrically driven
of brake release times with trains of mineral wagons are exhausters, and a train in good vacuum tight condition,
shown in Table 2.2, and Figs 2.6a and 2.6b show typical In an endeavour to reduce release times with the 2 in.
21 in. BRAKE' CYLINDER
D.A. VALVE
Fig. 2.5. Pipe diagram for D.A. accelerator valve system
Table 2.2. Release times of trains of fully fitted 2-cylinder mineral zcagons
Small exhauster only 
(90 ft:'/min)
Large and small exhausters 
(180 f t3/m in -r90  f t3/min)
Re-creation o f  vacuum to: 16 in. j 17 in. 18 in. 16 in. 17 in. j 18 in.
i 30 wagons. 0-5 | 0-55 0-65 0-3 i 0-35 j 0-4
(1 cylinder ' 50 wagons 1 ° ! 11 1-25 0-65 I 0-7 | 0-85
. i 70 wagons 1-85 ' | 2-3 3-0 1-3 1 1-7 i 2-0
. ■ ! 30 wagons 0-8 ! 0-95 1-05 0 5 ■ 0-55 . 0-65
(2 cylinders [ 50 wagons 1-6 j 1-8 i 2-3 I 1-15 1-25 j 1-5
70 wagons 2-55 j 2-9 !
i i
3-9 I 1 85
t ■! 2-1 ;s i
2-75
T im es given in m inutes to re-create vacuum to values shown.
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Fig. 2.6. Release characteristics
train pipe, tests have been made to explore some of the 
features involved, and results can be summarized thus:
(1) For any given type of train, release times are in 
proportion to (number of wagons): approximately, and
the greatest pressure drop along the train pipe takes place 
near the front.
(2) The use of more powerful exhausters then those 
now normally in use hardly improves release time at all, 
for the given size of vacuum train pipe and brake 
cylinders.
(3) The time to release increases disproportionately for 
the last few inches of vacuum, this being a feature in 
favour of adoption of as low an operating vacuum as is 
practical.
(4) The lay-out of the train pipe under the wagon 
should be as straight as possible, and elbows and other 
sharp bends avoided. The elimination of sharp end bends 
was found to reduce release time by about 6 per cent on 
a 70 wagon train.
(5) Smooth bore hoses in place of the conventional 
internally corrugated hose gave a reduction in release 
time of about 7 per cent. This unexpectedly low result 
was considered due to the circumstance that the smooth 
bore rubber hose still had a considerable internal resist­
ance compared to a steel pipe. Hence improvements of 
type (4) or (5) are marginal, and while worth doing 
on new stock or as replacements, are not worth the cost 
of alteration on existing stock.
(6) Tests showed that the time required to effect 
release was closely proportional to the total internal 
volume of the system (Fig. 2.6c). This fact has important 
effects which can be successfuly exploited thus:
(i) Piston travels should be kept as short as possible, 
which can well be done by slack adjusters.
(ii) The adoption of smaller brake cylinders, which can 
be achieved by the use of composition brake blocksr 
(see later), gives a valuable reduction in release 
time. The disc brake also shows to an even greater 
advantage, as not only are composition brake pads 
used, but also the piston stroke required to operate 
it is much less than for conventional brakework.
Recent developments by Gresham and Craven on 3 in. 
train pipes have, however, been most interesting, a signifi­
cant reduction in release time being achieved. These 
developments have included the use of more powerful 
exhausters, which can now be employed with advantage, 
and have not only obtained a greatly reduced release time, 
but also very much cut dowm the vacuum lag between the 
front and rear of the train so that the driver can judgemuch 
more accurately the release at the rear end from the train 
pipe vacuum at the front.
P R O B L E M S  O F  ‘R U N - I N ’ A N D  ‘ S N A T C H ’: 
E X P E R I E N C E  W I T H  D R A W G E A R  
A N D  B U F F E R S
R un-in  shocks
With slow propagation of the braking effort along a fully 
fitted train and clearances between the wragons, it is possib le 
for considerable changes in the speed of the braked wagons 
at the front of the train to take place before the relatively 
slightly braked wagons at the rear run into them. The
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successive wagons in the train run into the relatively solid 
mass of wagons in front at gradually increasing speeds, the 
rear brake van usually suffering the greatest impact. 
Appendix 2.1 gives a simplified calculation from which 
this ‘run-in’ velocity can be estimated.
With fully fitted trains in Britain an adequate 
propagation rate can restrict the run-in shocks to values 
which the buffers fitted can readily accept.
Snatches
With a quick propagation rate on long trains, stopping from 
the higher speeds, one or more severe snatches have been 
frequently experienced in the brake van at the rear of the
STOP N* 6 CAT M.P.74) 12/7/59 
2 CLASS 9 2-10 0-B.T.U-68 LOADED-16 ton 
■WAGONS WITH FERODO BRAKES BLOCKS-B.T.V.
train. Fig. 2.7 is a record of a typical stop in the higher 
speed range and it shows the results obtained from accelero­
meters mounted at various positions in the train, and 
corresponding relative displacements between wagons.
Theories have been advanced to account for this occur­
rence as follows:
(1) The rising coefficient of friction of the cast iron 
brake blocks, as the train speed falls, causes instability, so 
that any tendency of the rear vehicles to move backwards 
relative to the rest of the train lowers the slipping speed 
at the brake blocks and augments the effect. Similarly 
the leading vehicles may move forward relatively to the 
rest of the train.
(GRADIENT:- 1 IN 118FALLING) INITIAL SPEED :-57mile/h 
BOTH ENGINE REGULATORS OPEN AT COMMENCEMENT OF STOP
57
£ 50
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Fig. 2.7. Typical accelerometer and potentiometer records
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To test this theory, a train was fitted with Ferodo VG.4 
composition brake blocks, which were shown in the labora­
tory to have a more uniform friction-speed characteristic 
than cast iron. Snatches were still obtained on making 
emergency stops with this train.
(2) The buffer recoil energy of about 72 inch tons 
between each pair of vehicles is greatly in excess of the 
resilience of the drawgear, wiiich is about 18 inch tons 
with three rubbers on each of the opposing drawhooks. 
Consequently after a heavy ‘run-in’ a . severe snatch 
could be expected if  the buffers recoiled simultaneously.
To investigate this second theory, the air pressure in the 
hydraulic buffers of a 70 wagon train was reduced, from 
150 lb/in2 to 35 lb/in2, the latter figure then giving recoil 
energy equal to the drawgear resilience. Again snatches 
were experienced during the ■ emergency stops from the 
higher speeds, and another disadvantage was noticed in 
that the train wras difficult to propel.
(3) With B.R. standard steam locomotives there is a 
considerable delay in developing brake power due to 
condensation in the steam brake cylinders, and also the 
brake percentage for the locomotives is less than that of 
the train. Hence the locomotives pull forward on the 
train, particularly in the early stages of an emergency 
stop, giving rise to the same features as those from a 
violent start, i.e. a ‘snatch’ increasing in severity as it 
travels down the train to the brake van.
To investigate the third theory, a pair of diesel locomotives 
was used to haul the test train, their braking characteristics 
being arranged to correspond with those of the train. 
Whilst no snatches wrere experienced during emergency 
stops, when the locomotive braking was deliberately 
removed to confirm the theory, only a slight snatch occurred. 
It should be borne in mind that in these tests the loco­
motives weighed only 75 tons each, whereas the steam 
locomotives, which were used on the trains which had 
produced severe snatches, weighed 140 tons each.
An attempt is being made with a digital computer to 
calculate the transient conditions obtaining in a 70 wagon 
train during the braking period. Encouraging initial results 
have been obtained but it is as yet too early to incorporate 
the information in this paper. I f  possible the opportunity 
will be taken of making a later contribution during the dis­
cussion of this paper.
Drawgear
Basically, it appears that both in stopping and starting 
energy is released at a rate which depends on the relative 
movements of the wagons. When there is free movement 
associated vrith drawgear of limited capacity and having a 
stiffness which increases with the stroke, force magnification 
can be produced, and the snatch force increases its in­
tensity as it. travels along the train.
Tests have, therefore, been made on srandard rubber, 
friction, ring spring and hydraulic drawgear, fitted initially 
to 5 w’agons, and subjected to controlled snatches with the
aid of a 30 ft length of ships anchor chain. Fig. 2.8 gives the 
results. Subsequently 70 wagon trains have been fitted up 
with both ring spring and hydraulic drawgear in addition 
to hydraulic buffers, and preliminary tests show that the 
hydraulic drawgear then limits the shocks in the rear brake 
to 0*3 g under normal operating conditions, including 
emergency stops. (It is hoped that the ring spring results 
will be available by the time the paper is presented.)
The effect of violent snatches on brake vans may be 
ameliorated by fitting long stroke hydraulic drawgear (i)*.
.The first test trains dealt with in this paper w ere fitted 
with Instanter couplings. These yielded at about 15 tons 
and broke at over 70 tons, the hooks having corresponding 
values of 32 tons and 64 tons. Both Instanter couplings and 
hooks were too weak and wagon screw couplings were 
tried. These also distorted and Continental type screw 
couplings and drawhooks wrere used to enable the tests to 
proceed. These had yield points of about 55 and 60 tons 
respectively and breaking strengths of about 90 and 99 
tons. To avoid other difficulties with these couplings, a 
strengthened form of Instanter coupling has been developed 
by flattening the original round section Instanter link and 
changing to B.R. Grade 5 steel, oil quenched and tempered, 
and this now’ gives a yield load of 29 tons and a breaking 
strength of 94 tons, with a negligible increase in weight.
The Instanter link may be turned to the ‘short’ or close- 
coupled position with a shunting pole/and with the addition 
of upwrard pointing lugs attached to the bottom of the 
Instanter link and corresponding ferrules on either side 
of the brake hose coupler clamp ring, lowr brake hoses may 
also be connected together with a shunting pole. When 
uncoupling, low brake hoses will pull apart readily. These 
techniques obviate the necessity for shunters to go between 
w’agons.
Originally, four India rubber springs were used on each 
drawnook, but because the train seemed very flexible, it was 
suggested that better results might be obtained with only 
one rubber spring per hook. In this condition a 70 wagon 
train proved very difficult to start and greater flexibility 
than this is desirable.
Buffers
The ‘run-in’ of a train is similar to impact betw*een rakes of 
w’agons, and therefore a rake impact test was made to study 
train ‘run-in’ under controlled conditions, the w’agons being 
fitted with hydraulic buffers (2) (3). It was found that the 
performance of the buffers at the point of initial impact 
was comparatively satisfactory', but the performance of the 
buffers at the points of secondary impact w’as unsatisfactory 
as high forces were recorded when these buffers closed 
solid. It is shown theoretically in Appendix 2.II that the 
impact condition for the buffers at the points of secondary 
impact is equivalent to wagons of twice their actual mass 
impacting at half the initial speed of the moving rake. This 
explains the early unsatisfactory performance originally 
predicted by Professor Rauscher of the Technical High 
School, Zurich.
* A  numerical list o f  references is given in Appendix 2 .III .
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Fig. 2.9. Hydraulic buffer characteristics for 4 mile I h and 7 \ rnilelh impacts between rakes of loaded iron ore wagons. The 
stroke is of two buffers in series, and the gross weight of each wagon was approximately 37. tons
As a result of this work, the orifice control of hydraulic 
buffers has been modified so that the buffers use only 4 in. 
of their 44 in. working stroke during impacts between 
single wagons. For the last \  in.; of stroke the orifice is very 
small and constant to cushion train ‘run-in’ and the second­
ary impacts occurring during impacts between rakes. A 
rake test with modified buffers confirmed this modification 
to be successful, as shown in Fig. 2.9.
C O M P O S I T I O N  B R A K E  B L O C K S  O N  - 
F R E I G H T  V E H I C L E S
Composition brake blocks are used extensively for mulriple- 
unit trains on London Transport and on similar types of 
passenger stock making frequent stops from medium 
speeds, and it was considered worth while to make some 
tests with blocks of this type in freight service.
A train of 70 16-ton mineral wTagons with two-cylinder 
Empty/Loaded vacuum brake was used, and was fitted with 
Ferodo VG.4 brake blocks for test purposes. These brake 
blocks are known to have a fairly constant coefficient of 
friction under laboratory conditions, as opposed to the cast 
iron brake block characteristic of a steeply-rising coefficient 
at very low speed. It was, therefore, considered advisable to 
carry out some shunting tests with these composition blocks 
to make sure that they were adequate to hold the wagon at 
walking speeds. Tests were made on salt wagons and 16 ton 
mineral wagons, and it was found that at the low shunting 
speeds considered the retardations produced by cast iron 
and Ferodo VG.4 blocks were about the same, using the 
same handbrake leverage in both cases. From this result it 
was concluded that main line running with VG.4 fitted 
wagons would not be impracticable because of inadequate 
handbrake power.
During the shunting tests mentioned above, some similar 
tests were made with VG.2 blocks, which have approxi­
mately the same average coefficient as cast iron over a stop 
from medium speeds, and are in consequence regarded as 
suitable for vehicles which are to be fitted with composition 
blocks without involving alteration to existing cast iron 
leverage. The VG.2 blocks were, however, decidedly 
inferior to cast iron for controlling shunting.
Main line stopping distance tests were carried out writh 
the VG.4 brake blocks, and the only change made in the 
brake gear apart from fitting the VG.4 blocks was altering 
the overall brake leverage from 10:1 to 6*06:1. The identical 
change in the handbrake leverage was accepted for the 
purposes of the test.
Results of loaded and empty train service tests showed 
promising results (see Table 2.3). The stopping distances 
were reduced by an average of about 18 per cent as compared 
with those for cast iron and there was no evidence of wheel 
pick-up. There were, however, no reductions in the snatch 
shocks felt during stops from the higher speeds.
As mentioned in the section on release times, composition 
brake blocks when used on vacuum-braked trains offer the 
possibility of reducing brake cylinder size, and consequently 
of shortening release time and reducing the tare weight, 
and it is intended to fit up a mineral train in this way and 
make tests. It is expected that a 21 in. diameter cylinder 
with cast iron blocks can be replaced by a 15 in. diameter 
cylinder with VG.4 or similar blocks, which should result 
in a reduction in release time of about one-third.
One of the main advantages claimed for composition 
blocks is that they have a much longer life than cast iron and 
so show a net financial saving after taking into account first 
costs, costs of renewals, and increased availability of rolling 
stock. These important points, together with questions
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Table 2.3. Results of stopping distance tests on 16 ton fully 
fitted mineral wagons with Ferodo VGA composition 
4 brake blocks
Cast iron 
brake blocks
• Ferodo V G .4  
brake blocks
Em pty
.
Loaded J Empty Loaded
Nom inal brake cylinder 
force (tons)
Leverage . .
W agon weight (to n s). 
Brake percentage .
0-64
10:1
8-3
77
1-58
10:1
24-3*
65*
1
i 0-64 
j 6-06:1  
' 8-3 
| 46*
1-58
6-06:1
24-3*
39**
Stopping distance from 55 
m ile/h on level (yards) 505
.
660
i '
j 425
.
520
Ratio o f  stopping 
distances: 
Ferodo V G .4  
Cast iron 
as a percentage
j
1
| 84 79
Actual stopping distance 
S-curve stopping distance
as a percentage
..
73 95*
ij
| 61* 75*
* Taken at design value o f  16 ton load. Actual loads were 12-5- 
13 tens on tests.
S-curve stopping distance from 55 m ile/h was 690 yards. T w o  
Class 9 2 -1 0 -0  locomotives., brake test unit, 70 wagons, and brake 
test van were used. T h e  wagons had two-cylinder D A /O  brakes.
of tyre wear or damage,, cannot as yet be settled till more 
experience has accumulated.
It is sometimes stated that the friction of composition 
blocks falls off in wet conditions (although no evidence of 
this was found on the main line tests). Tests are to be made 
with the blocks heavily wetted to ascertain if  such troubles 
can occur. Another advantage claimed for composition 
blocks is that under prolonged braking conditions (e.g. 
‘pihning-down’) there is no sparking from the brake blocks, 
a point of importance for such vehicles as tank wagons. 
Tests are also to be made on this feature, including experi­
ments to make sure that the composition blocks do not 
disintegrate or damage the wheel by excessive heating.
M I S C E L L A N E O U S  T E S T S  
The results of some miscellaneous tests are mentioned 
briefly bdow:
Van trains
Many of the express freight trains running in Britain 
at present are composed of merchandise wagons, and vans, 
usually of about 8 tons tare, with brake percentages of 
60-80 on tare and fitted with simple vacuum brakes. 
Emergency stopping distance tests with 34- tons load per 
wagon have shown (see Fig. 2.1) that the stopping distances 
achieved are normally longer than the equivalent S-curve 
distances. These long stopping distances are mainly due to 
the slow propagation, the braking taking about 25 seconds 
to fall to 10 in. in the rear on an emergency application.
This reason w as confirmed by the severe run-in shocks 
which occurred at the lower speeds. Improvements in 
stopping distances to less than the S-curve values "were 
attained by the use of Q.S.A. (Quick Service Application) 
valves (a form of D.A. valve).
Mixed trains
Tests have also been carried out on mixed trains of empty 
and loaded merchandise and loaded 16 ton mineral wagons, 
the merchandise wagons having initially no D.A. valves'. 
Tests showed that D.A. valves throughout were necessary 
to prevent serious shock on emergency application, and to 
give good stopping distances. Hydraulic buffers were 
preferable to spindle buffers in reduction of shocks.
Locom otive brak ing
In order to obtain more accurate braking on long goods 
trains, particularly at night, tests were made with a self­
lapping driver’s brake valve which when the handle was 
moved to a definite position proportional to the braking 
required, automatically and gently provided braking at this 
value, irrespective of train length. Successful trials were 
made with this valve, and similar but improved designs 
have now been produced by brake manufacturers, and may 
well be tried.
C om patib ility  w ith p a r tly  fitted  tra in s
With partly fitted trains there must be an initial period of 
gentle braking at the front of the train to enable the buffers 
throughout the train to come into contact. After this 
preliminary stage the braking may be intensified. It is 
consequently important that the braking equipment 
providing rapid transmission on the fully fitted train should 
remain stable when providing gentle braking under partly 
fitted conditions.
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A P P E N D I X  2 .1
F ULLY- FITTED TRAINS-—3 OFFER ING -UP PROCESS.  
APPROXIMATE CALCULATION OF R U N - I N  VELOCITY 
A simple approximation to the process o f  buffering-lip at the 
start o f braking o f a fully-fitted train, with consequent run-in  
at the rear-end, can be made in the manner described below. 
Symbols used and conditions assumed:
Train consists o f  n identical wagons.
Wagon weight, W.
Brake block force (total) per wagon, F.
Brake force rises instantaneously to full value.
Coefficient o f  friction between brake block and tyre, p. 
Propagation rate o f braking (taken as constant), r wagons/sec. 
T im e from initiation o f  braking, t.
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Rear end run-in speed, v.
Rolling resistance neglected.
Calculations refer to level track.
U nits used: ton, ft, sec.
For first 1/r sec, the first wagon only is braked.
W hen t  =  1/r, as compared with initial conditions
ft p g  J
Reduction in speed is x  -  W  r
Loss o f  m om entum  (braking force x  §:), is p F  x  1/r
For second 1 /r sec, the first two wagons are braked equally, so 
there is no relative retardation between them , but a constant dif­
ference in  speed.
W hen t — 2/r, as compared with initial conditions
1st wagon, reduction in speed is ^ ~ x ^
2
loss o f  j n o m e n t u m  is pF X -
uFg,
R7
loss o f  mom entum  is uF  x  -  
r
Proceeding similarly down the train in steps o f  1 }r sec, it w ill be 
seen that after (n — l) /r  sec, when the propagation has reached the 
last but one wagon, the loss o f  m om entum  due to braking o f  the 
first wagon will be pF(n — l) /r , o f the second wagon fiF(n — 2)!r, 
etc., and so the total loss o f  mom entum  o f the train at this instant i s :
flF ^ ^ + p iF ^ ^ + ............. +HF-+PF-  =r r r r 2 r
T his progressive loss o f m om entum  due to braking will cause the 
wagons to buffer up, and an approximation to the value o f  the 
impact speed between the (n — 1) wagons, running as a whole, and 
the nth wagon can be estimated by using the sum o f  the loss o f  
m om entum  as given above.
There will be numerous minor internal impacts during close-up, 
and the buffers may close-up and partly open out again, but these 
secondary effects will not alter the total change o f m om entum . 
T he impact with the rear wagon will take place some tim e after 
t — (n — 1 )/r, and during this latter interval all wagons, including the 
rear one, are braked equally, so there will be no change in relative 
speed between the (« — 1) wagons and the last wagon. H ence a 
calculation based on loss o f  momentum at t — (« — 1 )/r will give an 
estimate o f  rear-end impact speed.
y.F(n — l)nLoss o f momentum o f  (n — 1) wagons as a whole ~
2r
( n - l ) W
g
X v nF(r. — l)n
therefore nv  — — x  
2 r
2 r
V-Fg
W
=  — (braking retardation) . (2.1)
A few  representative values o f  rear-end impact speeds are 
shown in Table 2.4. In each case p  — 0 1 ;  F  — 10 tons; W  =
txFs
16 tons] i.e . =  2 ft/sec-.
rr
Table 2.4. Rear-end impacts, ftjsec
i
Brake propagation Tate 1 
wagons/sec (r) i
20 !
j 1 0 !
5
Length o f  train (n) j 30 wagons ’ 1-5 : 3 ! 6
j 50 wagons i 2-5 • 5 | 10
. j 70 wagons 3-5 ; 7 | 14
It should be noticed that the calculation refers to trains o f  identical 
wagons, and that in practice the comparatively poor braking found 
on many’ locom otives w ill tend to keep the front o f  the train 
stretched out, and may be expected to lessen the rear-end impact.
Conclusions from  equation (2.1)
(1) T he impact speed depends directly on the length o f the 
train, and directly on the braking retardation.
(2) T h e  impact speed is independent o f  buffer clearance, 
provided that clearance is great enough to permit the relative 
m ovements.
(3) As gradient forces do not change the relative speeds of 
• the wagons, gradients w ill not influence the impact speeds.
(4) T h e impact is independent o f  initial speeds as such, but 
. depends on /i, wrhich for cast-iron brake blocks increases with
decreasing speed, hence stops from lower initial speeds produce 
m ore violent impacts. (It is well known that stops from speeds 
in the 5 -2 0  mile/h range produce the m ost violent impacts.)
(5) Im pact speed is proportional to 1/r, i.e. inversely propor­
tional to  propagation speed. It can be shown that for normal 
spring buffers there is an upper lim it o f  run-in speed o f about 
3—4 m ile/h above which ‘solid* impacts occur, and so for a 
long train a moderate decrease in propagation speed may be 
enough to cause impacts to becom e ‘solid’, with gTeatly in­
creased run-in shocks.
M ore detailed calculations, taking into account the rate o f rise 
o f  brake force, though involving greater approximation, indicate 
that both quick propagation a n d ’slow build up contribute to a 
low  impact, quick propagation .being the more important o f the 
two. Buffer clearance has now an-effect on the impact., increased 
clearance giving somewhat greater': im pact speeds.
T hese simplified calculations make no pretence o f  determining 
the transient conditions in the later stages o f  a stop, for which the 
calculations using a digital computer referred to at. the end o f the 
section on ‘Snatches’ are necessary.
A P P E N D I X  2 . I I
PREDICTED PERFORMANCE OF HYDRAULIC 
BUFFERS DURING RAKE I MPACT 
A prediction can be made of. buffer performance during the 
im pact between rakes o f  wa ons, as show
<.(3)(2)(1)
uoccou_
STROKESTROKE
in F ig. 2.10. T o  
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STROKE STROKE
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IMPACT IMPACT
Fig. 2.10. Predicted buffer performance. The zcagents are 
similar, zcith correct buffers
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simplify the analysis, it can be assumed that each successive 
impact between wagons is completed before the next impact 
begins and that there.is no buffer recoil. At the impact point be­
tween the rakes, the condition is that o f impact between two equal 
wagons. Thus the force/stroke characteristic at position 1 should 
be o f the shape shown in diagram 1 o f Fig. 2.10. After the buffers 
at position 1 have closed solid, the two wagons move in contact 
at half the original impact speed. T he second impact is a double 
one; as the two wagons in contact impact the second stationary 
wagon, so the second wagon o f the impacting rake runs in at the 
other end. Therefore, the two wagons in contact continue to move 
at half the original impact speed. T hus the condition is that o f  
impact between a wagon and an infinite mass fitted with buffers, 
at half the original impact speed. I f  M  is the mass o f  a .wagon, 
the equivalent mass Ale for two equal wagons for this condition
2 1 1 .can be found from the formula - r r  — t t  +  t t ’ 'where M i and
M e  A li A!;
Afi are the masses o f the two .wagons. Substituting in the formula 
2 1 1
- r r  =  -rH— j therefore M e  =  2Af. Therefore, the condition is M e M  oo 5
equivalent to impact between two similar wagons o f  twice the
mass. T he force/stroke characteristic for position 2 would be 
expected to have the shape shown in diagram 2 o f Fig. 2.10. 
Similarly at positions 3 and 4, the impact is equal to that between 
a single wagon and an infinite mass fitted with buffers.. T hus the 
force/stroke characteristic should be similar to that at position 2.
In practice the buffers between the wagons in each rake are in 
contact, and all begin to close at the first impact. However, the 
prediction does give an approximation to what happens during 
impacts between rakes o f wagons.
A P P E N D I X  2 . I l l  
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